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Abstract
Plant form is a product of emergent processes of cell division, patterning and morphogenesis.
These fundamental processes remain poorly characterised in plants. However, engineering
approaches can provide new tools and frameworks for the study and manipulation of plant
development.
This dissertation describes the development of engineering frameworks for reprogramming
of the early diverging land plant Marchantia polymorpha (Marchantia). I describe the
generation of genomic and transcriptomic datasets for Marchantia, which has provided the
basis for the compilation of a gene-centric registry of DNA parts for engineering (MarpoDB).
I describe the development of Loop assembly, an efficient and standardised DNA assembly
system based on Type IIS restriction enzymes for recursive fabrication of DNA circuits with
high efficiency. MarpoDB was used to mine new DNA parts compatible with Loop assembly
which were used to generate plant transformation vectors for labelling of cellular features to
study aspects of growth and development. I performed image analysis of genetic markers for
segmentation and quantification of cellular properties in germinating gemmae.
I implemented high-efficiency Cas9-mediated mutagenesis in Marchantia for use in
functional molecular genetics studies. Furthermore, I produced inducible systems for
expression of heterologous elements by transactivation which showed negligible levels of
basal activity. It was possible to use this system for induction of gene expression in single
cells.
Finally, these new frameworks were applied to study the gametophytic meristem in
Marchantia gemmae. I mapped the expression of several putative candidate homologues
for higher plant meristem regulators, performed overexpression and loss-of-function studies
for homologues of WUSCHEL, CLAVATA3 and SHOOT MERISTEMLESS. A strategy for
misregulation of endogenous genes was developed using inducible transactivation, and was
used with cellular markers forWUSCHEL and CLAVATA3 homologues in Marchantia.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The shapes of plants are a direct product of emergent processes of cell division, patterning and
morphogenesis. These processes occur at the cellular level, and are orchestrated by the action
of genetic programs, signalling and self-organisation. Understanding the links between genetic
programs and cellular control remains a challenge for plant developmental biology.
The study of genetic and cellular relationships is being enabled by the use of simple model
organisms that provide tractable systems for investigating plant development. Furthermore,
new engineering approaches have been introduced with the purpose of establishing frameworks
for faster and simpler experimentation. This has resulted in improved abilities to manipulate
gene expression and encode functions, expediting the engineering of biology. The use of
engineering frameworks for the study of plant development is a nascent practice and presents
an excellent opportunity to tackle the manipulation of shape in multicellular organisms by
regulating growth through genetic and cellular interactions.
1.1 Synthetic Biology
Tools and methods for manipulating DNA and DNA-encoded functions have become more
sophisticated by the discovery of novel DNA sequences, their function and the development
of incrementally more efficient ways of using them. Although these advances in genetic
engineering and our capacity to manipulate genetic elements are unprecedented, their
application is constrained by the requirement for highly technical knowledge for their
composition and applicability.
The lack of engineering principles in genetic engineering has been recognised by
researchers approaching genetic engineering from a electrical engineering and physics
perspective. As a result, the international Genetic Engineering Machine (iGEM) competition
along with the Registry of Biological Standard Parts was established to promote standardisation
at the level of composition of DNA constructs. A repository of DNA elements with
characterisation data was created for the purpose of engineering DNA circuits with predictable
behaviour.
The first examples of DNA circuits exhibiting predictable behaviour are attributed to the
repressilator[1] and the toggle-switch[2]. These reports showed the use of characterised DNA
elements and mathematical models to design genetic circuits with predictable behaviour in
vivo. These insights emphasised the need for conceptual frameworks for biological engineering
that include of principles of modularization, standardisation, decoupling and abstraction[3,4].
Conceptual frameworks for synthetic biology have been applied with partial success due to
the imperfect knowledge of the emergent properties of DNA-based systems (e.g. contextual
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effects[5]) and noise[6]. For instance, bottom-up approaches to refactor nitrogen fixation
pathways using synthetic constructs showed only partial activity and lacked the robustness seen
in native counterparts [7]. To address these issues, the introduction of systems-based approaches
to develop ‘context-aware’ engineering has been proposed in order to harness some of the
qualities (e.g. robustness) exhibited by natural circuits [8]. Nevertheless, recent reports showed
much higher success rates for design and implementation, tethering computer-assisted design
to in vivo characterisation and empirical rules for in silico circuit design[9].
Synthetic biology has enabled substantial progress in the generation and use of novel
tools and approaches for biological research, as well as, faster cycles of experimentation
and high-throughput capabilities[10]. High-throughput DNA synthesis, experimentation and
sequencing has already shown its value for the study of long-standing problems about the
relationship between N-terminal codon usage and protein expression in E. coli [11]. Though
most of the achievements provided by synthetic biology are restricted to prokaryotes and
unicellular species, attempts to implement synthetic biology practices in multicellular systems
have been undertaken.
1.2 Plant Synthetic Biology
Reports of synthetic biology in plants have been centred on the development of biosensors[12,13]
and the use of metabolic engineering for bioproduction[14,15,16] (reviewed in Liu and Steward,
2015[17]). Plants are interesting targets for biological engineering due to their capacity for
photosynthesis and crop-based bioproduction. Plastid engineering is a prime target for
plant synthetic biology (reviewed in Scharff and Bock, 2014[18]) due to prokaryotic-like
gene expression and capacity for extremely high yields of protein production by means of
heterologous expression[19].
Another prospect for plant synthetic biology is morphogenetic programming. Plants show
a remarkable variety of shapes in nature. Plant shape is recognised to be a product of fractal-
like growth[20,21], where similar developmental modules are reused and repurposed for the
generation of an array of different tissues[22,23]. Since growth in plants is governed by modular
developmental programs, understanding the rules that define these relationships could allow
reprogramming of plant shape by altering the networks. However, reprogramming networks
and predicting the morphogenetic outcome requires a multiscale hierarchical approach due to
the highly complex nature of growth. Genetic programs are embedded in cells, within tissues,
subject to local cues. During development, cells divide, expand and differentiate, changing
the cellular environment and altering their genetic programs. Cells respond to biotic and
abiotic signals that affect cellular processes, which in turn affect the behaviour of surrounding
cells determining multiscale feedback regulation. To understand these interactions and their
governing rules, the underpinning molecular genetics need to be mapped in order to provide
tools for testing genetic and cellular relationships.
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1.3 Simpler model systems
Biological organisms are complex systems. The study of biological processes crosses
microscopic and macroscopic scales, from the molecular to the organismal and ecological
levels. In nature, we find multitudes of species representing different evolutionary branches
that exhibit shared characteristics. As we understand from evolution that biological history
can be traced back to common origins, the study of biological processes sometimes allows
extrapolation of observations from one species to others. This is best represented by the use
of model organisms to study biological phenomena. Model organisms generally provide an
advantage for the study of processes due to desirable traits that make the investigation easier
and faster or allow more direct access to biological phenomena.
An example of the use of simpler model systems is best depicted by the proposal to
use Caenorhabditis elegans as a model organism for the study of neurobiology by Sidney
Brenner in the 1960s[24]. C. elegans exhibits traits that make it an excellent system to study
neurobiology due to its relative simplicity in comparison to higher animals. It is among the
simplest organisms to have a neural system, it is highly transparent, and in its adult form it
contains approximately 1000 cells, 302 of them being neurons. The study of C. elegans has
provided substantial discoveries in molecular processes of cellular biology, development and
molecular genetics of neurobiology. Partly, this was due to its facile propagation, amenability
to microscopy, simple genetics, and highly structured and tractable development[24].
1.4 Marchantia polymorpha
The study of plant biology has mostly been centred on the flowering plants due to the
importance of crops and food production. However, even the simplest angiosperm plant models
present challenges for research due to long lifecycles, genetic redundancy and experimental
manageability. To address this, early diverging land plants have recently been adopted as
model systems to understand aspects of plant biology shared with angiosperms, as well as for
evolution of land plants.
Bryophytes comprise extant relatives of primitive land plants that colonised the earth
(reviewed in Kenrick and Crane, 1997[25]). Bryophytes are non-vascular plant that include
the hornworts, liverworts and mosses. They possess dominant gametophytic generations
and reduced sporophytic generations for the production and dispersal of spores. The moss
Physcomitrella patens (Physcomitrella), the hornwort Anthoceros agrestis and the liverwort
Marchantia polymorpha (Marchantia) have been established as model organisms for bryophytes.
Of particular remark, Marchantia shows many desirable traits for a model system in plant
biology:
Marchantia is a complex thalloid liverwort that exhibits a relatively simple morphology and
can propagate both vegetatively and sexually. During growth, Marchantia plants (gametophytes)
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show different stages of development: development starts with spores falling into a suitable
substrate and the presence of water for imbibition. Spores in Marchantia are single-celled
which allows visualisation of early processes of development such as asymmetric division
resulting in the first rhizoid and the photosynthetic axis[26]. Afterwards, further division occurs
and plants exhibit a protonemal stage where a polar photosynthetic region grows until a apical
region produces a prostrate thallus[26,27]. The dorsal face of the thallus is patterned by modular
structures, air-chambers, which contain photosynthetic filaments inside and an air-pore that
connects the chamber with the outer environment[28,29,30,31]. Thalli contain apical notches,
where most of growth occurs through dichotomous branching. The apical notches ‘branch’
through the appearance of a central lobe, which separates the newly formed apices. After
plants reach a certain size, cup-shaped structures are developed, gemmae cups, which produce
clonal structures called gemmae.
Gemmae are vegetative propagules that remain dormant until they are removed from
the gemmae cup. Gemmae are lenticular-shaped cell arrangements with bilateral symmetry,
showing highly conserved cellular organisation and measuring approximately a millimetre in
size. Dorsal and ventral sides of gemmae are not defined until after germination, anchored to a
substrate. On the surface of a detached gemmae, an attachment point for a stalk can be observed
which is derived from early gemmae development inside the gemmae cup. Perpendicular to this,
two apical notches on opposite sides are generally observed which contain an apical cell [32]
beneath slime papilae[33]. The apical notch contains the meristematic region of gemmae where
cell proliferation is observed. Toward the margin of the gemmae, a set of evenly dispersed oil
cells [34], reservoirs of bioactive aromatic and terpenoid compounds[35] are observed. Large
rhizoid initial cells are present in the central zone of the gemmae which will anchor the gemmae
to a substrate upon germination. After 5 days of germination, air-chambers develop at the edge
of the apical notch region, covering the thallus progressively.
Marchantia forms dioecious plants in which distinct male and female gametophytes produce
stalked sexual organs (the antheridiophore in male plants and the archegoniophore for female
plants) that protrude from the thallus. Upon presence of water, antheridia release motile
sperm which in vicinity of female plants travel to the archegonia to fertilise the egg. After
fertilisation, a set of divisions in the fertilised egg cell occur, leading to the development of
sporogenous tissue in the sporophyte, meiosis by the sporocytes (in the sporogeneous tissue)
for the production of spores, and emergence of the sporangium (spore capsule). Dessication
causes the spore capsule to break due hygroscopic action of elaters, consequently discharging
the spores[36].
Marchantia is particularly suitable for molecular genetics studies. The gametophyte is
haploid, where the diploid state is only present during its short sporophytic phase. Furthemore,
its genome has become increasingly well characterised. The Marchantia genome is estimated to
be 226 Mb long with 19,287 protein-coding loci [37]. Published accounts show that Marchantia
has a simplified genome in comparison to higher plants, characterised by a general lack of
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redundancy where several gene families are comprised by very few members[38,39]. Moreover,
a study for signalling pathways in Marchantia for receptor-like kinase (RLK) families showed
that where in Arabidopsis thaliana (Arabidopsis) there are 52 different RLK-families comprised
of more than 600 RLK genes, in Marchantia only 26 RLK-families comprised of 29 RLK
candidates are found[40]. Furthermore, the plastid[41,42,43,44,45] forMarchantia palacea (John
Bowman, personal communication), mitochondrial [46] genomes and the Y-chromosome[47]
have already been sequenced and described in the literature.
Substantial progress has been made on the development of tools for molecular genetics
studies in Marchantia (reviewed in Ishizaki et al., 2016[48]). Agrobacterium-mediated
transformation can be performed with cultured cells [49], sporelings[50,51], tissue cuttings[52]
and gemmae[53]. Biolistics can be used for nuclear transformation[54,55] as well as
plastid transformation[56,57]. Methods for homologous recombination[58] and Cas9-mediated
mutagenesis [59] have been shown to work in Marchantia enabling reverse-genetics experiments.
Conditional expression has been achieved using a heat-shock promoter and also the GR
steroid-responsive domain inducible with dexamethasone[60]. Transactivation systems using a
estrogen-inducible XVE chimeric transcription factor fused to the human estrogen receptor
and the VP16 domain have been shown to work for inducible knock-down using artificial
microRNAs[61]. Transactivation has also been accomplished through Gal4-VP16[38]. For the
purpose of enabling molecular genetics studies, Gateway binary vectors have been developed
along with sets of promoters, reporters and resistances and made available to the community
through Addgene[62].
1.5 Genomic resources
A fundamental pre-requisite for the study of genetic processes in organisms is the availability
of sequence data. Since the development of sequencing methods by Allan Maxam, Walter
Gilbert [63] and Frederick Sanger[64] in the 1970s, several platforms have been developed
for DNA sequencing differing in method, throughput and accuracy. Current popular next-
generation sequencing platforms such as Illumina sequencers provide a throughput over 100
billion base pairs per flow-cell depending on the cycling program used. Traces from Illumina
sequencers are regarded as short-reads, although latest chemistries yield high-quality reads
at the 250 bp range. Library preparation for sequencing is also a matter of importance. For
eukaryotic genomes containing repetitive sequences, using longer insert lengths in library
preparation can aid in conflict resolution during genome assembly. Other promising sequencing
methods such as single molecule real-time sequencing platforms (PacBio) provide reads over
10 Kb in length, but with lower base calling accuracy.
After collection of sequencing data, algorithms are used to reconstitute the original
sequence. Algorithms have the objective of being able to recompose a sequence from
sequencing reads, and determining if there is sufficient coverage and evidence for joining
stretches of sequence given the quality of the reads, presence of inconsistencies between reads
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and likelihood of errors. Genome assemblers can either use a reference for alignment or
perform de novo assembly. For de novo assemblers, the first stage of assembly deals with
read trimming and quality control. The second stage deals with establishing which reads
are contiguous and can be joined into contigs. Two algorithms are used for determining
contig ‘paths’, the overlap-layout-consensus (OLC) and the de-brujin-graph (DBG). The OLC
algorithm, generates iterative read alignments, obtains overlaps and build a layout of reads with
overlaps for generating a consensus sequence which represents a Hamiltonian path problem
(NP-hard problem). The DBG algorithm, cuts reads into k-mers of a certain length that are
connected in a de Brujin graph by mapping and recording their positions which represents
an Eulerian path problem (solvable in polynomial time). The main differences between the
OLC and the DBG algorithm lie in computational resource requirements and performance
which is determined partly by read length and coverage. The next stage deals with scaffold
construction. This is performed using paired-end data (if available) by finding reads which
map to two different contigs. Generally, repeat masking is performed in this step to avoid
reads supporting scaffolding between multiple contigs. Finally, gap closure is performed using
paired-end reads with the same strategy as contig generation.
The assembly of transcriptomic data shares some similarities with genomic assembly. In
transcriptome assembly, reference-guided or de novo assembly can be performed. Reference-
guided assembly requires the availability of a reference genome and is performed through
splice-aware mapping. De novo transcriptome assembly uses similar strategies as for genomic
assembly, although uneven coverage due to expression levels provides a variation on the
assembly problem.
After assemblies are obtained, genomes and transcriptomes are compiled into accessible
community databases for finding sequences of interest along with additional available data.
Sequence data is cross-correlated with published entries for annotation and discovery of
homologous sequences through bioinformatic approaches. However, resources are generally
only available for model organisms and they are not well-suited for the purpose of engineering.
This is reflected in the method of sequence retrieval which requires the user to integrate
knowledge of cloning and molecular biology methods. An example of a database designed for
engineering is provided by the Registry of Standard Biological Parts (parts.igem.org). In this
database, entries (representing genetic parts) are standardised for DNA assembly through the
BioBrick assembly method, providing an abstraction layer which avoids the need for sequence
level knowledge for DNA assembly.
1.6 DNA fabrication
Techniques for DNA assembly date back to the discovery of restriction enzymes[65] and
plasmid propagation methods[66], which led to the development of recombinant plasmids that
were functional in E. coli [67]. Early recombinant DNA technologies were mostly based on
the use of restriction endonuclease and ligase enzymes to cut and joint fragments of DNA.
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To perform cloning, combinations of compatible restriction enzymes needed to be found for
both fragments, demanding careful planing and considerable expertise for successful assembly
of DNA constructs. Soon, efforts were made to simplify cloning by the introduction of
multiple cloning sites[68,69] (MCS) which would disrupt a negative screening marker such as
the lacZa gene. Introduced DNA fragments would be assessed by blue/white colony screening,
which would then require further validation for correct assembly. Further flexibility was
provided by systems that avoided the use of restriction enzymes, such as recombination cloning
systems (Gateway cloning[70]), long-overlap isothermal assembly (Gibson assembly[71]), in
vivo recombination (yeast TAR[72]) and others. However, the benefits of standardisation and
modularity were reinforced when the BioBrick assembly method was developed[73,74]. The
BioBrick method uses standardised DNA components that are flanked by a‘prefix’ and a
‘suffix’ that contain restriction sites required for assembly. The method ensures that parts using
the standard can be assembled and further elongated using the same method. The standard
imposes a layer of abstraction that allows non-specialists to perform cloning due to the logical
simplicity of the method.
A further breakthrough in DNA assembly technologies was provided by Type IIS assembly
methods. Type IIS assembly methods use restriction enzymes that cut outside their recognition
site. These were first used in the Golden Gate assembly method, which used recognition
sites placed in specific orientations and specified overhangs for annealing. By using distinct
selection markers, Golden Gate allows directional assembly of a stable product[75], with high
efficiency and capacity for multiplex constructions[76]. It requires ‘domestication’ of sequences
by removing restriction sites that can interfere with the reaction. Since Type IIS assembly uses
overhangs for specifying assembly directionality, it has enabled the establishment of standards
for defining functional DNA elements at the part level for composition into transcriptional units.
A community-wide effort to propagate a common standard to available Type IIS assembly
systems has been proposed in the plant community through the common syntax[77]. This
standardisation provides an additional level of abstraction and simplification for the assembly
process, that improves reproducibility, promotes collaboration from exchange of compatible
DNA parts and is amenable to automation.
1.7 Microscopy and image analysis
The use of microscopes in developmental biology can be best exemplified by the work of John
Sulston in the mapping of cell-lineages for C. elegans [78,79]. He tracked cell divisions and the
position of all cells of C. elegans, determining each cell’s origin through development. His
work provided a framework for mapping the relationships between cells and their ontogeny.
Several methods for microscopy have been developed for visualisation of structures at
various scales. In particular, fluorescence microscopy has provided novel methods to study
molecular, as well as cellular interactions. Fluorescence microscopy uses specific wavelengths
of light to excite molecular species which fluoresce, emitting light at different wavelengths.
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A significant breakthrough was provided by the discovery and use of fluorescent proteins
(reviewed by Tsien, 1998[80]), which can be encoded through engineered constructs. Using
fluorescent proteins, cells and subcellular components can be labelled and studied in detail in
vivo. Extensive engineering in fluorescent proteins has produced a diversity of colours that
can be used in fluorescence microscopy[81,82,83]. Furthermore, cellular features can be labelled
simultaneously by using combinations of fluorescent proteins with distinct excitation and
emission spectra. This allows tracking activity of fluorescent reporters and robust quantification
of processes of gene expression[84].
Fluorescence microscopy was further enhanced by the introduction of confocal laser-
scanning microscopy (historical account by Amos and White, 2003[85]). Confocal microscopy
allowed the capture of images from a single focal plane through the introduction of a pinhole
in the lightpath, greatly reducing out of focus fluorescence, [86,87]. It enabled non-destructive
three-dimensional imaging of samples, providing clear depiction of the fluorescing structures
in the cell, along with their spacial organisation. The use of confocal microscopy together with
combination of genetic reporters to label cellular structures in living samples has allowed the
visualisation of biological processes at unprecedented clarity and resolution, enabling the use
of image analysis methods for quantitation[88].
Image analysis methods comprise routines for signal processing, segmentation and
registration with the purpose of partitioning images and classifying features. These methods are
useful to detect and highlight features of interest in images, as well as the extraction of image
region properties. Where early research in development depended on manual reconstruction
and classification of image features, image analysis tools permit the fast and automated
processing of images, and have been used for tracking development through time in eukaryotic
organisms[89,90,91]
1.8 Meristems
The different shapes and forms of plants we see in nature are the result of organised processes
of development occurring during growth. Central for growth are apical meristems, self-
perpetuating conserved cellular domains where most cell proliferation occurs in plants.
Meristems exhibit a precise balance between cellular division and differentiation, where a
domain of stem cells remain constant throughout the plant’s lifetime, despite continuous cellular
proliferation and organ initiation. Apical meristems are described as having indeterminate
meristem activity since they do not exhibit termination. To achieve this dynamic equilibrium
between cellular division and differentiation, meristems exhibit coordinated regulation of gene
expression and hormonal signalling in order to balance meristematic activity. Apical meristems
have been mostly studied in angiosperms, in the form of shoot apical meristems (SAM) and
root apical meristems (RAM).
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1.8.1 The shoot apical meristem
The SAM originates during embryogenesis and is located at the dome of the shoot apex. It
shows remarkable structural organisation in Arabidopsis and angiosperms where three zones
are commonly identified[92,93]: the central zone (CZ) at the very summit of the SAM, where
undifferentiated stem cells provide the cell pool for meristem activity as well as organ primordia
initiation; the peripheral zone (PZ) which flanks the meristem and where cells are recruited
to specific cell-fates; and the rib zone (RZ) which is located underneath of the CZ and that
gives rise to the pith and vasculature of the shoot axis. Mutational analysis in Arabidopsis and
maize has provided evidence for the underlying genetic processes involved in the function of
the SAM.
Over the past 25 years, research has shown that the control of the SAM is maintained
through transcriptional regulation, small peptide signalling and the concerted action of
hormones. Evidence points to the presence of a negative feedback loop[94] that involves the
WUSCHEL (WUS) homeodomain transcription factor[95,96] and the CLAVATA3 peptide[97]
along with signalling components of the CLAVATA pathway: CLAVATA1 (CLV1), CLAVATA2
(CLV2), CORYNE (CRN) and RECEPTOR-LIKE PROTEIN KINASE 2 (RPK2) (reviewed in
Somssich et al., 2016[98]). WUS induces stem-cell fate in the CZ and is expressed mainly in
the organising centre of the CZ beneath the stem cells [96]. WUS has been shown to migrate to
the CZ and directly induce CLV3 expression in the stem cells through binding to regulatory
promoter elements[99]. CLV3 exhibits post-translational processing producing the CLE peptide
which is secreted to the extracellular space[100]. CLE binds the CLV1, CLV2, CRN, RPK2
and other (e.g. BARELY ANY MERISTEM) receptor kinase complexes, leading to WUS
inhibition and suppression of stem-cell activity through the mitogen-activated protein kinase
(MAPK) pathway[101].
Cytokinin activity has been shown to play a central role in SAM regulation, where
overexpression of a cytokinin degradation enzyme arrests cell proliferation[102]. WUS has
been shown to directly inhibit the expression of several two-component ARABIDOPSIS
RESPONSE REGULATOR genes[103] (ARR5, ARR6, ARR7, ARR15), which act in the negative-
feedback loop of cytokinin signalling[104,105]. In turn, ARR7 also inhibits WUS [103], providing
evidence for cytokinin interaction in the regulation of the SAM. Research has showed
that the SHOOT MERISTEMLESS (STM) class I KNOTTED-like homeobox (KNOX1)
protein, has complementary roles with WUS for SAM regulation[106]. STM was shown to
be required to suppress differentiation throughout the meristem dome[107], thus allowing
stem daughter cells to be amplified before being recruited for organ primordia initiation[106].
STM has also been shown to promote cytokinin production by inducing adenosine phosphate-
isopentenyltransferase (IPT) genes[108,109]. Interestingly, co-expression of both WUS and STM
was shown to trigger ectopic organogenesis but not meristem self-maintenance in differentiated
tissues of Arabidopsis[110].
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The role of auxin has also been studied for the SAM. Auxin is hormone known to be
associated with apical dominance[111,112], and exhibits morphogen-like characteristics showing
polar-transport [113,114] from the SAM towards the RAM[115], refluxing once reaching the root
tip[116]. Distribution of auxin transporters and reporters in the SAM describe local patterns
of auxin accumulation consistent with organ primordia positioning, defining a role for auxin
in phyllotaxis[117,118]. Moreover, auxin has been shown to repress ARR7 and ARR15 [119],
implicating cross-talk between auxin and cytokinin in SAM regulation.
1.8.2 The root apical meristem
The RAM originates during embryogenesis and is located at the tip of the primary root in
angiosperms. It contains three distinct zones[120]: the meristematic zone at the root tip,
comprising the quiescent centre (QC) and surrounding stem cells. As the the stem cells
proliferate, the stem cells initials (adjacent to the QC) maintain their stem cell identities and
those which are distal to the QC differentiate. Proximal to the meristematic zone, cells that have
left the meristematic zone and start elongating form the elongation zone. Further from the root
tip and after the elongation zone, cells with acquired cell fates form the differentiation zone and
is marked by the appearance of root hairs [121]. In Arabidopsis, the cellular organisation of the
primary root has been mapped and classified, where relatively stable and discrete arrangements
are found[121]. Genetic regulators of the RAM has been described, where similarities to the
SAM regulation are seen.
Regulation of RAM activity has been shown to involve several transcription factors which
act in non-cell autonomous manners. In the RAM, the WUSCHEL-related HOMEOBOX5
(WOX5) transcription factor plays a central role in stem-cell identity. WOX5 is expressed in
the QC and represses cell division in the QC, as well as maintaining surrounding stem-cell
identity through an unknown non-cell autonomous mechanism[122]. WOX5 is required for
the function of PLETHORA1 (PLT1) AP2-domain transcription factor[123]. PLT genes are
involved in meristem initiation and maintenance[124] in a dose-dependent manner[125], and are
expressed in the root stem cell niche. GRAS-transcription factors SHORTROOT (SHR) and
SCARECROW (SCR) have been shown to be involved in QC specification and differentiation.
SHR is expressed in the stele and activates SCR transcription non-cell autonomously[126,127]
in the QC. SCR expression is required for distal QC specification and surrounding stem cell
identity[128]. Furthermore, SHR and SCR are required for WOX5 expression[122]. Also, WOX5
expression is negatively regulated by the CLE40 peptide via the CLV1 and the ARABIDOPSIS
CRINKLY4 (ACR4) non-leucine-rich repeat receptor-like kinase[129,130,131]. The CLE40
peptide is secreted by the columella cells in the root cap[129] and binds to the the ACR4-CLV1
heterocomplexes in the distal meristematic region where it induces expression of ACR4 in the
QC[130], and consequently repressWOX5.
Hormonal signalling is implicated in RAM gene regulation. PLT genes have been shown
to be induced by auxin[124]. Also, PIN-auxin transporter gene expression is required to restrict
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PLT expression to the distal root meristem. In turn, PLT genes maintain PIN transcription,
which stabilizes the position of the distal stem cell niche by reinforcing provascular acropetal
flow of auxin[116]. Furthermore, precise PLT expression is a product of prolonged high
auxin levels that generate a narrow PLT transcription domain from which dilution by growth
and protein movement generates a PLT gradient. The PLT gradient is suggested to define
the location of the developmental zones by inhibiting differentiation along the gradient[132].
For cytokinin, overexpression of cytokinin oxidase/dehydrogenase depletes the level of the
hormone, increasing growth of the primary root due to enhanced meristematic cell number,
suggesting that cytokinin levels regulate the number of dividing cells by controlling the exit of
cells from the RAM[102].
1.8.3 Shoot and root genetic interactions
Genetic components from the RAM have functional activities when expressed in the SAM and
vice versa. In Arabidopsis, wus mutant plants complemented with WOX5 showed restoration
of the OC in the SAM. Likewise, wox5 mutant plants complemented withWUS restored the
QC and columella stem cells [122]. For a clv3 mutant line, use of a CLE40 peptide containing
only the CLE motif restored SAM size to wild-type levels in a liquid culture assay[133]. These
experiments showed that central genetic regulators are interchangeable between the SAM
and the RAM and suggest a conserved role for genetic components of meristem programs in
Arabidopsis. Moreover, experiments performing overexpression ofWUS in roots resulted in
roots exhibiting the production of fully formed ectopic shoots[134]. A similar experiment in
which PLT was overexpressed consitutively resulted in the formation of ectopic roots in the
shoot apex[125]. These observations suggest that meristem regulators are capable of initiating
ectopic developmental programs, leading to the production of whole multicellular meristematic
structures.
1.8.4 Meristem regulation in early diverging land plants
Although most of our knowledge of meristems is derived from studies in higher plants, there is
no clear consensus about their relationship with early diverging land plant meristems. Foremost,
is the question of whether gametophytic and sporophytic meristems are related and if they are
comparable. Second, is if observations from the SAM and RAM regulation are valid in a early
diverging land plant context.
Current perspectives in land plant evolution support the Interpolation (Antithetic)
theory[135] that embryophytes exhibiting sporophytic dominant generations are derived from
a gametophytic ancestor[136,137]. Underlying arguments point out that development of
sexual reproduction predated the alternation of generations[137,138], supporting the view that
gametophyte preceded sporophyte. However, for the establishment of dominant sporophytic
generations, several developmental novelties were required: delay of meiosis, retention of
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the zygote within maternal tissues, development of nutrient transport systems and acquiring
or re-purposing of developmental programs for mitosis and patterning of the zygote[139,140].
Implicitly, these novelties necessitated indeterminate meristem activity of the sporophyte[141]
to allow the succession from gametophytic dominant generations to sporophytic ones.
One plausible explanation for the innovations required for sporophyte development is
the co-option of available developmental programs[139,142,143,144,145]. The possibility that
early diverging land plants meristems share regulatory mechanisms with those discovered in
higher plants is fuelled by the idea that is simpler to reuse and repurpose already existing
developmental programs than evolve new ones. A high degree of conservation of developmental
programs in transcriptomes from gametophytic generations of Physcomitrella and sporophytic
generations of Arabidopsis has been observed[146]. Further, tissue specific transcriptomic
analyses of the gametophytic apical cell and sporophytic meristems of Physcomitrella,
Marchantia and maize sporophytic meristem have shown the presence of SAM-associated
gene transcripts in the gametophytic meristem and the sporophyte of Physcomitrella, but
not in Marchantia[147]. The authors proposed that evolution of indeterminate growth in the
sporophytic generation was a product of the concerted selection of ancestral meristem gene
programs from gametophyte-dominant lineages[147].
1.9 Thesis aims
The aim of the project described in this dissertation was to develop frameworks for the
study of meristem genetics in the gametophytic phase of Marchantia, in order to better
understand genetic and cellular relationships involved in plant growth. Due to lack of
published descriptions of meristem regulation in Marchantia and the absence of publicly
accessible genomic data at the onset of this project, fundamental resources were generated
for experimentation. In addition, I developed frameworks that would enable and streamline
the process of identifying DNA functions, encoding these as standardised DNA parts and
developing high-throughput technologies for assembly of DNA constructs. The frameworks
developed in this project are not restricted to Marchantia but can be applied to other plant and
animal systems, since they provide general tools and methods for mapping gene function onto
cellular architecture and dynamics during development. The project comprises several technical
advances, as well as novel evidence for putative meristem regulators for the gametophytic
meristem of Marchantia.
For the overall aim of this dissertation, specific objectives were pursued:
Generation of genomic and transcriptomic datasets for Marchantia Cam isolates
To perform genetic analysis of the gametophytic meristem in Marchantia, genomic and
transcriptomic datasets are required. Generation of these datasets demand high quality DNA
and RNA preparations, high-throughput sequencing and bioinformatic assembly.
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Compilation of a genomic resource for identification of functional genetic parts To
identify and obtain sequences from genomic and transcriptomic datasets, these datasets need
to be compiled into accessible resources in order to provide methods for identification of genes
and required sequences. The implementation of novel standards for DNA assembly during the
extraction of sequences from genetic resources would aid in the construct of DNA constructs
for experimentation.
Development of a high-throughput DNA construction system To study meristem
architecture using multispectral fluorescent reporters, a high-throughput DNA construction
system is required to assemble DNA constructs. The use of hierarchical approaches would
benefit the reuse of functional DNA components for the construction of more complex DNA
circuits.
Implementation of genetic reporters coupled to image analysis pipelines for the study
of development The study of development through fluorescence microscopy demands the
availability of fluorescent reporters. Coupled with automated image processing pipelines, the
analysis of confocal data would enable the extraction of cellular parameters which are essential
to study gene function at cellular scales.
Generation of reverse-genetics strategies for mutagenesis in MarchantiaMethods for
reverse-genetics provide fundamental tools for the study of gene function. Efficient strategies
for mutagenesis in Marchantia would benefit the analysis of the molecular function of genes
involved in meristematic processes.
Development of inducible systems for precise manipulation of gene expression To
enable manipulation of gene expression in Marchantia, systems for transactivation would
provide methods to express ectopic DNA elements. These elements could be used to alter
levels of endogenous transcripts, providing strategies for analysing the relationships between
genes in Marchantia.
Identification of putative meristem regulators of the gametophytic mersitem in
Marchantia gemmae To better understand the gametophytic meristem of Marchantia, the
analysis of its genetic regulation could provide insight about its function and relationship
with higher plant meristems. Identification of higher plant meristem regulator homologues
in Marchantia along with their study through molecular genetics strategies could provide
understanding of processes of development and growth, and suggest evolutionary relationships




2.1 E. coli methods
2.1.1 Strain
All E. coli experiments were conducted with the TOP10 strain (ThermoFisher). The E. coli
TOP10 genotype is as follows:
F- mcrA D( mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBC) F80lacZDM15 D lacX74 recA1 araD139 D( araleu)7697
galU galK rpsL (StrR) endA1 nupG
2.1.2 Media
For bacterial culture, LB media (Lennox formulation) was used (Sigma-Aldrich), made into
solution as per manufacturers instruction. Solid media plates were made by adding 1.5 % (w/v)
agar (Bactoagar, BD Biosciences).
SOB media[148] was used for bacterial culture for competent cell preparation:
SOB
• 0.5 % (w/v) yeast extract (Oxoid)
• 2 % (w/v) tryptone (Duchefa Biochemie)
• 10 mM NaCl (Fisher Scientific)
• 2.5 mM KCl (Fisher Scientific)
• 20 mM MgSO4 (Fisher Scientific)
SOC media[148] was used for transformation recovery after heat-shock:
SOC
• 0.5 % (w/v) yeast extract (Oxoid)
• 2 % (w/v) tryptone (Duchefa Biochemie)
• 10 mM NaCl (Fisher Scientific)
• 2.5 mM KCl (Fisher Scientific)
• 20 mM MgSO4 (Fisher Scientific)
• 20 mM glucose (Riedel-de Haën)
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2.1.3 Antibiotics
The following antibiotics were used, at the working concentrations specified:
• 50 µg/mL kanamycin (Sigma-Aldrich)
• 100 µg/mL spectinomycin (Sigma-Aldrich)
• 25 µg/mL chloramphenicol (Duchefa Biochemie)
2.1.4 Preparation of chemically competent E. coli
Chemically competent cells were prepared using the CCMB 80 buffer[149]:
CCMB 80 buffer
• 10 mM KOAc pH 7.0 (Fisher Scientific)
• 80 mM CaCl2 (Fisher Scientific)
• 20 mM MnCl2 (Fisher Scientific)
• 10 mM MgCl2 (Fisher Scientific)
• 10 % (v/v) glycerol (Fisher Scientific)
Chemically competent cells preparation was conducted according to the following protocol:
1. E. coli cells were grown overnight at 37 ºC with agitation in 5 mL LB from glycerol
stocks (prepared by creating 1 mL aliquots of overnight cell culture in LB medium with
20 % (v/v) glycerol and storing at -80 ºC).
2. Overnight culture was used to inoculate 250 mL of SOB medium, which was incubated
at room temperature in a rotatory shaker (Janke & Kunkel IKA Labortechnik KS250) at
180 RPM.
3. Once the culture reached an OD600 of 0.3, the culture was aliquoted into eight 50
mL Falcon tubes (Grenier), and centrifuged (Thermo Fisher Scientific Legend RT+
centrifuge) at 3000xg at 4 ºC for 10 minutes.
4. Supernatant was discarded and cells were gently resuspended in 80 mL of CCMB 80
buffer (20 mL of CCMB 80 per tube), and combined into 2 Falcon tubes (40 mL of
mixture). Resulting tubes were left on ice for 20 minutes.
5. Tubes were centrifuged again at 3000xg at 4 ºC for 10 minutes, then gently resuspended
in 10 mL of CCMB 80 buffer.
6. A volume of 50 µL of cells was placed into chilled 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes (Sarstedt),
flash frozen with liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 ºC until required for transformation.
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2.1.5 Transformation of chemically competent E. coli
Previously prepared chemically competent E. coli cells were removed from -80 ºC storage and
thawed on ice for 10 minutes. Plasmid DNA was prepared by DNA assembly methods or, if
plasmid propagation was intended, by dilution to a concentration of 0.5 ng/µL. A volume of
1 µL of plasmid DNA was mixed with 50 µL of chemically competent cells and left on ice
for 10 minutes. Cells were subjected to 42 ºC heat-treatment for 30 seconds in a water bath
(Grant SUB6), and left on ice for 5 minutes. A volume of 250 µL of SOC recovery media was
added and the resulting mixture was placed into a 37 ºC shaking incubator for an hour and 15
minutes. Samples were then inoculated onto LB agar plates with the appropriate antibiotics.
2.2 Molecular biology methods
2.2.1 Primer design
Different types of oligonucleotides were designed, using tools to ensure efficient binding and
to avoid oligonucleotide dimerisation and cross-priming. Oligonucleotides used for Gibson
assembly also included a oligonucleotide tail that would create overlaps with other DNA
fragments. The in silico design procedures were:
1. Sequences were visualised in silico using A plasmid Editor (ApE 2.0.51, M.
Wayne Davis, University of Utah) software, and a section containing the region for
oligonucleotide annealing was selected. From the 5’ end of the intended annealing region,
the number of selected nucleotides was increased until the Tm prediction surpassed 60
ºC. The same procedure was performed in the reverse complement of the sequence for
the reverse oligonucleotides, if oligonucleotides were designed for amplification.
2. Selected sequences were copied and pasted into the Multiple Primer Analyzer tool
from ThermoFisher[150]. Oligonucleotides were assessed for primer dimerisation using
default settings and sequences were trimmed from the 3’ end until further trimming
would decrease predicted Tm below 60 ºC. If possible, extra bases were included at the
3’ to determine a C or G at the last base, even if the predicted Tm increased slightly (< 5
ºC).
3. If oligonucleotides were designed for Gibson assembly, 25 bp of intended overlap
were included as oligonucleotide tails upstream from the 5’ end of the designed
oligonucleotide.
4. Oligonucleotides with tails were screened again in theMultiple Primer Analyzer tool
and primer dimerisation was assessed.
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5. If the length of the sequence surpassed 50 bp, the 5’ end of the oligonucleotide tail was
trimmed until a maximum oligonucleotide length of 50 bp was obtained with a minimum
oligonucleotide tail length of 15 bp.
6. Oligonucleotides with predicted primer dimerisation at the annealing region were
redesigned.
Desalted oligonucleotides resuspended in H2O at 100 µM were ordered from Sigma-Aldrich.
2.2.2 Polymerase chain reaction
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was performed using Phusion High-Fidelity DNA polymerase
(ThermoFisher). A 2x Phusion master mix was prepared and stored at -20 ºC until required:
2x Phusion master mix
• 540 µL of HPLC H2O (Fisher Chemical)
• 400 µL of 5x Phusion HF Buffer (ThermoFisher)
• 40 µL of 10mM dNTP mix, with each dNTP at 10 mM (Bioline)
• 20 µL of 2 U/µL Phusion High-Fidelity DNA polymerase (ThermoFisher)
For GC-rich templates, 2x Phusion master mix was prepared with 5x Phusion GC Buffer
(ThermoFisher).
PCR reactions were prepared at different scales depending on the purpose intended. For
DNA amplification for downstream cloning, 50 µL reactions were prepared. Otherwise, 20
µL reactions were performed. Reaction were prepared on ice and placed directly in the
thermocycler (MJ Research PTC-100), paused at 98 ºC.
PCR amplification reactions
• 22 µL of HPLC H2O (Fisher Chemical)
• 1 µL of 10 µM forward oligonucleotide
• 1 µL of 10 µM reverse oligonucleotide
• 1 µL of DNA template (1 ng for plasmid DNA, 25 ng for genomic DNA)
• 25 µL of 2x Phusion master mix.
The cycling program used for all reactions was as following:
Denaturation
• Hold at 98 ºC until samples are placed in thermocycler
• 1 minute at 98 ºC
Elongation - repeat 35 times
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• 10 seconds at 98 ºC
• 20 seconds at 60 ºC
• 15 seconds/kb at 72 ºC
Termination
• 5 minutes at 72 ºC
• Hold at 4 ºC
2.2.3 Gel electrophoresis
Agarose gel electrophoresis was performed in a horizontal gel tank (Major Science) using
a 1 % (w/v) agarose gel (Sigma Aldrich) in 1x Tris-acetate-EDTA, with SybrSafe DNA gel
stain (Invitrogen) following manufacturer’s recommendations. Samples were loaded with 6x
loading dye.
6x loading dye
• 40 % (w/v) sucrose (Fisher Scientific)
• 0.25 % (w/v) bromophenol blue (Sigma-Aldrich)
Samples were mixed with 6x loading dye and loaded into gel wells. HyperLadder 1Kb (Bioline)
was used as molecular weight marker, and gel was electrophoresed at 100 V for 40 minutes.
The resulting gels were viewed on a blue light transilluminator (DarkReader, Clare Chemical
Research), and imaged in a gel imaging tank (G-box, Syngene). If DNA fragments were
required for cloning, fragments of expected size were extracted from the gel using 6 mm gel
cutting tips (Alpha Laboratories), and purified using the Qiagen MinElute kit following the
manufacturer’s instructions.
2.2.4 Gibson assembly
DNA fragments were assembled into plasmids using Gibson assembly[71]. The following
buffer and reaction master mix was prepared:
5x isothermal buffer
• 25 % (w/v) PEG-8000 (Sigma-Aldrich)
• 500 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 (Sigma-Aldrich)
• 50 mM MgCl2 (Fisher Scientific)
• 50 mM dithiothreitol (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
• 1 mM dATP (Bioline)
• 1 mM dTTP (Bioline)
• 1 mM dCTP (Bioline)
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• 1 mM dGTP (Bioline)
• 5 mM NAD+ (New England Biolabs)
The 5x isothermal buffer was used to prepare a 1.33x Gibson assembly reaction master mix:
1.33x Gibson assembly reaction master mix
• 5x isothermal buffer
• 0.005333 U/µL T5 exonuclease (New England Biolabs)
• 0.0333 U/µL Phusion DNA polymerase (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
• 5.333 U/µL Taq DNA ligase (New England Biolabs)
DNA fragments were mixed in a 0.2 mL tube in equimolar amounts with the exception of the
fragment containing the origin of replication, which was added in a 1:3 equimolar ratio. A
total volume of 1 µL of DNA fragments was mixed and left on ice. Then, 3 µL of 1.33x Gibson
assembly reaction master mix was added to DNA fragments on ice and the tube was quickly
transferred to a thermocycler (MJ Research PTC-100) at 50 ºC for 1 hour. A volume of 1 µL
of reaction was then transformed into chemically competent cells.
2.2.5 Loop assembly
The Loop Type IIS assembly protocol was adapted from Patron, 2016[151]. To ensure reaction
efficiency, precise aliquoting of plasmid DNA was performed and a reaction master mix was
prepared:
Loop assembly reaction master mix
• 3 µL of HPLC H2O (Fisher Chemical)
• 1 µL of 10x T4 DNA Ligase buffer (NEB)
• 0.5 uL of 1 mg/mL purified Bovine Serum Albumin (NEB)
• 0.25 µL of T4 DNA Ligase at 400 U/µL (NEB)
• 0.25 µL of restriction enzyme at 10 U/µL (BsaI NEB or SapI NEB).
1. To perform precise aliquoting, donor plasmid DNA was diluted to 15 fmol/µL and
receiver plasmid DNA was diluted to 7.5 fmol/µL. Target concentration in ng/µL was
calculated by dividing donor plasmid length by 100. For receiver plasmid DNA, plasmid
length was divided by 200.
2. An amount of 15 fmol of each donor part to be assembled was carefully mixed with 7.5
fmol of receiver plasmid. A volume of 1 µL of each DNA part was mixed in a 0.2 mL
tube and then dH2O was added to complete 5 µL of DNA parts.
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3. A volume of 5 µL of Loop assembly reaction master mix was mixed with 5 µL of DNA
mix by repipetting.
4. Sample was then placed on the thermocycler (MJ Research PTC-100) and incubated
using the following program:
Assembly - 26 cycles
• 3 minutes at 37 ºC
• 4 minutes at 16 ºC
Termination
• 5 minutes at 50 ºC
• 10 minutes at 80 ºC
5. Chemically competent transformation was conducted using 1 µL of Loop assembly
reaction with the following exception: After incubation at 37 ºC, a volume of 50 µL
of transformed bacteria was mixed with 5 µL of 25 mg/mL X-Gal (Sigma-Aldrich)
dissolved in DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich). The mixture was then inoculated onto LB agar
plates with appropriate antibiotics.
2.2.6 Colony PCR
After obtaining colonies by transformation of assembly reactions, colony PCR (cPCR) was
conducted. Colonies were selected at random, picked with a 10 µL tip and placed on a 0.2
mL tube with 20 µL of LB media. With the tip submerged, repipetting was performed to
ensure inoculation. A volume of 1 µL of inoculated LB was used as template for PCR in a 20
µL reaction with the exception that in the denaturation phase of thermocycling, 10 minutes
at 98 ºC were used to lyse cells. PCR reactions were then analysed through agarose gel
electrophoresis and 10 µL of LB inoculated samples exhibiting PCR amplicons of expected
size were inoculated into 10 mL of LB with appropriate antibiotics for plasmid purification.
2.2.7 Miniprep
Plasmid purification was performed by growing 10 or 25 mL of LB with bacteria overnight at a
37 ºC in a shaking incubator. Extraction was performed by pelleting the cells by centrifugation
at 3000xg for 10 minutes (Thermo Fisher Scientific Legend RT+ centrifuge), then processing
samples with a QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit (Qiagen) using a vacuum manifold (Vac-Man
Laboratory Vacuum Manifold, Promega), following manufacturer’s instruction.
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2.2.8 Sanger sequencing
Sanger sequencing of plasmid DNA and linear DNA fragments was performed by Source
Biosciences according to their sample requirements.
2.2.9 Analytic restriction digests
Restriction digests were performed to analyse plasmid assemblies. Plasmids were screened for
restriction sites in silico using A plasmid Editor (ApE 2.0.51, M. Wayne Davis, University of
Utah). Generally, XbaI, (ThermoFisher) PstI (ThermoFisher) or EcoRI (ThermoFisher) were
used to perform restriction digests. A 1.25x restriction reaction master mix was prepared and
used to perform restriction digest reactions when required:
1.25x restriction reaction master mix
• 325 µL of HPLC H2O (Fisher Chemical)
• 50 µL 10x FastDigest buffer (ThermoFisher)
• 25 µL of FastDigest restriction enzyme (ThermoFisher)
Restriction digest reactions
16 µL of 1.25x restriction reaction master mix
4 µL of plasmid DNA (> 50 ng/µL)
Reactions were incubated at 37 ºC for 15 minutes and then transferred to a thermocycler (MJ
Research PTC-100) at 80 ºC for 10 minutes. Afterwards, reactions were analysed by agarose
gel electrophoresis.
2.2.10 Reverse transcription
Reverse transcription from total RNA extractions was performed using BioScript Reverse
Transcriptase (Bioline), following manufacturer’s instructions. Random hexamers
(ThermoFisher) or oligo-dT (ThermoFisher) were used depending on the use for
retrotranscribed cDNA.
2.2.11 DNAse treatment
To remove possible DNA contamination from total RNA preparations, DNAse treatment was
conducted with the Turbo DNAse kit (ThermoScientific).
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2.3 Agrobacterium methods
2.3.1 Strain
All Agrobacterium experiments were conducted using the Agrobacterium GV2260
strain[152,153] transformed with the pSoup plasmid[154].
2.3.2 Media
For bacterial culture, LB media (Lennox formulation) was used (Sigma-Aldrich), made into
solution as per manufacturer’s instructions. Solid media plates were made by adding 1.5 %
(w/v) agar (Bactoagar, BD Biosciences).
SOC media[148] was used for transformation recovery after electroporation:
SOC
• 0.5 % (w/v) yeast extract (Oxoid)
• 2 % (w/v) tryptone (Duchefa Biochemie)
• 10 mM NaCl (Fisher Scientific)
• 2.5 mM KCl (Fisher Scientific)
• 20 mM MgSO4 (Fisher Scientific)
• 20 mM glucose (Riedel-de Haën)
2.3.3 Preparation of electrocompetent Agrobacterium
To prepare Agrobacterium for electrotransformation[155], a modified protocol for conferring
electrocompetence to Agrobacterium was used:
1. Agrobacterium GV2260 + pSoup[154] cells were grown overnight at 28 ºC in 5 mL LB +
rifampicin, tetracyclin and carbenicillin from glycerol stocks (prepared by creating 1 mL
aliquots of overnight cell culture in LB medium with 20 % (v/v) glycerol and storing at
-80 ºC).
2. A volume of 500 mL of LB + rifampicin, tetracyclin and carbenicillin was inoculated
with 5 mL of overnight culture and grown at 30 ºC in a rotatory shaking incubator (Grant
ES-20 shaker-incubator) until a OD600 of 0.6 was reached (~8 hours).
3. Cells were aliquoted into eight 50 mL Falcon tubes (Grenier), and centrifuged (Thermo
Fisher Scientific Legend RT+ centrifuge) at 4000xg at 4 ºC for 10 minutes, resuspended
in 12.5 mL of 10 % (v/v) glycerol in each tube and combined into 4 tubes (25 mL per
tube).
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4. Cells were centrifuged (Thermo Fisher Scientific Legend RT+ centrifuge) at 4000xg
at 4 ºC for 10 minutes, resuspended in 8 mL of 10 % (v/v) glycerol in each tube and
combined into 2 tubes (16 mL per tube).
5. Cells were centrifuged (Thermo Fisher Scientific Legend RT+ centrifuge) at 4000xg
at 4 ºC for 10 minutes, resuspended in 2 mL of 10 % (v/v) glycerol in each tube and
combined into one tube.
6. Cells were centrifuged (Thermo Fisher Scientific Legend RT+ centrifuge) at 4000xg at 4
ºC for 10 minutes and finally resuspended in 2 mL of 10 % (v/v) glycerol.
7. A volume of 50 µL of cells was placed into chilled 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes (Sarstedt),
flash frozen with liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 ºC until required for transformation.
2.3.4 Electrotransformation of Agrobacterium
Electrotransformation of Agrobacterium was performed by electroporation of electrocompetent
Agrobacterium:
1. Electrocompetent cells were removed from -80 ºC storage and placed on ice for 10
minutes.
2. A volume of 50 µL of electrocompetent cells was aliquoted in a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube
(Sarstedt) and 1 µL of 50 ng/µL plasmid DNA was added.
3. Mixture was transferred to a pre-chilled 2 mm gap electroporation cuvette (VWR) and
placed on ice.
4. Pre-chilled cuvette holder was placed on electroporation machine (BioRad E. coli Pulser)
and a voltage of 2.5 kV was set.
5. Electroporation cuvette was tapped to ensure the cell mixture was at the bottom of the
cuvette and the cuvette was placed in the pre-chilled cuvette holder slot.
6. Pre-chilled cuvette holder with electroporation cuvette was slid into the electroporation
chamber and subjected to an electric pulse.
7. A volume of 1.0 mL of SOC media was added to mixture and cells were left to recover
in a 28 ºC incubator for 2 hours.
8. Transformed cells were inoculated onto LB plates with appropriate antibiotics.
9. Plates were incubated for 2-3 days to allow growth of transformed colonies.
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2.3.5 Induction of virulence in Agrobacterium
To induce virulence in Agrobacterium for plant transformation, previously transformed
Agrobacterium colonies were inoculated into 10 mL of LB media with antibiotics in 15
mL Falcon tubes (Sarstedt). Agrobacterium cultures were incubated at 28 ºC for 22 hours,
centrifuged (Thermo Fisher Scientific Legend RT+ centrifuge) at 3000xg for 10 minutes and
resuspended in 2 mL of supplemented half-strength Gamborg’s B5 media (seeMethods 2.4)
and incubated for 6 hours at 21 ºC in a rotating shaker (Janke & Kunkel IKA Labortechnik
KS250) at 150 RPM.
2.3.6 Antibiotics
The following antibiotics were used for all Agrobacterium experiments, at the working
concentrations specified:
• 50 µg/mL carbenicillin (Sigma-Aldrich)
• 3 µg/mL tetracycline (Sigma-Aldrich)
• 10 µg/mL rifampicin (Sigma-Aldrich)
For culture and selection of transformed Agrobacterium, the following antibiotics were used
according to the resistance cassette of the plasmid transformed:
• 50 µg/mL kanamycin (Sigma-Aldrich)
• 100 µg/mL spectinomycin (Sigma-Aldrich)
2.4 Plant methods
Marchantia propagation protocols were used as described in Ishizaki et al., 2016[48]. Specific
methods modified for this project are described in each subsection.
2.4.1 Media
To grow Marchantia plantlets in axenic conditions, different media was prepared for tissue
culture or co-cultivation and if growth was intended in liquid or solid media:
Half-strength Gamborg’s B5 media
• 0.158 % (w/v) Gamborg B5 medium including vitamins (Duchefa)
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For induction of virulence and co-cultivation with Marchantia sporelings, the following media
was prepared:
Supplemented half-strength Gamborg’s B5 media
• 0.158 % (w/v) Gamborg B5 medium including vitamins (Duchefa)
• 5 % (w/v) sucrose (Fisher Scientific)
• 0.1 % (w/v) N-Z amine A (Sigma-Aldrich)
• 0.03 % (w/v) L-glutamine (Sigma-Aldrich)
• 100 µM Acetosyringone (Sigma-Aldrich)
For tissue culture, 1.0 % (w/v) agar capsules (Melford) was added.
2.4.2 Tissue culture methods
Tissue culture was performed as described in in Ishizaki et al., 2016[48], using half-strength
Gamborg’s B5 agar plates. For propagation of gemmae, sterile 1 µL inoculation loops (Copan)
were used with sterile water to transfer gemmae from gemmae cups into new plates or
microscopes slides as required.
2.4.3 Induction of gene expression
Induction of gene expression was performed on plants transformed with constructs responsive
to heat-treatment or chemicals. For induction of the MpHSP17.8A1 promoter[60], plants
in plates or in microscope slides were incubated at 37 ºC for a period of 30 minutes. For
dexamethasone (DEX) induction, a 25 mM DEX (Sigma-Aldrich) solution in DMSO (Sigma-
Aldrich) was used to supplemented media with DEX to a final concentration of 10 µM. If
induction was performed in microscope slides, plants were immersed in H2O solution with
added DEX.
2.4.4 Growth on soil
Sterile Marchantia tissue cuttings (4 cm2) were propagated on an autoclaved mixture of
5 parts seed compost (Levington Advance F2 Seed & Modular Compost) and 1 part fine
vermiculite treated with Intercept 70WG (The Scotts Company) following manufacturer’s
recommendations, in trays with vented lids. Transplanted plants were left to grow for 2 weeks
(16 h light, 8 h dark day 23 ºC) with daily sub-irrigation.
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2.4.5 Sexual induction
Marchantia plants showing vigorous growth were transferred to shelves with fluorescent
lighting (16 h light, 8 h dark day 23 ºC) with daily sub-irrigation, equipped with far-red
LED lights (Duchefa, GreenPower LED module HF far red) for induction of sexual organ
development. Archegoniophores and antheridiophores began emerging after two weeks.
2.4.6 Crosses
Water droplets were placed on several young mature antheridia (green colour, rough texture and
approximately 1 cm2) and left to soak for 2 minutes, or until white silky exudates were visible.
Sperm was collected and diluted in 50 mL of water in Falcon tubes (Greiner). Diluted sperm
was sprayed onto young archegoniophores until completely soaked. Vents of the containers
with female plants were left closed from this point onwards. Crosses was repeated every two
days for one week.
2.4.7 Spore head harvesting and drying
Sporangia emerged were observed three weeks after crosses were performed. Sporangia-
bearing archegoniophores were cut at the end of the stalk and collected in 50 mL Falcon tubes
every 3 days. Spore heads were covered by self indicating silica gel (Fisher Chemical), left to
dry out for 2 days and stored at -80 ºC.
2.4.8 Sterile growth
Marchantia Cam-1 strain was grown axenically under constant fluorescent lighting (60 µmol
photons m-2 s-1 of illumination) in half-strength Gamborg’s B5 agar media in 90 mm plates.
Individual gemmae were propagated and established as isogenic lines.
2.4.9 DNA extraction
To perform DNA extraction the following protocol was used, based on the cetyl-
trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) extraction protocol[156,157]:
CTAB extraction buffer
• 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 (Melford Laboratories)
• 1.42 M NaCl (Fisher Scientific)
• 2 % (w/v) CTAB (Acros Organics)
• 20 mM EDTA (Sigma)
• 2 % (w/v) PVP-40 (Sigma-Aldrich)
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• 10 mM ß-mercaptoethanol (Merck)
• 1 mg/mL ascorbic acid (Sigma-Aldrich)
1. Two grams of young gametophyte tissue (3 week old gemmae) were frozen with liquid
nitrogen in a mortar and ground with a pestle into a fine powder (4 to 5 rounds of freezing
and careful crushing).
2. A volume of 10 mL of 65 ºC pre-warmed CTAB extraction buffer was added to the
sample in a 50 mL conical Falcon tube and vortexed for 30 seconds.
3. A volume of 10 µL of 100 mg/mL RNAse A (Qiagen) was mixed with the solution and
incubated at 65 ºC for 15 minutes, mixing every 5 minutes.
4. Ten mL of chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (24:1) was added and mixed by gentle shaking
for 30 seconds. Samples were centrifuged at 4,500xg for 10 minutes at room temperature
and the upper layer was transferred to a new 50 mL Falcon tube.
5. A 0.7 volume of isopropanol was added to the solution and mixed by inverting the tube
4 times. Sample was then centrifuged at 4,500xg for 10 minutes and supernatant was
carefully discarded.
6. Samples were washed with 70 % ethanol, resuspending a solid white pellet. Pellet was
transferred to a new Falcon tube using a cut tip and centrifuged at 13,000xg for 10
minutes.
7. Supernatant was discarded and pellet was washed with 70 % ethanol twice, with
remaining ethanol being aspirated.
8. Pellet was then left to air-dry for 10 minutes and resuspended in 50 µL of Tris-EDTA
buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA).
9. Samples were then processed using the PowerClean Pro DNA Cleanup Kit (MO BIO
Laboratories), following manufacturer’s instructions.
2.4.10 RNA preparation
Total RNA was prepared from Marchantia using the following protocol:
1. Two hundred mg of whole plant tissue (carefully detached thallus and rhizoids placed in
a 50 mL Falcon tube) were collected from 3 week old plantlets derived from axenically
propagated gemmae and processed for RNA extraction.
2. Total RNA extraction was performed using the RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen), following
manufacturer’s instructions, with the exception of using on-column DNAse treatment
(Qiagen).
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3. RNA integrity was assessed using the RNA 6000 nano kit (Agilent) on a Bioanalyzer
2100 machine, according to manufacturer’s instructions.
2.4.11 Agrobacterium-mediated sporeling transformation
Agrobacterium-mediated transformation was carried out as described in Ishizaki et al., 2008[50]
with the following exceptions:
Modifications were originally developed by Dr. Lihua Robertson, and further optimised during this project.
1. Half of a archegonia-bearing sporangia (spore-head) was used for each transformation.
Dried spore-heads were crushed in a 50 mL Falcon tube using a 15 mL Falcon tube and
resuspended in 1 mL of water per spore-head.
2. Resuspended spores were filtered through a 40 µm cell strainer (Falcon) and 1 mL of
suspension was aliquoted into a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube and centrifuged at 13,000xg for
1 minute at room temperature.
3. Supernatant was discarded and spores were resuspended in 1 mL of sterilisation
solution (1 Milton mini-sterilising tablet dissolved in 25 mL of sterile water. Milton
Pharmaceutical UK Company, active ingredient: Sodium dichloroisocyanurate CAS:
2893-78-9: 19.5 % w/w) and incubated at 28 ºC for 20 minutes at 150 RPM on a shaking
incubator (Grant ES-20 shaker-incubator).
4. Samples were centrifuged at 13,000xg for 1 minute, washed once with sterile water and
resuspended in 100 µL of sterile water per spore-head used.
5. One hundred µL of sterilised spores were inoculated onto half-strength Gamborg’s B5
agar plates and grown under constant fluorescent lighting (60 µmol photons m-2 s-1)
upside down for 5 days until co-cultivation.
6. Sporelings were co-cultivated with previously transformed and induced Agrobacterium
GV2260 in 250 mL flasks containing 25 mL of supplemented half-strength Gamborg’s
B5 media and left incubating at 21 ºC with agitation in constant light for 36 hours.
7. Sporelings were collected by pipetting co-cultivation mixture into a 70 µm cell strainer
(Falcon), washed with sterile water supplemented with 100 µg/mL of cefotaxime
(Sigma-Aldrich) and inoculated onto half-strength Gamborg’s B5 plates with appropriate
antibiotics.
2.4.12 Agrobacterium-mediated sporeling transformation in 12-well plates
Agrobacterium-mediated transformation was carried out as described in Ishizaki et al., 2008[50],
with the exception that it was performed in 12-well plates (Corning) using the following
adaptations:
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1. One archegoniophore-bearing sporangia (spore-head) was used for four transformations.
Dried spore-heads were crushed in a 50 mL Falcon tube using a 15 mL Falcon tube and
resuspended in 1 mL of water per spore-head.
2. Resuspended spores were filtered through a 40 µm cell strainer (Falcon) and 1 mL of
suspension was aliquoted into a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube and centrifuged at 13,000xg for
1 minute at room temperature.
3. Supernatant was discarded and spores were resuspended in 1 mL of sterilisation
solution (1 Milton mini-sterilising tablet dissolved in 25 mL of sterile water. Milton
Pharmaceutical UK Company, active ingredient: Sodium dichloroisocyanurate CAS:
2893-78-9: 19.5 % w/w) and incubated at 28 ºC for 20 minutes at 150 RPM on a shaking
incubator (Grant ES-20 shaker-incubator).
4. Samples were centrifuged at 13,000xg for 1 minute, washed once with sterile water and
resuspended in 100 µL of sterile water per spore-head used.
5. One hundred µL of sterilised spores were inoculated onto half-strength Gamborg’s B5
agar plates and grown under constant fluorescent lighting (60 µmol photons m-2 s-1)
upside down for 5 days until co-cultivation.
6. Sporelings were collected from plates by adding sterile water and carefully scraping
sporelings. Resuspended sporelings were placed into a 50 mL Falcon tube and left for
10 minutes for sedimentation. Excessive water was aspirated until only sporelings were
submerged.
7. A volume of 16 mL of supplemented half-strength Gamborg’s B5 media was added for
each spore-head originally used, and mixing was performed by repipetting.
8. A volume of 3.8 mL of co-cultivation media with sporelings was aliquoted into each well
of the 12-well plate, and 150 µL of previously transformed and induced Agrobacterium
GV2260 was added.
9. The 12-well plate was sealed with micropore tape (3M) and left incubating at 21 ºC with
agitation (120 RPM) in constant light for 36 hours.
10. Sporelings were collected by pipetting co-cultivation mixture into a 70 µm cell strainer
(Falcon), washed with sterile water supplemented with 100 µg/mL of cefotaxime
(Sigma-Aldrich) and inoculated onto half-strength Gamborg’s B5 plates with appropriate
antibiotics.
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2.4.13 Genotyping by PCR
Plant genotyping was performed by direct PCR of coarsely ground plants in extraction buffer
as described previously in Ishizaki et al., 2013[58] with the following exceptions.
Extraction buffer
• 100 mM Tris-HCl (Sigma-Alrich))
• 1 M KCl (Fisher Scientific)
• 10 mM EDTA pH 9.5 (Sigma)
Thallus pieces measuring 9 mm2 were cut from individual plants and crushed with a sterile
micro-pestle in a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube in 100 µL of extraction buffer. A volume of 400
µL of HPLC H2O was added and 1 µL of the extract was used as a template for PCR using
Phusion DNA polymerase. PCR conditions were as described before with the exception that
denaturation was performed for 5 min at 98 ºC.
2.5 High-throughput sequencing
High-throughput sequencing was conducted on a Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform by Beijing
Genomics Institute (BGI). Before sending samples for sequencing, sample concentration was
quantified by fluorometry and quality control was performed on by electrophoresis.
2.5.1 Quantification by fluorometry
Quantification was performed using the Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer (Invitrogen). DNA
concentration was measured using the Qubit dsDNA HS Assay (ThermoFisher), following
manufacturer’s instructions. RNA concentration was measured using the Qubit RNA BR Assay
(ThermoFisher), following manufacturer’s instructions.
2.5.2 DNA quality control
DNA quality control was performed by gel electrophoresis using a 0.8 % (w/v) agarose gel,
loading 200 ng of samples in wells.
2.5.3 RNA quality control
RNA quality control was performed by capillary electrophoresis using the 2100 Bioanalyzer
(Agilent) with the RNA 6000 Nano Kit (Agilent), following manufacturer’s recommendations.
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2.5.4 DNA sequencing
DNA preparations for Marchantia Cam-1 and Cam-2 isolates were used to prepare 800 bp short-
insert libraries which were sequenced using a 100 bp paired-end program on one sequencing
lane.
2.5.5 Thallus RNA sequencing
Total RNA from thallus was used to generate cDNA libraries using the Plant Ribo-Zero rRNA
Removal Kit (Illumina). Samples were sequenced in one sequencing lane using a 100 bp
paired-end program.
2.5.6 Sporeling RNA sequencing
Total RNA from sporelings was used to generate cDNA libraries using the TruSeq RNA Library
Prep Kit v2 (Illumina). Samples were sequenced multiplexed in two sequencing lanes using a
100 bp paired-end program.
2.6 Bioinformatics
All bioinformatic analyses were conducted in server equipped with 48 processors and 512 GB
RAM running a 64-bit Ubuntu 10.04.4 LTS (Lucid Lynx) linux distribution. Required software
was compiled for the machine locally, following developer’s instructions.
2.6.1 Assembly and Filtering
De novo genome assembly was performed using the Meraculous 2.0 assembly software[158]
using a k-mer length of 51, and a de novo transcriptome was obtained using the Bridger
Assembler[159] pipeline. Open-reading frames (ORF) were predicted using the TransDecoder
tool [160], keeping ORFs of greater length than 100 amino acids with conserved protein domains
from Pfam[161] analysis and homology to Viridiplantae protein sequences, extracted from
UniprotKB Protein database Release 2016_07[162].
2.6.2 Annotation
Transcriptome with predicted ORFs was used for downstream analyses. Putative homologues
were identified using the blastp program against the Uniprot database[162]. InterProScan
version 5.16-55.0[163] was run locally to find protein signatures and domains by running the
included programs: Hamap, ProDom, PIRSF, Pfam, Smart, Gene3D, Coils, ProSiteProfiles,
TIGRFAM, Prints, SuperFamily, PrositePatterns, with the retrieve Gene Ontology terms and
output to HTML options.
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2.7 sgRNA targets
sgRNA targets for Cas9-mediated mutagenesis were designed using the Geneious 8.1.8
(Biomatters) software. Genomic loci for mutagenesis were analysed for putative sgRNA
targets using the "Find CRISPR sites..." function in the tools tab. The GN(19)NGG motif
was screened in the genomic loci, using an off-target database containing the Marchantia
polymorpha v3.1 genome (obtained from Phytozome[164,165]). Scored sites were analysed for
their position in the ORF and the best-scoring target site located in the proximity of the center
of the ORF was selected.
sgRNA targets used in this work are listed:
Table 2.1 sgRNA targets








Gel quantification was performed on the Fiji [166] distribution of ImageJ using in-built tools
for gel analysis. Rectangular selections were made to select gel lanes ("Select First Lane" and
"Select Next Lane") and the "Plot Lanes" function was used to obtain intensity profiles. Peaks
were defined by closing the base of the peak with a straight line and the area of the peak was
obtained using the wand (tracing) tool. Values were copied from the results table to Microsoft
Excel 2011 for further calculations.
2.9 Calculations and statistical analysis
Calculations were performed in Microsoft Excel 2011. Plotting and statistical analyses were
performed in Prism 7.0b software (GraphPad), using in-built functions.
2.10 Domestication of DNA parts
For use of DNA sequences in Type IIS assembly, sequences require ‘domestication’ (removal
of restriction sites present in the sequence) for their use in Type IIS assembly systems.
For this work, sequence domestication was performed using the Recode2S tool[167], a web
application I developed in Python for domestication of sequences into Type IIS compatible
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DNA parts using the common syntax specification for overhangs[77]. Recode2S domesticates
sequences for BsaI and SapI sites and provides options for specification of type of L0 part
for adding appropriate overhangs. The code for Recode2S is available in a Github repository
(https://github.com/bpollakw/recode2s). The algorithm used by Recode2S is described:
1. The sequence was screened for BsaI and SapI sites in both orientations, and found sites
were counted with their coordinates in the sequence being analysed.
2. Each found site was then ‘recoded’ by the introduction of a silent mutation. To generate
silent mutations without disrupting reading frames, the found site position was divided
by 3 and a residual was obtained. The residual number was used to assign a replacement
sequence for the restriction site from a set of preselected sequences chosen to ensure
premature stop codons were not introduced in any reading frame.
3. After the sequence was recoded, it was screened again for restriction sites introduced by
the recoding process.
4. If the sequence passed the verification step, overhangs were added according to the
common syntax, with the following exceptions:
• If the selected sequence type was a CDS with N-terminal fusion, the first 2 base pairs
were replaced with the common syntax overhang CCAT, the stop codon was removed and
GC nucleotides were added to maintain reading frame with the next DNA part.
• If the selected sequence type was a CDS with no fusion, the first 3 base pairs were
replaced with the common syntax overhang AATG to reintroduce the start codon.
• If the selected sequence types was CDS with a CTAG fusion, the first 3 base pairs were
replaced with the common syntax overhang AATG to reintroduce the start codon, the stop
codon was removed and GC nucleotides were added to maintain reading frame with the
next DNA part.
• If a full TU part type was selected, GGAG and CGCT terminal-overhangs were used.
• For other cases the sequence was left unchanged, overhangs were added as described
in the common syntax.
5. Finally, converging BsaI restriction sites were added with an adenine spacer before the
upstream overhang region, and a thymine was included between the overhang in the
downstream region and the BsaI restriction site.
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Domesticated DNA parts were assembled using Gibson assembly into a modified pUDP2
(BBa_P10500) plasmid. The pUDP2-derived pLoopL0 plasmid contained a 20 bp random
sequence (TAGCCGGTCGAGTGATACACTGAAGTCTC) directly downstream of the convergent BsaI
site next to the suffix to provide non-homologous flanking regions for correct orientation during
overlap assembly.
To distinguish between parts with altered sequences from domestication, an asterisk (*)
was included in part names to indicate domestication.
2.11 Oligonucleotides
This section includes sequences for oligonucleotides used routinely, such as the standard UNS
oligonucleotides and oligonucleotides for assembly verification. Other oligonucleotides are
also listed with their specific uses.
Table 2.2 Oligonucleotides for routine use
Name Sequence (5’-> 3’) Description
L0 F AATAGGCGTATCACGAGGCA L0 verification
L0 R CAGCGAGTCAGTGAGCGAGGAA L0 verification
L0_VB F GAGACCACTCATCGCTCTAGAAGCGGC L0 VB amplification
L0_VB R GAGACCTAGCCGGTCGAGTGATAC L0 VB amplification
U1 F CATTACTCGCATCCATTCTC UNS 1 F
U1 R GAGACGAGACGAGACAGCCT UNS 1 R
U2 F GCTGGGAGTTCGTAGACGGA UNS 2 F
U2 R GCTTGGATTCTGCGTTTGTT UNS 2 R
U3 F GAGCCAACTCCCTTTACAAC UNS 3 F
U3 R CTCTAACGGACTTGAGTGAG UNS 3 R
U4 F CTCGTTCGCTGCCACCTAAG UNS 4 F
U4 R GTATGTGACCGTAGAGTATT UNS 4 R
U5 F CAAGACGCTGGCTCTGACAT UNS 5 F
U5 R CGAGTAGTTCAGTAGCGGAA UNS 5 R
UX F CTACAACGCTAACTACGCTC UNS X F
UX R CTTGGGAAGATCGTAGTGTA UNS X R, Loop vector verification
U0 F ACTTTATGCTTCCGGCTCGT Loop vector verification
Oligonucleotides used for cloning of CDSs into the pBOE-KpnI vector for overexpression
studies are listed. Oligonucleotide annealing regions are shown in upper-case letters and
tails for Gibson assembly in lower-case letters. KpnI scars are underlined and sequences
corresponding to the start and stop codons of the CDS are highlighted.
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Table 2.3 Oligonucleotides used for cloning of CDSs for overexpression studies







Oligonucleotides used for semi-quantitative RT-PCR are listed. Annealing temperature
used was 60 ºC.
Table 2.4 Oligonucleotides used for semi-quantitative RT-PCR
Name Sequence (5’-> 3’) Description or use
MpCLV3_qPCR F ATGAGGAATCCAGGGAGTACA MpCLV3 quantification
MpCLV3_qPCR R CTAGTTGTGAAGCGGGTTG MpCLV3 quantification
MpWUS_qPCR F CTTTAGCTGGCATTGTGGTAG MpWUS quantification
MpWUS_qPCR R TGATCCGCTGCTTGTTG MpWUS quantification
MpmiR160_qPCR F GTTTCGAGATCCGAGGACTT MpmiR160 quantification
MpmiR160_qPCR R GCTACGGAGCCTGTCAAG MpmiR160 quantification
MpEF1-CDS-F[61] ATGCATCTCGACGGACTTGACCTC MpEF1a quantification
MpEF1-CDS-R[61] TTCAAGTACGCCTGGGTGCTCGAC MpEF1a quantification
2.12 DNA parts
Diverse DNA parts were used during different stages of this work. Originally, all parts were
used for Gibson assembly. Upon development of Loop assembly, domesticated DNA parts
(seeMethods 2.10) were generated from DNA parts previously tested that showed functional
behaviour in Marchantia. Sequences are provided through a Github repository containing
supplementary material for this dissertation (https://github.com/bpollakw/thesis[168]).
For each section, part names, short descriptions, source of physical DNA and publication
references are given:
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2.12.1 Non-domesticated DNA sequences
Table 2.5 DNA sequences used in this work
Part name Description Source Reference
pGreenII-FF pGreenII derivative Plasmid Federici & Haseloff unpub.¢
mTurquoise2 Cyan fluorescent protein Synthesis Goedhart et al., 2010[169]
Venus Yellow fluorescent protein Synthesis Nagai et al., 2002[170]
mRuby2 Red fluorescent protein Synthesis Lam et al., 2012[171]
mRuby3 Red fluorescent protein Synthesis Bajar et al., 2016[172]
CyOFP1 LSS†yellow fluorescent protein Synthesis Chu et al., 2016[173]
TagRFP-T Red fluorescent protein Synthesis Shaner et al., 2008[174]
mCherry Red fluorescent protein Plasmid Shaner et al., 2008[175]
mTagBFP2 Blue fluorescent protein Synthesis Subach, et al. 2011[176]
H2BRFP Nuclear-localised RFP Synthesis Federici et al., 2012[177]
N7 Nuclear localisation tag Synthesis Cutler et al., 2000[178]
LTi6b Membrane localisation tag Synthesis Cutler et al., 2000[178]
nptII Neomycin phosphotransferase II Plasmid Bevan et al., 1983[179]
hygR Hygromicyn B resistance Plasmid Hellens et al., 2000[154]
proCaMV35S CaMV 35S promoter Synthesis Boisnard-Lorig et al., 2001[180]
proMpEF1a Mp Elongation factor 1 a pro* gDNA Nagaya et al. 2011[181]
proMpU6-1 Mp U6-1 promoter gDNA Suganoet al. 2011[59]
eGFP-LTi6b Membrane localised GFP Plasmid Kurup et al., 2005[182]
pcoCas9 Plant codon-optimised Cas9 Plasmid Li et al., 2013[183]
sgRNA sgRNA scaffold Plasmid Li et al., 2013[183]
nosT-pICH41421 Nopaline synthase terminator MoClo kit Engler et al., 2014[76]
proMpTUBa Mp Tubulin-a promoter gDNA This work
proMpUBQ Mp Ubiquitin promoter gDNA This work
proMpRBCS Mp RuBisCO small subunit pro* gDNA This work
proMpAGL Mp AGAMOUS-like promoter gDNA This work
proMpCLV3 Mp CLAVATA3 promoter gDNA This work
proMpWUS Mp WUSCHEL promoter gDNA This work
proMpSTM Mp SHOOT MERISTEMLESS pro* gDNA This work







2.12.2 Domesticated DNA sequences
DNA sequences for functional DNA parts described in the literature were retrieved and
domesticated using the Recode2S tool (seeMethods 2.10) into L0 parts for Type IIS assembly
with common syntax overhangs[77]. Domesticated parts were assembled and then used to
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create genetic constructs for experiments using Loop assembly. Lists for domesticated L0 parts
for promoter sequences, CDS and terminators are listed:
Table 2.6 Domesticated promoter sequences used in this work
Part name Description Source Reference
proMpEF1a Mp Elongation factor 1 a pro* gDNA Nagaya et al. 2011[181]
proMpU6-1a Mp U6 promoter gDNA Suganoet al. 2011[59]
proMpTUBa Mp Tubulin-a promoter gDNA This work
proMpTPL Mp TOPLESS pro* gDNA Flores-Sandoval et al., 2015[184]
proMpRKD Mp RWP-RK domain TF† pro* gDNA Rövekamp et al., 2016[185]
proMpAGL Mp AGAMOUS-like pro* gDNA This work
proMpSTM Mp SHOOT MERISTEMLESS pro* gDNA This work
proMpWUS Mp WUSCHEL promoter gDNA This work
proMpCLV1 Mp CLAVATA1 promoter gDNA This work
proMpCLV3 Mp CLAVATA3 promoter gDNA This work
proMpHSP17.8A1 Mp Heat-shock protein 17.8A1 pro* gDNA Nishihama et al. [60]
proMpPLT Mp PLETHORA promoter gDNA This work
proMpSCR#1 Mp SCARECROW#1 promoter gDNA This work
proMpSCR#2 Mp SCARECROW#2 promoter gDNA This work
proMpSCR#3 Mp SCARECROW#3 promoter gDNA This work
proMpBAM1 Mp BARELY ANY MERISTEM 1 pro* gDNA This work
promin35S Minimal 35S promoter [186] derivative Plasmid Federici & Haseloff unpub.¢
proUASHAP1 UAS¥ for HAP1 pro* Plasmid Federici & Haseloff unpub.¢
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Table 2.7 Domesticated coding sequences used in this work
Part name Description Source Reference
mTurquoise2 Cyan fluorescent protein Synthesis Goedhart et al., 2010[169]
Venus Yellow fluorescent protein Synthesis Nagai et al., 2002[170]
mRuby3 Red fluorescent protein Synthesis Bajar et al., 2016[172]
TagRFP-T Red fluorescent protein Synthesis Shaner et al., 2008[174]
H2BRFP Nuclear-localised RFP Synthesis Federici et al., 2012[177]
N7 Nuclear localisation tag Synthesis Cutler et al., 2000[178]
LTi6b Membrane localisation tag Synthesis Cutler et al., 2000[178]
proCaMV 35S CaMV 35S promoter Synthesis Boisnard-Lorig et al., 2001[180]
eGFP-LTi6b Membrane localised GFP Plasmid Kurup et al., 2005[182]
hygR Hygromicyn B resistance Plasmid Hellens et al., 2000[154]
MpCLV3 MpCLV3 CDS gDNA This work
MpCLV3-im MpCLV3 CDS immune* gDNA This work
amiCLV3 amiRMpCLV3MpmiR160 Synthesis This work
MpWUS MpWUS CDS gDNA This work
MpWUS-im MpWUS CDS immune† gDNA This work
amiWUS amiRMpWUSMpmiR160 Synthesis This work
HAP1-VP16 HAP1 BD fused to VP16 Plasmid Federici & Haseloff unpub.¢
HAP1-GR HAP1 BD fused to VP16-GR Plasmid Federici & Haseloff unpub.¢
aCas9-pICH41308 Arabidopsis-optimised Cas9 Plasmid Fauser et al. 2014[187]





Table 2.8 Domesticated terminator sequences used in this work
Part name Description Source Reference
nosT-pICH41421 Nopaline synthase terminator MoClo kit Engler et al., 2014[76]
35ST CaMV 35S terminator Plasmid Hellens et al., 2000[154]
nosT35ST nosT-35ST double terminator Plasmids This work
L0 plasmids corresponding to domesticated parts are named according to the part name,
with the exception that for promoter sequences, pro was replaced with a p (e.g proMpEF1a ->
L0-pMpEF1a, Venus -> L0-Venus).
2.12.3 Promoter sequences
Various promoter sequences were identified and tested as part of this work. As a general rule,
core promoter sequences used included the 5’UTR of endogenous genes until the ATG of the
ORF, and between 500 and 3000 bp upstream depending on the vicinity of other genes in the
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genomic loci. Sequences were then amplified by PCR from genomic DNA and assembled
into constructs by either Gibson assembly or Loop assembly. To simplify identification of the
corresponding promoter sequences used, a table detailing the promoter name, the promoter’s
length and the first and last 20 bp of the promoter is included:
Table 2.9 Description of core promoter elements used in this work
Name Length Upstream region Downstream region
proMpEF1a 1,734 CAAATGAGTCACACACATTG CCTGCAGAAAGGTTGTCACC
proMpTUBa 2,000 GGCATTTCACATTTCATAAC AGGAAGCAGGCACGACGAGA
proMpCLV3 2,246 ATCACGCCATGTAACAATCA TTACGTTTATTACAGCTCTA
proMpWUS 3,827 GATGGATGACGATCTTCTGG TATGTGAAGCGGTCAGGAGC
proMpSTM 2,928 CTGCCAGCCAGCCAGCCAGC TTTTCGACCTCGTAGCCGCG
proMpUBQ 2,000 GAGTGGTCGCAGCAACCTTT GTCCGTTTGTTATTCTGTAG
proMpRBCS 2,000 TGTAATAGTCTTTCGGTCTG ACAGCACACACTTTGCATTC
proMpAGL 1,500 CCTTCCTCCATCTCCGAACA GTTTCTGATCGTCAGGCAAG
proMpEF1a* 1,734 CAAATGAGTCACACACATTG CCTGCAGAAAGGTTGTCACC
proMpTUBa* 1,006 GCATGTACCGCGCTCTTATG AGGAAGCAGGCACGACGAGA
proMpTPL* 3,633 TCTCTTTGGTAGGTTTCATT GGCGATAGGAACAGCGTACA
proMpRKD* 3,000 AATTCACAGATGCTGAGGTG ATTCTGGGGTGAAATGCGGG
proMpAGL* 1,500 CCTTCCTCCATCTCCGAACA GTTTCTGATCGTCAGGCAAG
proMpHSP17.8A1* 1,202 CCAGCCATTATAGCAACTAT GTCGAGAGCGAAGTTCCACC
proMpCLV3* 2,237 ATCACGCCATGTAACAATCA TTACGTTTATTACAGCTCTA
proMpCLV1* 3,006 ATTGAGTATGTTTACCTGGG GAGCAGCAGCTGAAAGCTTC
proMpWUS* 3,752 CTGATAGTACGGTTCGTTCG TATGTGAAGCGGTCAGGAGC
proMpSTM* 2,928 CTGCCAGCCAGCCAGCCAGC TTTTCGACCTCGTAGCCGCG
proMpANT* 3,962 GAAAAGTCACGTACCTTAAA GATTTGTGATTCGAACATCC
proMpPLT* 3,330 CGATTTACTCGGTCCGAACT TCGTAGCTGAAGATAGGTCG
proMpACR4* 3,663 GATGGTTGGGTGTGTAAGTA CCTCCTCTCCCGCTCATCTG
proMpSCR#1* 1,685 GCTCTCTTTTCTTGGCTCGA CTGAAGGAGGGTAGTAAAAT
proMpSCR#2* 2,650 AGCGGAGATGAATCCGGGAC AGATCTGACAGGAATCGGAC
proMpSCR#3* 3,327 ACAATCTGGTAATTTAGCTA GGGCGGCAGTGAGAGCGGTG




Plasmids were constructed using Gibson assembly or Loop assembly. Plasmids used in each
type of assembly is given in separate sections.
2.13.1 Plasmids assembled by Gibson assembly
Descriptions of plasmid built with Gibson assembly and their contents between the LB and the
RB are listed:
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Table 2.10 Description of plasmids built by Gibson assembly
Plasmid Description*
pBR3-KpnI pMpEF1a:hygR, KpnI:Venus-N7, pMpEF1a:mCherry-LTi6b
pBR3-WUS pMpEF1a:hygR, pMpWUS:Venus-N7, pMpEF1a:mCherry-LTi6b
pBR3-CLV3 pMpEF1a:hygR, pMpCLV3:Venus-N7, pMpEF1a:mCherry-LTi6b
pBR3-STM pMpEF1a:hygR, pMpSTM:Venus-N7, pMpEF1a:mCherry-LTi6b
pBRRv7-KpnI p35S:hygR, pMpEF1a:mTurquoise2-N7, pMpUBQ:TagRFP-T-LTi6b, KpnI:Venus-N7
pBRRv7-TUBa p35S:hygR, pMpEF1a:mTurquoise2-N7, pMpUBQ:TagRFP-T-LTi6b, pMpTUBa:Venus-N7
pBRRv7-UBQ p35S:hygR, pMpEF1a:mTurquoise2-N7, pMpUBQ:TagRFP-T-LTi6b, pMpUBQ:Venus-N7
pBRRv7-RBCS p35S:hygR, pMpEF1a:mTurquoise2-N7, pMpUBQ:TagRFP-T-LTi6b, pMpRBCS:Venus-N7
pBRRv7-ANT p35S:hygR, pMpEF1a:mTurquoise2-N7, pMpUBQ:TagRFP-T-LTi6b, pMpANT:Venus-N7
pBRRv7-AGL p35S:hygR, pMpEF1a:mTurquoise2-N7, pMpUBQ:TagRFP-T-LTi6b, pMpAGL:Venus-N7
pBCas9-Nop1 pMpEF1a:hygR, pUBQ10:pcoCas9, pMpU6-1:sgRNA-Nop1, p35S:eGFP-LTi6b
pBCas9-control pMpEF1a:hygR, pUBQ10:pcoCas9, p35S:eGFP-LTi6b










pBOE-KpnI p35S:hygR, pMpEF1a:mTurquoise2-N7, pMpEF1a:mRuby2-LTi6b, pMpEF1a:KpnI
pBOE-WUS p35S:hygR, pMpEF1a:mTurquoise2-N7, pMpEF1a:mRuby2-LTi6b, pMpEF1a:MpWUS
pBOE-CLV3 p35S:hygR, pMpEF1a:mTurquoise2-N7, pMpEF1a:mRuby2-LTi6b, pMpEF1a:MpCLV3





The leading pro has been abbreviated to p to save space
2.13.2 Plasmids assembled by Loop assembly
Tables describing Loop assemblies and composites constructs are detailed. For sake of space,
plasmid names omit the leading p:
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Table 2.11 Composition of L1 Loop constructs
Plasmid VB* Promoter CDS CTAG Terminator
L1.1-35S:R3 O.1 L0-p35S L0-mRuby3 - L0-35ST
L1.2-35S:T2N7 O.2 L0-p35S L0-mTurquoise2 L0-N7 L0-35ST
L1.3-35S:VeN7 O.3 L0-p35S L0-Venus L0-N7 L0-35ST
L1.4-35S:R3 O.4 L0-p35S L0-mRuby3 - L0-35ST
L1.1-EF:Hyg O.1 L0-pMpEF1a L0-hygR - L0-nosT35ST
L1.1-Ta:Hyg O.1 L0-pMpTUBa L0-hygR - L0-nosT
L1.1-RKD:Hyg O.1 L0-pMpRKD L0-hygR - L0-nosT
L1.2-EF:T2N7 O.2 L0-pMpEF1a L0-mTurquoise2 L0-N7 L0-nosT35ST
L1.2-Ta:T2N7 O.2 L0-pMpTUBa L0-mTurquoise2 L0-N7 L0-nosT35ST
L1.2-EF:C9 O.2 L0-pMpEF1a L0-aCas9 - L0-35ST
L1.2-CLV3:T2N7 O.2 L0-pMpCLV3 L0-mTurquoise2 L0-N7 L0-35ST
L1.3-EF:GLt O.3 L0-pMpEF1a L0-eGFPLTi6b - L0-nosT35ST
L1.3-EF:H1GR O.3 L0-pMpEF1a L0-HAP1GR - L0-nosT35ST
L1.3-HS:H1GR O.3 L0-pMpHSP17.8A1 L0-HAP1GR - L0-nosT
L1.3-UH1:CLV3im O.3 L0-pUASHAP1 L0-MpCLV3im - L0-35ST
L1.3-UH1:WUSim O.3 L0-pUASHAP1 L0-MpWUSim - L0-35ST
L1.4-TPL:VeN7 O.4 L0-pMpTPL L0-Venus L0-N7 L0-nosT35ST
L1.4-HS:VeN7 O.4 L0-pMpHSP17.8A1 L0-Venus L0-N7 L0-nosT35ST
L1.4-EF:VeN7 O.4 L0-pMpEF1a L0-Venus L0-N7 L0-nosT35ST
L1.4-Ta:VeN7 O.4 L0-pMpTUBa L0-Venus L0-N7 L0-nosT35ST
L1.4-UH1:VeN7 O.4 L0-pUASHAP1 L0-Venus L0-N7 L0-35ST
L1.4-UH1:H2R1 O.4 L0-pUASHAP1 L0-H2BRFP - L0-35ST
L1.4-UH1:R3N7 O.4 L0-pUASHAP1 L0-mRuby3 L0-N7 L0-35ST
L1.4-AGL:VeN7 O.4 L0-pMpAGL1 L0-Venus L0-N7 L0-35ST
L1.4-WUS:VeN7 O.4 L0-pMpWUS L0-Venus L0-N7 L0-35ST
L1.4-CLV1:VeN7 O.4 L0-pMpCLV1 L0-Venus L0-N7 L0-nosT35ST
L1.4-STM:VeN7 O.4 L0-pMpSTM L0-Venus L0-N7 L0-35ST
L1.4 PLT:VeN7 O.4 L0-pMpPLT L0-Venus L0-N7 L0-35ST
L1.4 ACR4:VeN7 O.4 L0-pMpACR4 L0-Venus L0-N7 L0-35ST
L1.4-SCR.1:VeN7 O.4 L0-pMpSCR1#1 L0-Venus L0-N7 L0-35ST
L1.4-SCR.2:VeN7 O.4 L0-pMpSCR1#2 L0-Venus L0-N7 L0-35ST
L1.4-SCR.3:VeN7 O.4 L0-pMpSCR1#3 L0-Venus L0-N7 L0-35ST
L1.4-BAM1:VeN7 O.4 L0-pMpBAM1 L0-Venus L0-N7 L0-35ST
L1.4-m35S:VeN7 O.4 L0-pmin35S L0-Venus L0-N7 L0-35ST
L1.4-UH1:CLV3 O.4 L0-pUASHAP1 L0-MpCLV3 - L0-35ST
L1.4-UH1:amiCLV3 O.4 L0-pUASHAP1ami L0-amiCLV3 - L0-35ST
L1.4-UH1:WUS O.4 L0-pUASHAP1 L0-MpWUS - L0-35ST
L1.4-UH1:amiWUS O.4 L0-pUASHAP1ami L0-amiWUS - L0-35ST
*
Vector backbone for Loop assembly. O stands for Odd, E for Even
Loop constructs assembled from terminal overhang-containing donor parts.
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Table 2.12 Assemblies from plasmids with terminal overhangs










Due to the hierarchical nature of Loop assembly, plasmids contain genetic modules
assembled in previous levels. Composite plasmids used in this work are described according
to the Loop plasmids used to generate them:
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Table 2.13 Composition of L2 Loop constructs
Plasmid VB* Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4
L2.1-All E.1 L1.1-35S:R3 L1.2-35S:T2N7 L1.3-35S:VeN7 L1.4-35S:R3
L2.2-All E.2 L1.1-35S:R3 L1.2-35S:T2N7 L1.3-35S:VeN7 L1.4-35S:R3
L2.3-All E.3 L1.1-35S:R3 L1.2-35S:T2N7 L1.3-35S:VeN7 L1.4-35S:R3
L2.4-All E.4 L1.1-35S:R3 L1.2-35S:T2N7 L1.3-35S:VeN7 L1.4-35S:R3
L2.1-TPL E.1 L1.1-EF:Hyg L1.2-EF:T2N7 L1.3-EF:GLt L1.4-TPL:VeN7
L2.2-EC9-Nop1 E.2 L1.1-EF:Hyg L1.2-EF:C9 L1.3-U6:gNop1 L1.4-spacer
L2.2-EC9-control E.2 L1.1-EF:Hyg L1.2-spacer L1.3-U6:gNop1 L1.4-spacer
L2.3-HSVeN7 E.3 L1.1-EF:Hyg L1.2-spacer L1.3-spacer L1.4-HSVeN7
L2.3-EFHAP1GR E.3 L1.1-EFHyg L1.2-spacer L1.3-EF:H1GR L1.4-UH1:VeN7
L2.3-UH1VeN7 E.3 L1.1-EFHyg L1.2-spacer L1.3-spacer L1.4-UH1:VeN7
L2.3-HH1GR E.3 L1.1-EFHyg L1.2-spacer L1.3-HS:H1GR L1.4-UH1:VeN7
L2.3-HH1GR_R E.3 L1.1-EFHyg L1.2-spacer L1.3-HS:H1GR L1.4-UH1:R3N7
L2.3-HH1GR_RH- E.3 L1.1-spacer L1.2-spacer L1.3-HS:H1GR L1.4-UH1:R3N7
L2.1-CLV3/WUS E.1 L1.1-Ta:Hyg L1.2-CLV3:T2N7 L1.3-EF:GLt L1.4-WUS:VeN7
L2.1-RHSTM E.1 L1.1-RKD:Hyg L1.2-Ta:T2N7 L1.3-EF:GLt L1.4-STM:VeN7
L2.1-RHSCR.1 E.1 L1.1-RKD:Hyg L1.2-Ta:T2N7 L1.3-EF:GLt L1.4-SCR.1:VeN7
L2.1-RHSCR.2 E.1 L1.1-RKD:Hyg L1.2-Ta:T2N7 L1.3-EF:GLt L1.4-SCR.2:VeN7
L2.1-RHSCR.3 E.1 L1.1-RKD:Hyg L1.2-Ta:T2N7 L1.3-EF:GLt L1.4-SCR.3:VeN7
L2.1-RHBAM1 E.1 L1.1-RKD:Hyg L1.2-Ta:T2N7 L1.3-EF:GLt L1.4-BAM1:VeN7
L2.1-RHPLT E.1 L1.1-RKD:Hyg L1.2-Ta:T2N7 L1.3-EF:GLt L1.4-PLT:VeN7
L2.1-RHACR4 E.1 L1.1-RKD:Hyg L1.2-Ta:T2N7 L1.3-EF:GLt L1.4-ACR4:VeN7
L2.1-m35S E.1 L1.1-RKD:Hyg L1.2-Ta:T2N7 L1.3-EF:GLt L1.4-m35S:VeN7
L2.4-CLV3 E.4 L1.1-spacer L1.2-spacer L1.3-spacer L1.4-UH1:CLV3
L2.4-amiCLV3 E.4 L1.1-spacer L1.2-spacer L1.3-spacer L1.4-UH1:amiCLV3
L2.4-CLV3im E.4 L1.1-spacer L1.2-spacer L1.3-CLV3im L1.4-UH1:amiCLV3
L2.4-WUS E.4 L1.1-spacer L1.2-spacer L1.3-spacer L1.4-UH1:WUS
L2.4-amiWUS E.4 L1.1-spacer L1.2-spacer L1.3-spacer L1.4-UH1:amiWUS
L2.4-WUSim E.4 L1.1-spacer L1.2-spacer L1.3-UH1:WUSim L1.4-UH1:amiWUS
*
Vector backbone for Loop assembly. O stands for Odd, E for Even
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Table 2.14 Composition of L3 Loop constructs
Plasmid VB* Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4
L3.1-Allx4 O.1 L2.1-All L2.2-All L2.3-All L2.4-All
L3.2-Allx4 O.2 L2.1-All L2.2-All L2.3-All L2.4-All
L3.3-Allx4 O.3 L2.1-All L2.2-All L2.3-All L2.4-All
L3.2-Allx4 O.4 L2.1-All L2.2-All L2.3-All L2.4-All
L3.1-C3/W_H1-C O.1 L2.1-CLV3/WUS L2.2-spacer L2.3-HH1GR_RH- L2.4-spacer
L3.1-CLV3 O.1 L2.1-CLV3/WUS L2.2-spacer L2.3-HH1GR_RH- L2.4-CLV3
L3.1-amiCLV3 O.1 L2.1-CLV3/WUS L2.2-spacer L2.3-HH1GR_RH- L2.4-amiCLV3
L3.1-CLV3im O.1 L2.1-CLV3/WUS L2.2-spacer L2.3-HH1GR_RH- L2.4-CLV3im
L3.1-WUS O.1 L2.1-CLV3/WUS L2.2-spacer L2.3-HH1GR_RH- L2.4-WUS
L3.1-amiWUS O.1 L2.1-CLV3/WUS L2.2-spacer L2.3-HH1GR_RH- L2.4-amiCLV3
L3.1-WUSim O.1 L2.1-CLV3/WUS L2.2-spacer L2.3-HH1GR_RH- L2.4-CLV3im
*
Vector backbone for Loop assembly. O stands for Odd, E for Even
2.14 Microscopy
Several microscopes were used for this research, with the choice depending on the experimental
requirements. High resolution and high magnification images were obtained with confocal
microscopy. Fluorescence stereo microscopy was used for primary transformant screening.
Widefield light microscopy was used to document phenotypes. Imaging conditions (gain
settings and light source power) were set in order to avoid sensor saturation, and wherever
possible maintained constant to allow comparable results in the same instrument.
2.14.1 Sample preparation
Two types of sample preparations were used for microscopy, slides and plates. All samples
were gemmae transferred from gemmae cups at the onset of experiments and imaged at
different time points during gemmae germination. Primarily, early gemmae germination was
imaged (0-2 days).
For immediate, high-magnification or short-term (<= 3 days ) timelapse imaging, gemmae
were mounted in microscope glass slides fitted with 65 µL Geneframes (ThermoFisher). A drop
of sterile H2O was placed on the middle of the Geneframe, and gemmae were transferred from
gemmae cups to the drop of water using 1 µL sterile inoculation loops (Copan). Additional
water was added to the interior of the Geneframe and a 22x22 mm No. 0 coverslip was placed
at an angle from one side of the Geneframe and released to let the coverslip to fall slowly onto
the Geneframe. Light pressure was applied to the coverslip on all sides to ensure adhesion
of the coverslip to the Geneframe. If trapped air was visible on top of the gemmae, with the
microscope slides in a vertical orientation, coverslips were tapped carefully to dislodge trapped
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bubbles. Alternatively, samples were loaded in H2O with 0.1 % Tween-20 (Sigma-Aldrich) to
reduce gas entrapment.
For long term (> 3 days) timelapse microscopy, gemmae were propagated onto half-strength
Gamborg’s B5 agar media 60 mm plates and imaged every 24 hours.
2.14.2 Fluorescence stereomicroscopy
A Leica MZFLIII stereomicroscope was used for screening of primary transformant plants.
Filters sets used:
• CFP (excitation 436/20 nm, emission 480/40 nm)
• GFP1 (excitation 425/60 nm, emission 480 nm long pass)
• YFP (excitation 510/20 nm, emission 560/40 nm)
• G (excitation 546/10 nm, emission 590 nm long pass)
2.14.3 Confocal microscopy
Leica TCS SP5
Imaging was performed on a Leica TCS SP5 confocal system on a DM6000B microscope
using the following objectives:
• HCX PL APO CS 10x 0.4 Dry.
• HCX PL APO CS 63x 1.2 WATER.
Z-stack imaging was performed using 5 µm intervals between slices. Fluorescence for each
fluorophore was captured using the following laser and collection windows:
Argon laser, 458 nm
mTurquoise2 : 470-500 nm
Chlorophyll : 680-700 nm
Argon laser, 488 nm
eGFP : 495-510 nm
Argon laser, 514 nm
Venus : 520-550 nm
HeNe laser, 543 nm
Propidium iodide : 600-630 nm
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For multi-spectral fluorescence imaging, sequential scanning mode was used, using the least
amount of sequential scans possible by combining distinct excitation and emission spectral
from fluorophores.
Leica TCS SP8
A Leica TCS SP8 confocal system in a DM6 microscope equipped with a white-light laser
and 4 hybrid detectors was used for multi-spectral imaging, using the Leica Application Suite
3.1.5.16308 software. The following objectives were used:
• HC PL APO 10x 0.4 CS2 DRY
• HC PL APO 20x 0.75 CS2 DRY
• HC PL APO 40x 1.1 CS2 WATER
• HC PL APO 63x 1.2 CS2 WATER
Z-stack imaging was performed using 5 µm intervals between slices. Fluorescence for each
fluorophore was captured using the following laser and collection windows:
Diode, 442 nm
mTurquoise2 : 470-483 nm
Chlorophyll : 680-700 nm
WLL laser, 488 nm
eGFP : 492-512 nm
WLL laser, 515 nm
Venus : 520-550 nm
WLL laser, 555 nm
Propidium iodide : 600-630 nm
WLL laser, 558 nm
mRuby3 : 592-612nm
WLL laser, 584 nm
H2BRFP : 607-627 nm
WLL laser, 522 nm
Venus (when eGFP was also present): 531-551 nm
For multi-spectral fluorescence imaging, only certain combinations of fluorophores were used
and imaged in sequential mode:
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Scan 1: mTurquoise2 + chlorophyll
Scan 2: propidium iodide
Scan 3: Venus
Scan 1: mTurquoise2 + chlorophyll
Scan 2: eGFP
Scan 3: Venus
Scan 1: mTurquoise2 + mRuby3
Scan 2: eGFP
Scan 3: Venus
When the WLL laser was used, gating was applied to reduce reflection noise. For time-lapse
imaging, the ‘Mark and Find’ option was used to record positions of samples.
2.14.4 Image processing
Basic image manipulation was performed with the ImageJ[188] software in the Fiji
distribution[166]. Image processing was performed in Fiji for importing LIF files to obtain
maximum intensity projections of Z-stacks. Image quantification was performed on images
without further image processing.
For preparation of images for figures, images showing discrete histograms were processed
with Gaussian filtering, using a 0.4 sigma radius per 1024 pixels of image width. Histogram
level adaptation was applied in order to remap the intensity values to cover the complete 8-bit
range and scale bars were added. Images were then imported to Adobe Photoshop CS6.0 and
RGB to CMYK conversion was carried out. Images were then loaded to Adobe Illustrator
CS6.0 for figure composition.
More complex image analysis was performed using custom Python scripts, with the
Matplotlib [189], scikit-image [190], numpy [191], tifffile [192], scipy [193] and SimpleITK [194]
libraries.
2.14.5 Widefield light microscopy
Gemmae were imaged in half-strength Gamborg’s B5 agar plates using a Keyence VHX-
5000 digital microscope equipped with a VH-Z20T lens (20x-200x), using the quick depth
composition method for producing extended depth of field images.
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2.14.6 Propidium iodide staining
Staining of cell walls was conducted using propidium iodide. Samples were mounted in a 10
µg/mL propidium iodide (Sigma-Aldrich) solution dissolved in sterile H2O and left for 30
minutes before imaging.
2.15 Supplementary data and files
AGithub repository containing sequence files and image processing scripts for further reference
has been generated at https://github.com/bpollakw/thesis[168].

Chapter 3
Genomic and transcriptomic datasets for
Marchantia Cam isolates
3.1 Introduction
The era of genomics has revolutionised biological research. Since the development of
sequencing technologies, genomic and transcriptomic information has become an essential tool
for genetic and molecular work. Although several model organisms have extensive databases
which can be accessed online to retrieve sequences and find supporting information, this was
not the case for Marchantia. A community genome sequencing project has been under way
for the past ten years, but has yet to be published and is still in the process of curation. Only
recently, genomic data for Marchantia has become accessible to the wider community (available
through Phytozome[165] since 2016[164]). These datasets are mostly based on the Marchantia
Tak-1 strain, an isolate from Kyoto (Japan), which has been used extensively for research but
restrict the available genomic data to a single haplotype. The Marchantia Cam-1 and Cam-2
strains (male and female isolates from Cambridge, UK) show vigorous growth and easier sexual
induction in comparison to the Tak strains (unpublished observations). Alternative datasets
for Marchantia would aid in providing a more comprehensive understanding of Marchantia
genomics among different environmental isolates.
Several comercial kits are available to perform high-quality DNA purifications for many
model organisms. For bryophytes, the high content of polyphenols, secondary metabolites[195]
and polysaccharides[196] present difficulties in DNA purification. Issues with DNA purification
in plants are well documented in the literature, where no “standard” universal protocol is
available and some even describe it as an art [197]. Various methods have been developed
and all of them differ in experimental protocol, effectiveness on particular species and DNA
yield. To overcome issues with DNA purification, there are several additives that can be
used to circumvent degradation, such as polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) and reducing agents
like b-mercaptoethanol (bME) and ascorbic acid[197]. Also, selective precipitation with salts,
washing and redissolution can aid in eliminating contamination by polysaccharides. Since NGS
is known to be heavily influenced by the quality of the starting material, to ensure successful
library preparation and high quality reads from NGS, extensive quality control of DNA and
RNA samples is required. Established methods for quality control include the A260/A280
and A260/A230 ratios, determining DNA concentration by dye fluorescence and assessment of
integrity by gel electrophoresis. For RNA, an RNA integrity number (RIN) can be obtained by
measurement of the 28S/18S rRNA ratio through capillary electrophoresis in machines such
as the Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100. Failure to perform quality control increases the chance of
fragmented and chimeric assemblies or sequence artefacts[198].
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Diverse pipelines are available for both genome and transcriptome assembly. Algorithms
are suited to particular library types and differ in capacities to perform ab initio or de novo
assembly. Computational resources required for different pipelines might present a crucial
factor when assembling large genomes and transcriptomes such as those found in plants. Rules
of thumb for choosing an appropriate assembly software include computational resources
required, speed of processing, popularity among the bioinformatics community, and others (e.g.
assembly artefacts, robustness). Among modern assemblers for short-reads, the use of sets of
de Bruijn graphs for path reconstruction has been the preferred algorithm for assemblers, since
it has efficient memory usage with linear-time scaling solutions for larger genomes[199]. This
strategy has been applied to both genome and transcriptome assembly. However, these are
distinct problems due to the fact that coverage in genome sequencing is expected to be even,
whilst in transcriptome sequencing it differs due to the nature of transcription. Workflows
that allow for de novo assembly of transcriptomes using sets of de Bruijn graphs include the
ABySS[200], SOAPdenovo-Trans[201], Oases[202], all of which are ports of genome assemblers
to transcriptomes; and Trinity[160,203], which was specifically designed to solve some of the
problems of differential coverage. Recently, the Bridger assembler was described[159], which
builds on the Trinity method but integrates approaches from the reference-guided assembler
Cufflinks[204]. Bridger outperforms most of the de novo assemblers[205,206], including Trinity,
and now has been optimised further in the BinPacker assembler[206].
This chapter describes the generation of genomic and transcriptomic datasets for
Marchantia Cam isolates that provided a basis for subsequent work. I describe strategies used to
obtain high quality DNA and RNA preparations, the next-generation sequencing (NGS) of these
samples and bioinformatic analysis used for the assemblies and annotation pipelines. Finally, a
sporeling time-course RNA sequencing dataset is described using differential expression (DE)
analysis during the early stages of sporeling development.
3.2 DNA extraction and quality control
Numerous DNA extraction methods were attempted to purify high-quality genomic DNA
from Marchantia, including the QIAGEN DNeasy Plant mini kit™, variations of the
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) protocol[156,157,207,208] and others methods that
failed to provide any signs of success (not shown). DNA preparations exhibited several
problems such as browning of the precipitate, contamination by polysaccharides (determined
by A260/A230 ratios) and/or negligible amounts of DNA in the sample. The use of additives such
as PVP40, bME and ascorbic acid aided the elimination of DNA oxidation and degradation,
and post-purification methods were required to eliminate contamination by polysaccharides.
Furthermore, ratios of mass to extraction buffer and total plant material were optimised to
achieve sufficient DNA yields for NGS sequencing. A collection of methods attempted and
qualitative results for the optimisation of the protocol for DNA extraction is shown in Table
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3.1. The modified CTAB protocol for Marchantia gDNA extraction is described inMethods
2.4.9.
Table 3.1 DNA extraction methods tested in Marchantia
Method Additives Oxidation Cont.* Yield
Plant DNeasy kit None ? ? -
CTAB None +++ ? -
CTAB¥ None +++ ? -
CTAB modified PVP10, bME - +++ +
CTAB modified PVP360, bME - +++ +
CTAB modified PVP360, bME, LiCl - +++ +
Moss CTAB[209] PVP40, bME, ascorbic acid - ++ ++
Marchantia CTAB§ PVP40, bME, ascorbic acid - ++ +++






The Marchantia CTAB protocol is the adjusted moss CTAB protocol
DNA quantification by UV spectrophotometry and dye fluorescence quantification was
assessed to measure purity of preparations. DNA concentration measurements are affected by
contamination by polysaccharides, which have absorbance at similar wavelengths as the ones
used to quantify DNA. Ratios of absorbance for pure samples of genomic DNA are regarded
to approximate 1.8 for A260/A280 and 2.0 for A260/A230. Dye fluorescence quantification,
however, is more specific, using fluorescent dyes that bind to DNA, with a low background
fluorescence when unbound. Samples obtained through the Marchantia CTAB protocol
were analysed by both UV spectrophotometry using a NanoVue instrument and through dye
fluorescence quantification with the Qubit 2.0, before and after post-purification. Measurements
obtained by UV spectroscopy differed substantially whereas dye fluorescence quantification
remained relatively constant. Moreover, the A260/A230 values improved considerably after
post-purification (Table 3.2).
Table 3.2 DNA quantification
Sample A260/A280 A260/A230 NanoVue (ng µL-1) Qubit (ng µL-1)
Cam-1 1.89 0.65 148 46.8
Cam-1 pur. 2.07 2.41 48 50
Cam-2 1.92 0.67 179 52.2
Cam-2 pur. 2.03 1.73 60 51
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Figure 3.1 Agarose gel electrophoresis for
Marchantia gDNA. 100 ng of samples
were loaded on a 0.8 % agarose gel and
electrophoresis was performed at 80 V for 1
hour. Image shown is an negative colour of
the original gel image.
Agarose gel electrophoresis was used to determine
integrity and size of the gDNA samples. DNA
degradation is usually visualised as a smeared pattern
in the gel, while intact DNA should appear as a single
band of high-molecular weight. Distinct bands of
high molecular weight (> 10,000 bp) were observed in
samples obtained using the Marchantia CTAB protocol
post-purified with the MoBio PowerClean Pro Kit
(Figure 3.1). Concentrations visualised in the agarose
gel by comparsion to the DNA ladder also were in
agreement to the ones obtained by fluorometry. These
DNA samples were sent to the Beijing Genomics
Institute (BGI) for NGS sequencing.
3.3 RNA extraction and quality control
RNA extraction was performed on thalli of male and female gametophytes derived from
gemmae grown for three weeks to obtain a comprehensive representation of the Marchantia
transcriptome. After RNA extraction, samples were treated with DNaseI and analysed by
capillary electrophoresis an the Agilent Bioanalyzer to assess integrity and obtain RIN numbers
(Figure 3.2). RIN numbers obtained for the RNA samples were 9.4 for Cam-1 RNA and 9.5
for Cam-2 RNA, out of a maximum of 10. For RNA sequencing, samples are required to have





























Figure 3.2 RNA quality control. a, Digital gel image representation of RNA samples. b, Electropherograms for
each sample. RIN numbers are provided at each sample heading.
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3.4 High-throughput sequencing
DNA and RNA samples were sent for NGS at BGI. DNA samples for Cam-1 and Cam-2 were
sequenced using a 800 bp insert library with 100 bp paired-end (PE) program on one lane of a
Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform. RNA samples for Cam-1 and Cam-2 were sequenced using a
120 bp insert library prepared with the RiboZero rRNA removal kit with a 100 bp PE program
on one lane of a Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform. Resulting ‘clean’ reads (adapters trimmed and
low quality reads filtered) from NGS sequencing are shown in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3 NGS sequencing resulting reads
Sample Reads (M) > Q20 (%) Throughput (Gbp) Coverage*
Cam-1 DNA 72.5 95.2 14.5 64X
Cam-2 DNA 54.1 95.1 10.8 48X
Cam-1 RNA 193.8 97.7 - -
Cam-2 RNA 190.0 97.5 - -
*
Coverage calculated as throughput over the estimated genome size for Marchantia [37,48,210]
DNA read quality control showed that sequencing provided reads of very high quality
for both Cam-1 and Cam-2 datasets. GC content plots for Cam-1 and Cam-2 show high
correspondence (Figure 3.3ad) and plots for Phred score distributions show that most reads
have Phreds scores above 60 (Figure 3.3be), representing a greater than 99.9999% base call
























Figure 3.3 DNA reads quality control. a, Cam-1 reads GC-content profile. b, Cam-1 reads Phred score
distribution. c, Cam-1 reads Phred score distribution by base position. d, Cam-2 reads GC-content profile.
e, Cam-2 reads Phred score distribution. f, Cam-2 reads Phred score distribution by base position.
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3.5 Genome assembly
De novo genome assembly was performed with the MaSuRCA[211] and the Meraculous 2.0[158]
pipelines for the Cam-1 dataset, using standard settings in each pipeline for PE reads. Other
pipelines were also attempted, but they failed to complete the assembly for undetermined
reasons or had memory deficit errors. MaSuRCA is a genome assembler that performs
‘on par or better’ than two of the most widely used assemblers[211], Allpaths-LG[212] and
SOAPdenovo[213]. Meraculous is a genome assembler released by the DOE Joint Genome
Institute (JGI) and has been shown to be highly consistent on different datasets[214], and to
have a low error-rate of missasemblies[158]. Statistics for each assembly are shown in Table
3.4.
Many evaluation metrics are available to assess the quality of an assembly, however each
has its own bias. For example, a metric which evaluates only the number of scaffolds might
rank highly an assembly which produces few scaffolds, but it can miss the fact that fewer
scaffolds do not necessarily demonstrate completeness. A metric which evaluates mean length
of scaffold might rank highly an assembly which produces long scaffolds, regardless of the
error-rate it might contain. Nevertheless, the N50 metric is considered to be highly correlated
with the quality of assembly and is normally used as a proxy for evaluating assemblies[214,215].
Having a superior N50 value, the Meraculous assembly was used for further analysis.
Table 3.4 Genome assembly statistics for Cam-1
Statistic MaSuRCA assembly Meraculous assembly
Number of scaffolds 21,280 15,703
Longest scaffold (Kb) 301.0 291.9
Total size assembled (Mb) 197.8 195.3
N50 (Kb) 38.7 44.8
3.6 Transcriptome assembly, filtering and ORF prediction
De novo transcriptome assembly was performed using the Trinity and the Bridger pipelines,
using standard settings for Illumina PE reads. Next, reads were mapped to the assembled
transcriptomes to obtain abundance metrics for transcripts using the bowtie2 short-read
aligner[216] and the RSEM package[217]. Assembled transcripts were then filtered using
an abundance cutoff of 0.3 FPKM since it has been shown that this cutoff balances the
false discovery rate with the false negative rate[218]. Moreover, a 10% threshold abundance
cutoff was used for filtering out poorly represented alternative isoforms, generally product of
missassemblies. Transcriptome quality was evaluated using TransRate[219], using comparative
assessment including read evidence before and after filtering. TransRate scores were 0.01 and
0.09 for the Trinity and Bridger assemblies before filtering, with a 0.17 and 0.21 score after
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filtering, respectively. Next, ORF prediction was performed using the TransDecoder tool[160].
TransDecoder finds open-reading frames (ORFs) through the six reading frames and then uses
several criteria including a minimum length of 100 aminoacids and domain homologies to
the Pfam database in order to generate a list of putative ORFs. Statistics for the assembled
transcriptomes can be found in Table 3.5. Due to higher confidence in the quality of assembly,
the Cam-1 Bridger assembly was used for annotation and further analysis.
Table 3.5 Transcriptome assembly statistics for Cam-1
Statistic Trinity assembly Bridger assembly
Total assembled transcripts 366,083 93,315
Total TransRate score 0.01 0.09
Total TransRate “good” contigs fraction 0.19 0.72
FPKM and isoform abundance filtered 45,968 41,440
Filtered TransRate score 0.17 0.21
Filtered TransRate “good” contigs fraction 0.84 0.86
With ORF > 100aa 19,186 33,645
3.7 Annotation
To perform annotations on the Cam-1 Bridger dataset, homology searches were performed
against the Uniprot database[162]. The UniProt database was downloaded using a Viridiplantae
taxonomy filter and local BLAST[220] databases were generated. Putative ORFs were translated
and blastp was performed against the UniProt database using a E-value threshold of 10-6,
retaining the top hit as a putative homologue. Hit IDs and descriptions were retrieved from
UniProt and a table containing the originating transcript ID with descriptions was compiled for
finding annotations (Table 3.6).
Table 3.6 Transcriptome annotations example
Transcript ID Hit ID Description E-value
comp443_seq1 ALMT9_ARATH Aluminum-activated malate transporter 9 1E-99
comp577_seq1 GL91_ORYSJ Germin-like protein 9-1 2E-40
comp578_seq1 ERG1_ORYSJ Elicitor-responsive protein 1 2E-07
comp593_seq1 K125_TOBAC 125 kDa kinesin-related protein 0
comp692_seq1 EFTU_TOBAC Elongation factor Tu, chloroplastic 0
comp740_seq1 DOHH1_ORYSJ Deoxyhypusine hydroxylase-A 3E-86
To identify protein domains present in predicted peptides, InterproScan [163] was used
using the Pfam-A[161] database. InterproScan integrates various tools that use hidden Markov
models (HMM) to identify protein motifs and domains with characterised functions in a query
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sequence. This allows matching conserved domain information in homologue comparisons, or
filtering sets of genes according to their functional motifs (Table 3.7).
Table 3.7 InterPro annotations example
Transcript ID Ontology Term Start End E-value
comp7965_seq1 - - 1 287 -
comp7965_seq1 Pfam PF12697 (a/b hydrolase) 38 268 2.50E-10
comp7965_seq1 Gene3D G3DSA:3.40.50.1820 35 277 6.60E-46
comp7965_seq1 PANTHER PTHR10992:SF785 37 279 2.90E-61
comp7965_seq1 PANTHER PTHR10992 37 279 2.90E-61
comp7965_seq1 S.FAMILY* SSF53474 35 276 1.38E-25
*
SUPERFAMILY
3.8 Sporeling time-course DE analysis
In order to gain insight into genetic processes of growth and development, a spore germination
time-course RNA-sequencing experiment was conducted to assess transcriptomic changes at
early stages of sporeling development. Spores were germinated on plates with nutrient media
and samples were obtained at 24 hour intervals, from 0 to 96 hours.
3.8.1 Sporeling germination observations
During sample collection, germination stages were documented through confocal microscopy
to observe macroscopic changes occurring during the experiment. Imaging of spores showed
distinct developmental transitions during the time span studied (Figure 3.4). Between 0 and 48
hours of germination, imbibition and expansion of the sporeling occured where drastic swelling
was seen. As early as 24 hours, chloroplast differentiation and proliferation was observed and
chlorophyll autoflorescence became detectable; consecutively an increase in size and number
of chloroplasts followed. Rhizoids started emerging after 48 hours of germination and the
photosynthetic cell had its first division, polarising the sporeling and breaking symmetry. At
72 hours, the photosynthetic region divided and established a photosynthetic axis, which was
followed by further divisions at 96 hours and continued expansion, but without other major
visible changes.
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0 hrs 24 hrs 48 hrs
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Figure 3.4 Sporeling germination time-course. Marchantia spores were germinated on a nutrient agar surface
and spores were examined under a 63X NA 1.2 objective at 0, 24, 48, 72 and 96 hours using a Leica SP5 laser
scanning confocal microscope. A 488-nm laser was used to collect transmission images (grayscale channel),
and these were overlaid with images of chlorophyll fluorescence (488 nm excitation, 680–700 nm emission, red
channel). Z-series of images (2 µm apart) were collected and merged to provide views of the developing sporelings
at different stages of growth. Scale bars are indicated in each image. Image was reproduced from the original
high-resolution image shown in Boehm*, C. R., Pollak*, B., Purswani, N., Patron, N. & Haseloff, J. Synthetic
Botany. Cold Spring Harbor Perspectives in Biology 9 (2017) [221], copyright of Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory
Press.
3.8.2 Sporeling RNA extractions quality control
The time-course experiment was conducted using biological samples in triplicate for each time
point. Germinated sporelings were collected and stored at -80 ºC for later RNA extraction.
Once all samples were collected, RNA was extracted from sporelings and QC was performed
to assess integrity of samples (Figure 3.5). In this figure all but one sample (0h XII) met the
requirements for NGS. Another sample (0hrs V) with a sufficient RIN number was used as a
replacement for 0hrs XII.
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96hrs X RIN: 9.20 96hrs XI RIN: 9.10 96hrs XII RIN: 9.10


















































































Figure 3.5 Sporeling RNA integrity quality control. a, Digital gel image representation of RNA samples. b,
Electropherograms for each sample. RIN numbers are provided at each sample heading.
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Sequencing depth required for detection of transcripts
Figure 3.6 Sequencing depth required for detection
of transcripts. Plot for fraction of the transcriptome
detected versus sequencing depth. Fraction of
transcriptome detected was calculated from transcripts
having at least one read mapped for its detection.
Before NGS sequencing, in silico simulations
of required sequencing depth for detection
of transcripts were performed. Using the
Cam-1 reads described previously, reads
were sampled randomly to generate variable
sized subsets of reads to simulate differential
sequencing depth. Subsets were then
mapped to the Cam-1 Bridger transcriptome
and mapped reads were counted for each
transcript. Defining a minimum of one
read mapped to “detect” a transcript, a
plot was generated to assess sequencing
depth required for detection of transcripts
present in the transcriptome (Figure 3.6).
From this plot, a sequencing depth between
20 and 30 million reads would provide
enough throughput to detect over 97% of the
transcriptome, which has also been suggested
in the literature[222].
Illumina TruSeq library preparation and 100bp PE sequencing was requested from BGI
on a Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform using two lanes with the 15 samples multiplexed on both
lanes to reduce sequencing bias. RNA sequencing produced on average 25.5 million “clean”
reads per sample with over 96% of bases having a Phred score greater than 20. A table with
sequencing results is shown in Table 3.8.
Table 3.8 Spore RNA sequencing results
Sample Rep. 1 reads (M) Rep. 2 reads (M) Rep. 3 reads (M)
0 h 23.3 24.8 31.3
24 h 26.2 26.5 27.2
48 h 27.1 25.6 20.2
72 h 24.7 26.2 23.3
96 h 26.0 25.2 24.2
3.8.4 Differential expression analysis
Differential expression analysis was performed through the Trinity pipeline using the Salmon
tool [223] for quantification of transcript abundance and DESeq2 package for DE analysis. Reads
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Figure 3.7 Sporeling RNA sequencing quality control. a, Principal component analysis for mapped reads using
log2 > 2 fold change. b, Global correlation heatmap for mapped reads using log2 > 3.32 fold change.
were mapped to each transcript and QC was performed by generating principal component
analysis (PCA) plots and a global correlation heatmap (Figure 3.7). Replicates for each time
point clustered closely on the PCA plots and the heatmap showed high correlation between
replicates. Furthermore, the heatmap showed extensive differences between sporelings at time
0 h and the other time points, in an incremental manner. Differences diminished progressively
towards 96 h, where correlation was above 0.9 between 72 and 96 h.













































































































Figure 3.8 Sporeling differential expression analysis. a, MA pairwise plots for all time points. log2Counts vs
log2FC is plotted for each gene. Genes having a FDR < 0.05 are highlighted in red. b, DE counts heatmap. To
define DE genes, a FDR < 0.001 and a log2 fold change > 3.32 was used.
Drastic transcriptomic changes were in evidence throughout the time-course through
differential expression analysis by MA plots (Figure 3.8a). MA plots were used to show fold
change of transcript abundance against log counts. They allowed assessing differences of
transcript abundance between two samples, highlighting in red the transcripts which passed
a threshold for false discovery rate (in this case a FDR < 0.05). Since low expression levels
are prone to have stronger noise effects, ergo less confidence, the non-differentially expressed
transcripts (plotted in black) exhibited a horizontal cone shape. These plots enabled the
rapid assessment of divergence of expression patterns between two conditions, providing an
intuitive visualization of differential expression. However, to reduce the FDR (a FDR of 0.05
over 20,000 transcripts would amount to 1,000 false positives) more stringent criteria were
used. Differential expression analysis using a FDR < 0.001 and a log2 > 3.32 fold change
(fold change over 10) were used to determine differential expression. This resulted in the
numbers of differential expressed transcripts shown in Figure 3.8b, where high numbers of
differentially expressed genes were seen in early germination, decreasing towards the latter
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time-points. A heatmap showing all differentially expressed transcripts fold changes over their


































Figure 3.9 Sporeling differentially expressed transcript heatmap. Heatmap shows all differentially expressed
transcripts with their log2 fold change over their mean expression during the time-course. At the left of the plot,
clusters are highlighted in different color bars.
Differentially expressed transcripts were clustered according to their expression profiles by
slicing the dendogram at 40% of the tree height. Eight clusters were obtained which showed
distinct expression profiles during the time-course for each cluster (Figure 3.10).
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Figure 3.10 Sporeling differentially expressed transcript clusters. Clusters showed differentially expressed
transcripts with their centered log2 abundance (fpkm+1) values across the time-course. Number of differentially
expressed transcripts in each cluster are shown in the top left of each plot.
Table 3.9 Gene ontology enriched terms by cluster
Cluster Enriched GO terms
1 Transcription factor activity, metabolism, biosynthesis, response to light
2 Auxin, cytokinin, photosynthesis, cell growth
3 Nitrogen metabolism, response to water, metabolism, transporters
4 Oligopeptide transport, response to stimulus, cytoskeleton, metabolism
5 Secondary shoot formation, photosynthesis, metabolism
6 Transcription factor activity, response to oxidative stress
7 Nutrient reservoir, cell wall biogenesis
8 Oxidation-reduction process, photosynthesis
3.8.5 Gene ontology enrichment analysis
Gene ontology (GO) term enrichment analysis was performed with the REVIGO web-
server[224] using the SimRel semantic similarity measure[225]. GO term enrichment showed
clusters having subsets of GO terms enriched per cluster. A summary of top overrepresented
GO terms ranked according to uniqueness and dispensability[224] and adapted by information
content is shown in Table 3.9. Several clusters presented very broad enriched GO terms
(metabolism, biosynthesis, photosynthesis), but more specific terms were also encountered
that correlate with some of the processes described by microscopy. For instance, cluster
7 showed GO terms related to cell wall biogenesis with an expression profile with high-
fold induction between 24 hours and 48 hours, and maintenance of expression afterwards,
approximately before the first cell-division and through later divisions. Cluster 3 showed a
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progressive repression profile between 0 and 48 hours with GO terms related to response to
water and transporters. During these time-points imbibition of the sporeling occurs, where
the most drastic swelling is seen between 0 and 48 hours, lessening at 48 hours. A highly
enriched nitrogen metabolism GO term was present in this cluster which could be related to
nitrogen catalysis for nutrition. Carbon deprivation in germinating plant seeds can trigger the
channelling of carbon skeletons for respiration through the aspartate-argininosuccinate shunt
pathway (reviewed in Galili, et al. 2014[226]), until photosynthesis can supply the required
energy. Other more general terms such as photosynthesis appeared in cluster 5 and 8 which
showed a high fold-induction and maintenance of expression between 0 h and following
time points, concordant with the observation of the onset of photosynthesis by chlorophyll
autofluorescence.
To enhance accessibility to the sporeling transcriptomic data, a TrinotateWeb[227]
server was set up which allows searching for transcripts, annotations, navigating through
the differential expression analysis heatmap and the clustered transcripts (Figure 3.11a).
TrinotateWeb also allows performing queries and viewing expression profiles, annotation
and sequence data at the transcript level (Figure 3.11b). The server is accessible at
http://confocal2.plantsci.cam.ac.uk:8000/cgi-bin/index.cgi.
a b
Figure 3.11 TrinotateWeb interface for exploration of sporeling DE transcripts. a, Interactive heatmap display.
b, Transcript level expression profile visualization.
3.9 Discussion
This chapter describes the generation of genomic and transcriptomic datasets for the Marchantia
Cam isolates. Several challenges were faced during this task, of which DNA extraction was
one of the main obstacles. The issue with implementing a protocol optimised for a particular
species or sets of species is that the ratios of reagents used for lysis and selective precipitation
are tailored to the amount of compounds found in the species the method was originally devised
for. In the case of Marchantia Cam isolates, even a protocol used for extracting genomic DNA
from Marchantia Tak-1 strain did not produce satisfactory results (not shown). A protocol used
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for moss DNA extraction provided the base for optimisation to yield suitable Marchantia DNA
for NGS, after post-purification. Due to the nature of DNA extraction protocols, if a protocol is
unable to yield a clear indication of success, there is no direct way of assessing which factor is
determining the failure. Therefore, a qualitative description of the process of optimisation was
given since the main focus of this thesis is not in DNA extraction methods. Whether the failed
attempts at DNA isolation using other protocols were due to failure to reproduce the protocols,
growth conditions or differing contents of secondary metabolites, is not clear. Nevertheless, the
Marchantia CTAB protocol did produce sufficient gDNA of high quality for NGS sequencing
which provides a solid foundation for further optimisation and scaling if required.
The next obstacle was the assessment of quality for the datasets produced. This is by no
means a resolved issue: the assembled genome is highly fragmented and is in its draft form.
The same applies for the transcriptome since the material used for performing NGS represent
likely a small portion of the transcriptome even though adult plants were used to capture as
many transcripts as possible. During the process of generating a filtered and ‘curated’ subset
of transcripts, several arbitrary thresholds were used. Measures were taken to ensure that
informed decisions were made for the production of the draft transcriptome: QC was performed
and showed that the reads obtained from the NGS were of very high-quality; the assemblers
used are regarded to be among the best performing of the currently available; and for both the
genome and transcriptome at least two assemblers were used, their results compared using
QC to continue with the one with the best statistics. The quality of annotations depend on the
availability of closely related sequences and their annotation in reference databases, which
makes annotation dependent on current datasets of closely related species. In the next chapters
experimental evidence will be provided for the fidelity of some of the annotations generated,
confirming the quality of the datasets.
An analysis of differential expression during sporeling germination was performed, which
provides insight into processes of early development and growth. The purpose of this
experiment was to generate datasets that allow interrogation of subsets of genes which in
higher plants are related to meristem activity during sporeling growth. The datasets were
compiled and loaded onto a server that enabled navigation through the transcriptomic landscape.
This provides a powerful tool for interrogating processes active in early development. The
results obtained through differential expression analysis clustering and GO term enrichment
seem to be in broad agreement with the microscopy observations through the time-course, with
GO terms correlated with the developmental events described. The analysis of specific genes




MarpoDB: compilation of an accessible gene-
centric resource
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Compilation of genomic and transcriptomic data into resources tailored for biological
engineering is necessary for streamlining discovery and characterisation of DNA parts for
synthetic biology and engineering. Although there is an abundance of genomic resources for
accessing biological data, resources developed for engineering purposes can provide advantages
for particular purposes. For instance, compiling genomic data into a database focusing on
functional DNA elements can provide a source of DNA parts for their testing. Tethering this
source of DNA parts with DNA synthesis and assembly systems (such as Type IIS assembly
systems) can increase experimental throughput for the generation of libraries of characterised
DNA elements. With this in mind, we developed MarpoDB to provide a gene-centric resource
for engineering, as an extension to the community effort for sequencing the Marchantia genome
and transcriptome.
Databases for storing genetic and protein sequences can be traced back to the mid 1960s,
where the first collection of protein sequences was compiled in the Atlas of Protein Sequence
and Structure [229]. As sequencing technologies improved, more comprehensive digital
databases emerged that included meta-information about publications, biological materials,
genetic and physical markers along with experimental data[230,231]. Soon these were referred
to as genomic resources, but information overflow demanded steep learning curves and several
steps to obtain any piece of information sought, due to the attempt to assimilate all available
data in a centralised resource.
Identification of genes and their sequence is the main prerequisite for synthetic biology
and molecular genetics experiments. Strategies to achieve this are based on homologue
comparisons, motif annotations and gene model displays. As described in the previous chapter,
a variety of tools and web-applications are available to perform these type of analyses. However,
their functionality is also determined by the capacity to convey information in an efficient
and intuitive manner. This issue has been tackled by a few emerging platforms such as
Phytozome[165]. Yet, some of the traditional practices of genomic resources such as separate
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gene models and sequence display, static views and convoluted sequence retrieval are still in
place which disrupt efficient information delivery.
Valuable datasets for generating databases for specific purposes can also be provided by
fragmented genome assemblies. Though databases for model organisms are generally regarded
as ‘genomic resources’, most molecular approaches do not require a completed genome to
produce the essential data for most experiments. While high-order chromatin organisation
has been acknowledged to play an important role in the regulation of genetic programs and of
endogenous processes (reviewed in Rosa and Shaw, 2013[232]), these contextual effects are not
well understood nor easily incorporated in the engineering of genetic devices. A growing body
of evidence enabled by chromosome conformation techniques has shown that a fundamental
unit of high-order regulation are topologically associating domains (TADs). TAD are regions
of chromatin that show high local contact frequency, separated by sharp boundaries from other
TADs, shown to be related to transcriptional activity of regulated promoters[233,234]. TADs
have been shown to span on average from 100 kb in Drosophila [235] to 1 Mb in Humans[234].
Nevertheless, new insights into contextual effects has been provided by the Sc2.0 project where
they have showed tolerance to chromosome-level rearrangements of genes[236,237]. The Sc2.0
project has also deleted other genomic structures such as subtelomeric regions without major
deleterious effects[238], giving support to the idea that contextual effects may be disregarded
without major consequences in some cases.
Elements that show robust behaviour decoupled from inherent complexities of higher order
regulation can be used for the design of synthetic circuits. By omitting intergenic sequences,
self-contained genetic modules can be abstracted from the genome and characterised in
synthetic circuits, enabling the use of fragmented genome assemblies for gene-centric databases.
A gene-centric focus can then be used to establish part-level definitions of DNA elements.
DNA elements can be described according to set criteria to provide automated extraction
and annotation of features. Further, these DNA parts can be used in assembly systems, such
as Type IIS assembly systems, by standardising the sequences using the already established
common syntax[77]. To perform standardisation, DNA parts need to be ‘domesticated’ for
restriction enzymes used in Type IIS assembly. Although this process may contravene some
experimental purposes, it enables rapid discovery-to-characterisation of DNA parts that can be
used to generate libraries of functional DNA elements for engineering.
This chapter describes a strategy to compile the genomic and transcriptomic datasets
generated in the last chapter into a accessible gene-centric resource. The primary motivation
for the development of MarpoDB was to provide a resource particularly tailored for synthetic
biology purposes in Marchantia aiming to provide efficient identification of genes, visualization
and sequence retrieval, including domestication of DNA sequences for Type IIS assembly.
To achieve this, we surmised that genomic information could be provided in a gene-centric
manner, conserving most of the required information for experimental needs. Thus, we
compiled the datasets, generated a database framework and developed an web-application
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that allows identification of genes, visualizing its gene features, annotations and obtaining its
sequence through a interactive and streamlined interface.
4.2 Data preparation
In order to prepare the data for MarpoDB, the genomic and transcriptomic datasets obtained
through NGS and assembly (described in Chapter 3), were processed and annotated. ORFs
obtained through TransDecoder were filtered to ensure only full coding sequences were present.
Transcripts were then mapped to the genome to generate gene models and genomic loci were
obtained using the Splign software[239]. Next, annotation was performed:
The UniProt database was downloaded using a Viridiplantae taxonomy filter along with
its annotation database to restrict annotations to plant homologues. Putative candidates were
obtained by performing blastp of the predicted ORF translations against the UniProt database
using an E-value cutoff of 10-6, using a tabular output format. BLAST results were filtered by
coverage and identity thresholds of 20% and 35%, respectively, and annotations were added to


























Figure 4.1 Data preparation flowchart. A flow chart
describing all steps performed for data preparation after
assembly is presented. Element shapes follow the
convention of symbols for flowcharts. Legend for
colouring scheme denominations is shown in top right.
Protein domain signatures
within predicted ORFs were obtained by
performing hmmscan [240] against the Pfam-
A database of protein families. The
Pfam-A database was downloaded and
hmmscan was used with the gathering
bit scores threshold option. To retrieve
other protein motifs, InterproScan was
performed using included programs: Hamap,
ProDom, PIRSF, PFam, Smart, Gene3D,
Coils, ProSiteProfiles, TIGRFAM, Prints,
SuperFamily, PrositePatterns, including the
retrieve GO terms and output to HTML
format options. To comply with InterproScan
input requirements, * characters (signaling
end of protein in FASTA format) were
removed.
A flowchart showing all steps performed
after assembly is shown in Figure 4.1,
commands for bioinformatic analyses are
included in Appendix A.
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4.3 Database schema
The database schema was implemented using PartsDB[241] (Mihails Delmans, unpublished
results) on a PostgreSQL database[242]. PartsDB is SQLAlchemy[243] extension for registries
of biological parts that simplifies the definition of relational database schemas and handling of
sequence data for databases. The schema was composed of five tables that store sequences of
each of the genetic part types (promoter, 5’UTR, CDS, 3’UTR and terminator), a genomic loci
table, a gene table that references each part type and the loci table, and two tables comprised










Parent Parts Coordinates Annotations
Figure 4.2 Database schema. Tables used in the
MarpoDB database schema are shown. Arrows describe
child-parent referencing relationships. Legend for
colouring scheme denominations is shown in top right.
The information stored in all of the
tables can be referenced back to the gene
table (Figure 4.2). The loci table contains
gene coordinates and references to the genes
which map to a particular genomic locus.
Each of the gene features (promoter, 5’UTR,
CDS, 3’UTR and terminator) contain DNA
sequences and coordinates of exons for CDSs
and UTRs. The core promoter and terminator
were determined arbitrarily by a 3000 bp
range upstream and downstream of the end of
the transcript, respectively, or if the genomic
loci terminates earlier (from fragmented
assembly), as much as could be included.
The other part types contain the sequence
for each of the features according to the ORF
prediction: 5’UTR from the predicted TSS
until before the start codon, CDS from the start codon until the stop codon, and 3’UTR after
the stop codon until the end of the transcript. The annotation tables are referenced back to the
CDS and store several fields including the hit ID (origin), description, the mapping coordinates
relative to the CDS and E-values.
4.4 MarpoDB architecture
MarpoDB was developed according to modular development principles. MarpoDB was
implemented using a model-view-controller (MVC) architecture comprised of several packages
and modules which integrate the backend (server-side) and the frontend (client-side). The
backend was developed as a Flask application[244] which handles the HTTP requests, the
database connection (through PartsDB) and the responses to the frontend. The frontend is
conformed by the HTML, the Javascript libraries and the CSS stylesheets which provide the
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user interface, accessible through a web browser. The MarpoDB architecture schematic is






















Figure 4.3 MarpoDB architecture. The application backend is a Flask application using PartsDB for the database
connection and required Python libraries. The frontend interface is comprised of HTML, CSS and Javascript
libraries and is accessed through a web browser.
4.4.1 Application backend
Each module of the Flask application is accessed by a application route (URL) which uses
HTTP methods to send information to the server. Each application route is associated with
a function that processes the HTTP request, performs database connections (if required)
and provides either a redirect or renders a HTML template along variables and parameters.
Database connections are handled through PartsDB using the BioPython library[245] for
sequence handling.
4.4.2 Application frontend
The application frontend is composed of various HTML templates which include JavaScript
libraries (as required) for the interface behaviour. The frontend receives variables and
parameters from the backend through the Jinja2 templating engine[246] to parse and render the
information to the HTML template. Application behaviour in each template is handled through
the jQuery JavaScript library[247] to control the transfer of variables between the JavaScript
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libraries according to user interaction events in the template. CSS stylesheets structure the
template views and design (e.g. layout, fonts, colour and positioning). The implementation of
the application frontend is described for each template of the MarpoDB workflow.
4.5 MarpoDB workflow
Here, I will demonstrate the basic workflow of MarpoDB to identify genes and obtain
sequences for experimentation (Figure 4.4). Details about the frontend and the rationale
for its implementation are provided.
4.5.1 Layout
The layout for MarpoDB is composed of a navigation bar at the top with links to the About and
Help pages and an icon to activate the sidebar with direct links for saved entries and the top
genes list. The top genes list is generated as a ranking of the most favoured genes by users. An
message flash bar appears on top of the navigation bar in the event of an application message.


































Figure 4.4 MarpoDB workflow. Upon entering MarpoDB, the user is presented with the Home page which allows
querying the database by keyword searches. After a query has been submitted, a ‘results’ table is generated with
essential information about the hit and its description. Selecting one of the hits displays the Details page with
the gene, sequence and further annotations. The sequence can be exported, copied, recoded and/or saved to the
user account. Saved transcripts are included in the community tab where favoured genes are ranked by popularity.
Alternatively. the user can search the database by performing blast against the MarpoDB database. Image was
adapted from Delmans, M., Pollak, B. & Haseloff, J. MarpoDB: An open registry for Marchantia polymorpha
genetic parts. Plant and Cell Physiology. 58, e5 (2017). [228]
4.5.2 Home page
The home page displays a simple interface showing only a brief description of MarpoDB
and a keyword input box with checkboxes to perform queries to specific annotation tables. It
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emphasises the input search bar, resembling the Google home page[248], in order to provide a
functional and familiar setting. A Register link and login fields are present in the navigation
bar, and a link to the BLAST to MarpoDB page is provided above the input box (Figure 4.5).
At the bottom of the layout a footer is presented with the authors’ e-mail addresses and a link
to the MarpoDB article[228].
Figure 4.5 MarpoDB Home page. The Home page features an input box for submitting keyword searches. Above
the input box, information about MarpoDB is shown and links to information pages and alternative searches against
MarpoDB are provided. Below the input box, checkboxes can be selected to restrict or widen the scope of the
query.
4.5.3 Results page
Once a query has been submitted, the application server performs a request to the database
with the selected filters and yields the results to the frontend. Then, a results table is generated
by parsing the output of the database response through the templating engine and producing a
nested table which contains each hit in uniformly spaced rows. Hovering above a row expands
the row height to fit the total contents of the cell if the cell was truncated to allow uniform
display. Clicking on a hit exposes the inner nodes of the table (locus, gene, cds and annotation).
Links to the Details page of the MarpoDB entries are provided in the first column (Figure
4.6).
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Figure 4.6 MarpoDB Results page. A nested table is generated which contains the MarpoID, the origin of the
hit, a brief description for the annotation and the E-value for the hit. Clicking on the hit reveals the inner nodes of
the hit to explore further annotations if present. Hovering over the table highlights the current row hovered and
expands the row height if any of the fields are truncated to show the full text.
4.5.4 Details page
Three JavaScript libraries were used for the implementation of the Details page: the Scribl
HTML5 Canvas based biological charting library[249]; the Sequence viewer library[250],
distributed through the BioJS library of JavaScript components[251], and ClipboardJS[252]
for copying strings into the clipboard.
Scribl uses the recently released HTML5 canvas element to draw glyphs along tracks on a
genomic region. In MarpoDB, the genomic region is represented by the locus which the gene
entries belong to. Scribl allows defining glyphs of different kinds and includes methods for
event handling, such as hovering and clicks. A gene was defined as a set of glyphs for each part
type, including complex glyphs for the CDS to allow drawing of connected exons along the
sequence, using a set of pre-defined colours for each feature. Hovering over features highlights
the glyph and clicking on a glyph generates a callback to the Sequence-viewer for highlighting
the corresponding sequence with the same colouring scheme defined for the glyphs.
Sequence-viewer is a JavaScript library that allows visualisation of genetic and protein
sequences in a bounding box. It displays sequences in monospaced fonts, wraps lines at a
determined line width, provides numbering for line characters and allows searching for strings
contained in the displayed sequence. It also provides highlighting methods, which are used
when a callback is generated by a Scribl event.
ClipboardJS enables copying strings to the clipboard and is used through the ‘Copy to
Clipboard’ button when a sequence is highlighted in the sequence-viewer.
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The composition of the Details page provides an efficient interface to gene visualisation.
Interactive gene model and sequence display enables an intuitive exploration of gene features
and splicing isoforms that aids in the correct identification of putative homologs. Annotations
for homolog annotations and protein motif searches are provided below the sequence-viewer
including links to external databases for the hit origin. The protein motif panel was produced
by parsing the HTML output of the InterProScan analysis and retrieving a segment of the
HTML template for seamless integration into the Details page template. Once a gene has been
correctly identified, controls for sequence export, copying and recoding allow straightforward
retrieval of the required sequence for experimental purposes. (Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7 MarpoDB Details page. In the upper region a Scribl canvas element displays the gene loci with all
transcript isoforms containing ORFs for that loci. The canvas element contains interactive glyphs, showing the
selected transcript isoform in high contrast colours and other isoforms in fainter tones. Each glyph of the selected
isoform can be selected individually for highlighting their sequence in the sequence viewer. The sequence viewer
is rendered below the canvas element and exhibits the sequence for the gene loci, highlighting the sequence of the
selected feature region with the same colour shown in the canvas. Controls for exporting, copying and recoding are
present at the right of the sequence viewer. Below the sequence viewer, protein motif annotations are shown for the
CDS contained in the transcript.
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4.5.5 Recode page
Sequence recoding refers to the process of domestication and the introduction of restriction sites
along overhangs for Type IIS assembly. Recoding of the sequence was implemented to provide
a direct link from sequence identification to DNA assembly for Type IIS assembly methods.
Type IIS assembly methods require the absence of restriction sites for one or more restriction
enzymes used in the assembly and the use of specific overhangs which give directionality
to the assembly. Clicking on the ‘recode’ button in the Details page yields the Recode page
with a sequence-viewer showing the sequence that was selected for recoding, with BsaI and
SapI sites highlighted. The sequence is recoded as a specific part type by using a selector
field placed below the sequence-viewer which incorporates appropriate overhangs for the part
type selected (part types for Type IIS assembly are described in the next chapter). Once the
‘recode’ button is pressed, the sequence shown in the sequence-viewer is refreshed and a new
sequence is generated that highlights in different colours flanking BsaI sites, overhangs and
recoded BsaI and SapI sites (Figure 4.8). To provide distinctions between domesticated and
non-domesticated sequences a * character was added to part names.
The algorithm used for ‘recoding’ performed the following steps:
1. The sequence was screened for any BsaI and SapI sites in both orientations, and found
sites were counted with their coordinates in the sequence being noted.
2. Each found site was then recoded by introducing a silent mutation. Each reading frame
had an assigned silent mutation that had been previously selected according to criteria
such as avoiding the introduction of premature stop codons.
3. After the sequence had been recoded, it was screened again for restriction sites introduced
by the recoding process.
4. If the sequence passed the verification step, overhangs were added according to the
common syntax, with the following special cases: if the sequence was a CDS and
a N-terminal fusion was selected, then the first 2 base pairs were replaced with the
common syntax overhang CCAT, the stop codon was removed and GC nucleotides added
to maintain reading frame with the next DNA part. If the sequence was a CDS with
no fusion selected, then the first 3 base pairs were replaced with the common syntax
overhang AATG to reintroduce the start codon. In all the other cases the sequence was
left unchanged, overhangs were added as described in the common syntax with flanking
converging BsaI sites included.
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Figure 4.8 MarpoDB Recode page. The sequence viewer shows the sequence to be recoded. A selector field
shows possible choices for part type for that type of sequence and once the ‘recode button’ is pressed, the sequence
viewer refreshes the sequence and highlights the flanking BsaI sites, overhangs and recoded restriction sites.
4.5.6 BLAST to MarpoDB page
An alternative way to find candidates in MarpoDB is through the BLAST to MarpoDB page.
Here the user submits a sequence and specifies the type of blast program to be used, along
parameters for E-value threshold and minimum identity (Figure 4.9). For blastp searches, a
substitution matrix selector field is provided that offers the BLOSUM62 and BLOSUM45
matrices[253]. Performing the search generates a result table sorted by best hit, which shows
the locus that produced the alignment with the coverage of the hit and the identity. Clicking
on the hit displays the query and the hit alignment. Links to the Details page of each hit are
provided.
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Figure 4.9 BLAST to MarpoDB page. An input box is presented with an example query sequence. Below the
input box, several selectors allow specifying the type of blast program, substitution matrix (shown for blastp), and
parameters such as E-value threshold and minimum identity values.
4.6 In planta validation of MarpoDB predictions
Predictions for core promoter elements and 5’UTRs from MarpoDB were tested in planta by
means of expression of fluorescent reporters. To obtain suitable candidates for validation, RNA-
seq data was used to quantify transcript abundance. Reads we aligned to the transcriptome
and transcripts were ranked by levels of expression (not shown). Highly-expressed candidates
homologues for tubulin-a, RuBisCO small subunit (rbcS) and ubiquitin genes were selected
from this dataset, as they are regarded among constitutively expressed genes or with specific
expression patterns in higher plants.
The region comprised between the predicted ORF start site and 2000 bp upstream (See
Methods 2.12.3), including the 5’UTR and part of the core promoter region was amplified
from genomic DNA and assembled into the pGreen-derived binary plasmid pBRRv7-KpnI
(Figure 4.10). The core promoter element was introduced upstream of Venus fluorescent
protein[254] fused to a nuclear-localisation tag (N7)[178], generating fluorescent reporters
proMpTUBa:Venus-N7, proMpUBQ:Venus-N7 and proMpRBCS:Venus-N7 in plasmids pBRRv7-
TUBa, pBRRv7-UBQ and pBRRv7-RBCS, respectively (SeeMethods 2.13). Plasmids also
contained a mTurquoise2[169] fused to a N7 tag driven by the proMpEF1a [181,255] reference
reporter for evaluating expression patterns. This was used for normalisation of expression levels
to control for contextual effects of expression, due to the integration site from transformation
by Agrobacterium, in order to provide a baseline for comparing expression levels between
samples through ratiometric analysis. Both the reference and the measurement reporters were
fused to nuclear localisation signals to simplify their analysis and comparison, as nuclear
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Figure 4.10 pBRRv7-KpnI plasmid diagram. The pGreen-derived pBRRv7-KpnI plasmid contains a
hygromycin resistance cassete for plant selection, an proMpEF1a driven mTurquoise2-N7 reporter, a proMpUBQ
driven TagRFP-T-LTi6b membrane marker and a Venus-N7 sequence with a KpnI site directly upstream of the
Venus sequence for cloning core promoter elements into the plasmid.
Binary plasmids were transformed into Marchantia and primary transformant plants were
rescued and propagated until development of gemmae cups. Gemmae were transferred from
gemmae cups to microscope slides containing a propidium iodide solution in water (see
Methods 2.14.6) and imaged using laser-scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM) to assess
promoter activity of the MarpoDB derived predictions. Specific expression patterns were
obtained for candidate core promoter and 5’UTR sequences tested:
Expression patterns for the proMpTUBa driven reporter presented signal towards the
margins of the notch area, showing some overlap with the proMpEF1a driven mTurquoise2-N7
reporter, albeit lesser so in the central part of the gemmae. The proMpRBCS driven reporter
showed expression patterns preferentially located in photosynthetic tissues, with lesser signal
towards the notch area. For the proMpUBQ driven reporter, expression was found across
the whole gemmae, however no consistent overlap with the proMpEF1a reporter was seen.
Expression patterns for tested core promoter and 5’UTR regions are shown in Figure 4.11



















Figure 4.11 Experimental validation for MarpoDB predictions. Core promoter predictions were validated
through expression of a nuclear localised Venus fluorescent protein. Plasmids also contained a constitutively
expressed nuclear localised mTurquoise2 gene (MpproEF1a:mTurquoise2-N7). Gemmae were removed from
gemmae cups, stained with propidium iodide and imaged by LSCM. Z-stack maximum projections of the confocal
images are shown. Scale bars represent 250 microns. Image was adapted from Delmans, M., Pollak, B. & Haseloff,




This chapter describes the development of a novel framework for compiling gene-centric
databases from genomic and transcriptomic datasets. The objective of work was to provide
a resource of genetic parts for engineering in Marchantia, enabling efficient identification of
genes and sequence retrieval. Due to the focus on genetic elements, the framework allowed the
use of a fragmented genome assembly for compiling the database. Database entries include
abstract descriptions for genetic parts, sequences and annotation data from bioinformatic
analyses, determining a repository of DNA elements which can be retrieved in bulk through
programmatic access. Access to the database provided by the application layer enables keyword,
annotations and sequence input searches to identify genes of interest, and intuitive visualisations
are provided for navigating through search results along with interactive interfaces for gene
models and protein annotations. Promoter predictions derived from the framework were tested
in planta, showing expression patterns by expression of fluorescent reporters, supporting the
use of this framework for generating functional genetic elements for engineering.
The implementation of MarpoDB required the development of a pipeline for data
preparation for database compilation, design of a database schema that would allow time-
efficient database requests due to the large number of genetic elements in eukaryotic organisms,
development of an application backend incorporating several functions (e.g. query processing,
database requests, results parsing and table compilation), and an application frontend that
would provide intuitive and interactive visualisations, as well as satisfactory user experience.
This approach represents a departure from the traditional ‘genomic resource’ approach to
generate comprehensive databases to one tailored for engineering purposes. In MarpoDB, we
sought to create a resource tailored for the efficient identification of gene candidates and the
retrieval of sequences for molecular biology and synthetic biology. To achieve this, we placed
emphasis on streamlining the process of querying and yielding results through an intuitive and
simple interface, that leads to identification and extraction of sequences for experimentation.
Moreover, the structure of the application was developed in compliance with current practices
for modular development, allowing the expansion and repurposing of MarpoDB for other
datasets and uses. To encourage the use of the MarpoDB framework, the source code has been
released under a MIT license, with instructions for installation and dataset compilation and
can be obtained at https://github.com/HaseloffLab/MarpoDB.
Since the objective of MarpoDB was to provide a source of DNA parts for experimentation,
arbitrary definitions were introduced for core promoter elements. Although we do not expect
these core promoter elements to recapitulate endogenous expression fully, we have shown
that this approach can provide useful functional elements for genetic engineering. We used
core promoter elements derived from MarpoDB and tested them in planta through fluorescent
proteins reporters, where we found them to provide specific expression profiles. This shows
that even if higher-order regulation is in place at the genomic level, functional genetic elements
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for engineering can still be obtained by abstracting the genomic sequence into genetic parts.
Further testing is required to determine if proximal regulatory sequences for promoter elements
defined in MarpoDB are sufficient to confer accurate transcriptional activity from native
contexts, and if so, how much is captured by the promoter definitions.
Aside from enabling the use of fragmented assemblies for database generation, MarpoDB
tethers sequence retrieval to DNA assembly through recoding of sequences. In particular, this
‘design automation’ is part of the design-build-test cycle at the core of engineering disciplines.
For MarpoDB, this represents a direct link from sequence identification to testing, avoiding
bespoke vector designs. Automated design, efficient DNA assembly and high-throughput
screening will undoubtedly aid in the understanding of biological processes and the engineering
of novel functions for plant synthetic biology.
Chapter 5
Loop assembly: A simple and versatile recursive
DNA assembly system
The work described herein was performed in collaboration with Dr. Fernán Federici, and is being prepared for
submission:
Pollak, B., Cerda, A., Delmans, M., Álamos, S., Moyano, T., West, T., Gutiérrez, R., Patron, N., Federici, F. &
Haseloff, J. Loop Assembly: a simple and open system for recursive fabrication of DNA circuits. Manuscript in
preparation.
5.1 Introduction
DNA assembly has defined our capacity to interrogate biological systems since recombinant
DNA technologies were developed. The development of reporters for measuring gene
expression, transactivation systems and tools for misrregulating endogenous genes have enabled
unprecedented understanding of cellular processes. Cloning, however, is still regarded as a
complex and laborious task, being largely restricted to trained biochemists and molecular
biologists. Underlying reasons for this is the requirement of technical knowledge for the design
of DNA assemblies at the sequence level; lack of standardisation in most DNA assembly
systems; low efficiencies demanding extensive screening and validation; constraints on the
amount of parts that can be assembled and of present sequences; and the intractability of
misassemblies, making troubleshooting inapplicable.
Some of these issues have been tackled by recent DNA assembly systems: Gibson assembly
was developed for the synthesis and assembly of the Mycoplasma genomes[256,257]. It enabled
scarless cloning, originally being used for the assembly of hundred-kilobase fragments in a
one-pot isothermal assembly[71]. This method was widely adopted by the synthetic biology
community, being versatile and relatively efficient. However, technical skills and expertise
are required for adequate overlap design that makes it unsuitable for inexperienced users.
Gibson assembly can be also sensitive to sequence composition (e.g AT rich regions and
repeats). Efforts have been made to standardise and streamline Gibson assembly by including
flanking Unique Nucleotide Sequences (UNS) that are used as priming sites for cloning
of transcriptional units (TUs) into multi-TU constructs[258]. Gibson assembly works very
efficiently for assembling up to four TUs but relies on other methods for TU composition and
scaling in size above four TUs. Despite the versatile nature of Gibson assembly, a standard
for composing elemental parts into TUs has not been proposed yet. Labs that employ Gibson
assembly rely on their own subset of templates to generate constructions, and there have been
no community-level efforts to propose common grammars for parts assembly.
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Type IIS Golden Gate-derived assembly methods have been developed for super-
assembly and library generation. These systems are based on directional restriction enzymes
which expose ‘sticky’ overhangs, and allow composition from elemental components (e.g
promoter, CDS, terminators) to build multi-gene constructions[75]. Type IIS assembly
systems are virtually free of ad hoc design, are highly efficient[151], do not require PCR
or gel electrophoresis for assembly and allow parallel assembly of a high number of DNA
parts. However, one constraint is the requirement of ‘domestication’ for restriction enzyme
recognition sites. Most Type IIS systems use BsaI and another Type IIS restriction enzyme such
as BsmBI or BpiI with 6 bp recognition sites. These sites need to be removed from the DNA
fragment prior to assembly. Other Type IIS restriction enzymes such as SapI (previously LguI)
and AarI with less frequent 7 bp recognition sites are also available, which lower the chance of
finding the site fourfold, and are used in the Elektra™ (Atum) and GeneArt™ (ThermoFisher)
kits, respectively. Since the synthetic biology field is already building complex assemblies,
where constructs may consist of multiple logic gates[259], entire biosynthetic pathways[7] or
the engineering of genomes[260], robust assembly methods for joining DNA parts are becoming
essential to enable the efficient fabrication of higher-order genetic constructs.
Type IIS assembly systems allow the standardisation of genetic elements by specifying
the use of restriction enzyme overhangs to provide directionality in the assembly of DNA
parts. A common syntax which defines 12 Type IIS overhangs to be used in level 0 DNA parts
has been proposed[77] (Figure 5.1). This ensures that different Type IIS assembly systems
that rely on BsaI as an entry point (e.g. PhytoBricks, MoClo and GoldenBraid) can share a
common stock of standardised DNA parts that can be used in a off-the-shelf manner among
the plant community. The establishment of a common standard for DNA parts also establishes
a ‘prevailing grammar’ that enhances transferability and reproducibility for compiling genetic
instructions in different labs: recreating a genetic construct is possible just by knowing the
parts it is composed of, hence eliminating the need for ad hoc designs and enabling simple
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C1 TERM Transcription terminator, including polyadenylation signal GGTA CGCT
Figure 1. Summary of the Phytobrick syntax for standardized plant DNA part composition and assembly. The Phytobrick
syntax is a consolidation of GoldenGate,MoClo, andGolden Braid standards (Patron et al. 2015) and defines 12 fusion sites
that divide eukaryotic genes into 10 basic functional units (A1–C1). The domains are listed with a brief description of their
encoded function. Phytobrick parts can comprise the region between an adjacent pair of fusion sites or spanmany sites, and
consist of portion(s) of a gene cloned into a plasmid flanked by a convergent pair of BsaI Type IIS restriction endonuclease
recognition sequences. Parts can be assembled into complete transcriptional units in a one-pot, one-step digestion–
ligation reaction provided compatible overhangs are produced on digestion and the acceptor plasmid has divergent BsaI
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Figure 5.1 Common syntax for elemental DNA parts. The common syntax specifies 12 overhangs that are used
for fusion sites of DNA parts through Type IIS assembly. It is a consolidation of current overhangs used in Type
IIS assembly systems MoClo, GoldenBraid and the Phytobricks standard as described in Patron, et al. 2015[77].
Image was reproduced from Figure 1 shown in Boehm*, C. R., Pollak*, B., Purswani, N., Patron, N. & Haseloff, J.
Synthetic Botany. Cold Spring Harbor Perspectives in Biology 9 (2017) [221], copyright of Cold Spring Harbor
Laboratory Press.
This chapter describes the development of Loop assembly, a simple, versatile and efficient
recursive DNA assembly system. Loop assembly is a DNA assembly framework that integrates
Type IIS and overlap assembly methods. Assemblies performed through the Type IIS pathway
allow composition of higher-level constructions though iterative ‘loops’, which use two levels
(odd and even) that alternate in each assembly cycle using only four ‘receiver’ plasmids per
level. It uses BsaI for assembling TUs from L0 parts into odd-levels using the overhangs
defined by the common syntax and SapI for assembling L1 TUs into even-level receivers.
Higher-level assemblies are performed using the same odd and even-level receivers. In the
overlap-assembly pathway, four TUs can be assembled into a multi-TU destination plasmid
by using flanking UNSes[258]. I provide characterisation data for constructions up to L3
assemblies (comprised of 16 TUs and measuring up to 38024 bp), strategies for composing
synthetic promoters, and activity of Loop constructs in planta.
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5.2 Overview of Loop assembly
Loop assembly consists of 2 sets of plasmids derived from the pGreenII[154] plant binary
transformation vector that participate in a cyclic assembly process. Loop assembly is a recursive
DNA assembly system comprised of only 8 plasmids utilising BsaI and SapI restriction
enzymes on two different levels, odd (L1, L3, ...) and even (L2, L4, ...), capable of assembling
4 genetic modules during each ‘loop’, for each receiver plasmid. Odd and even-level plasmids
use alternating antibiotic selection (kanamycin for pOdd plasmids and spectinomycin for pEven
plasmids) to avoid interference from uncut template during cloning experiments (Figure 5.2).
Loop plasmids contain a modified ColEI origin of replication, which was mutated to the
low-copy number pMB1 origin of replication to reduce issues with DNA replication of large
constructs in bacteria (not shown).
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Figure 5.2 Overview of Loop assembly. L0 parts are assembled to L1 TUs into one pOdd receiver by BsaI-
mediated Type IIS assembly. L1 TUs are assembled to L2 multi-TUs into one pEven receiver by SapI-mediated
Type IIS assembly. This workflow is then repeated for higher level assemblies. Four odd level and four even level
receiver plasmids are required for Loop assembly.
Parallel combinatorial assembly into any of the four receiver plasmids is possible, allowing
for rapid and flexible construction of genetic libraries with multiple TUs arrangements. For
each level (except for TU assembly from L0 parts), four parental plasmids are required, thus
the number of DNA components in the composite increases exponentially (Figure 5.3).
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Odd receivers Even receivers Odd receivers
1 2 3 4 2 3 41 1 2 3 4 2 3 41
BsaI SapISapI BsaI
Even receivers
1 2 3 4 21
... ...
Figure 5.3 Combinatorial and exponential assembly. L0 parts can be assembled to L1 TUs into any of the
four positions of odd receivers. L1 TUs can then be assembled into L2 multi-TUs with variable combinations
of the L1 TUs, also into any of the four positions of even receivers. Each round of assembly generates four
assembled plasmids and consequent rounds of assembly increase the number of TUs by a factor of four, leading to
an exponential increase in TU number.
5.3 Loop assembly schema
Loop assembly uses converging SapI sites and diverging BsaI sites in odd level assemblies
and vice versa in even level assemblies. Convergent and divergent restriction enzyme sites
expose sets of overhangs which are used to determine donor and acceptor capacities as well as
directionality and positioning in the assembly. Each reaction requires all four donor plasmids
for the successful assembly into any one receiver of the next level and each level uses two
sets of restriction enzyme sites and overhangs in alternating fashion. During any assembly,
one set of restriction enzyme sites and overhangs define the assembly logic: each of the four
donor plasmids use specific ‘converging’ sites (donors) which specify the positions in the
assembly; conversely, diverging restriction enzyme sites in receivers are used to expose the
same ‘acceptor’ overhangs (receivers) which match the first and the last ‘terminal’ overhangs
of donor plasmids, allowing donor parts to be assembled into any of the receivers. Furthermore,
the secondary set of convergent restriction enzyme sites and overhangs flank the divergent sites
in receiver plasmids, making them donor plasmids for the next assembly level in a likewise
manner as described for the first set of restriction enzyme sites and overhangs. For odd-level
receiver plasmids, the diverging BsaI acceptor-overhangs are the same as the ones specified in
the common syntax, making L0 parts from PhytoBricks, MoClo and GoldenBraid compatible
with Loop assembly. BsaI overhangs have been named A, B, C, E and F, being A and F
terminal-overhangs, and for SapI, overhangs have been named a, b, g, e and w, being a and
w terminal-overhangs (Figure 5.4a). Examples for an odd and even-level assemblies for one
receiver plasmid are shown in (Figure 5.4bc).
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Figure 5.4 Loop assembly schema. a, Loop receiver plasmids. Each of the four pOdd and pEven receivers
plasmids has a specific set of SapI (3 bp) and BsaI (4 bp) convergent overhangs required for higher level assembly,
respectively. pOdd receivers contain diverging BsaI restriction sites and acceptor-overhangs according to the
common syntax, making them compatible for cloning L0 parts into pOdd plasmids. They contain SapI converging
sites with donor-overhangs for directing SapI-mediated Type IIS assembly into pEven receivers. pEven plasmids
have SapI diverging restriction sites and acceptor-overhangs to receive parts from pOdd plasmids. For higher
level assemblies, pEven plasmids contain converging BsaI sites with donor-overhangs for BsaI-mediated Type
IIS assembly into pOdd receivers. b, Loop odd-level assembly. L0 DNA parts containing overhangs defined
in the common syntax are assembled into a Loop odd-level receiver. BsaI digestion releases the DNA modules
which are assembled into a pOdd receiver by directional assembly defined by 4 bp donor-overhangs. pOdd
receiver plasmids contain A and F overhangs as acceptor-overhangs for receiving parts. Acceptor-overhangs are
flanked by convergent SapI restriction sites with 3 bp donor-overhangs for further assemblies. c, Loop even-level
assembly. Four previously assembled L1 TUs are assembled into a pEven receiver. SapI digestion releases TUs
from L1 plasmids which are assembled into a pEven receiver multi-TU by directional assembly defined by 3 bp
donor-overhangs. pEven receiver plasmids contain a and w overhangs as acceptor-overhangs for receiving parts
from pOdd plasmids. Acceptor-overhangs are flanked by convergent BsaI restriction sites with donor-overhangs
defined in the common syntax required for further assemblies.
To validate the Loop assembly schema of recursive assembly, I performed assembly
from L0 parts to L3 constructs containing 16 TUs, measuring over 38 kb. L1 TUs (pL1.1-
35S:R3, pL1.2-35S:T2N7, pL1.3-35S:VeN7 and pL1.4-35S:R3) were assembled from L0 parts
including a CaMV 35S promoter, a fluorescent protein, a localisation tag and a terminator.
L2 multi-TUs (pL2.1-All, pL2.2-All, pL2.3-All and pL2.4-All) were assembled with the
same arrangement of L1 TUs (pL1.1-35S:R3, pL1.2-35S:T2N7, pL1.3-35S:VeN7 and pL1.4-
35S:R3). Super-assembly into L3 constructs (pL3.1-Allx4, pL3.2-Allx4, pL3.3-Allx4 and
pL3.4-Allx4) was performed using each of the four pOdd receivers and the previously
constructed L2-muti-TUs as donors plasmids (pL2.1-All, pL2.2-All, pL2.3-All and pL2.4-All).
Two colonies per L3 construct were picked at random and restriction digest was performed to
assess the fidelity of assembly. Resulting restriction patterns were in agreement with expected
profiles for seven of the eight colonies tested, showing that the Loop schema of recursive
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assembly worked as expected (Figure 5.5). Plasmids used for this experiments are described
in Methods 2.13. Furthermore, high-throughput sequencing of 4 of the plasmids showing
correct digestion patterns was performed. Read mapping to the reference sequences showed
no errors for 3 of the 4 plasmids. The 4th plasmid produced no reads during sequencing, thus
could not be verified.
Figure 5.5 Loop L3 assembly verification. PstI restriction digest. Expected bands for PstI restriction digest of
L3 assemblies were bands with sizes of 12086, 5826, 1595 and 520 bp. 1 Kb represents Hyperladder 1Kb. Image
shown is an negative colour of the original gel image.
5.4 Hybrid assembly
The recursive nature of Loop assembly allows the mixing of parts from different odd or even
levels. For example, a multimeric promoter might be constructed from multiple parts through
two rounds of assembly. Generation of synthetic promoters can be performed by cloning L0
functional domains (e.g. TF recognition sites and minimum promoter boxes) into L1 plasmids
that determine the order of arrangement in the next L2 assembly. For example, different TF
recognition sites can be used in positions 1 (a and b overhangs), 2 (b and g overhangs) and
3 (g and e overhangs), while a minimal promoter sequence is placed in position 4 (e and w
overhangs). These joined elements can then be composed in specific order. In this example,
different combinations of TF binding sites and minimal promoter were cloned into positions
1 (A and B overhangs) and 2 (B and C overhangs) of L2 receiver plasmids. The resulting
composite synthetic promoter elements could be mixed with standard L0 gene parts, to create
a customised hybrid gene assembly in a odd-level plasmid (Figure 5.6a).
For hybrid super-assemblies, parental plasmids from different levels (i.e three L1 and one
L3 odd plasmids) can be assembled into a hybrid even receiver plasmid, which provides further
flexibility in the fabrication of genetic constructs (Figure 5.6b).
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Figure 5.6 Hybrid assembly. a, Synthetic promoter assembly. L0 universal (U.) ‘boxes’ are assembled into odd
level receivers into any given position. L1 boxes are then assembled into L2 composites with differing arrangements
into positions 1 and 2. L2 composites in positions 1 and 2 are used in a hybrid assembly with L0 parts to generate a
hybrid odd level TU with a synthetic promoter composed of the L0 boxes in the defined arrangement. b, Mixed
level assembly. L3 and L1 donor parts are assembled into a even level receiver generating a hybrid even level
multi-TU plasmid.
Using this approach, we assembled 3 reporters with synthetic promoters containing
multimeric binding sites for the transcription factors GAL4 (6 sites for UASGAL4 [261,262,263]),
and HAP1 (6 sites for UASHAP1 [264]), a cytokinin operator (containing type-B ARABIDOPSIS
RESPONSE REGULATOR binding sites[265]) and a minimal CaMV 35S promoter[186]
derivative (Federici and Haseloff, unpublished results).
L0 plasmids containing sequences for 2xUASGAL4 (L0-UASGAL4x2), 2xUASHAP1 (L0-
UASHAP2x2) and a minimal 35S promoter derivative (L0-min35S) were constructed using
terminal overhangs of the common syntax (GGAG and CGCT) for direct assembly into pOdd
receivers. Due to issues with assembly into the L0 vector from its repetitive sequence,
a cytokinin operator was assembled into two L0 plasmids (L0-CKop1 and L0-CKop2),
using the split region as intermediate overhang (TAGC) to perform scarless assembly during
directional assembly into pOdd receivers. Sequences comprised between the BsaI sites for
L0-UASGAL4x2, L0-UASHAP2x2, L0-CKop1, L0-CKop2 and L0-min35S inserts in L0
vectors are included in Appendix C.
L0 plasmids were assembled into pOdd receivers generating L1 constructs with
UASGAL4x2 motifs in each position (L1.1-UG4x2, L1.2-UG4x2, L1.3-UG4x2, L1.4-UG4x2),
UASHAP1x2 motifs in each position (L1.1-UH1x2, L1.2-UH1x2, L1.3-UH1x2, L1.4-UH1x2),
the minimal 35S promoter sequence in pOdd-4 (L1.4-min35S) and the CKop sequence in
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pOdd-1 and pOdd-3 (L1.1-CK and L1.3-CK). L2 constructs were assembled from L1 plasmids
to obtain combinations of multimeric binding sites:
Table 5.1Multimeric L2 plasmids construction
Plasmid VB* Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4
L2.1-UH1x6UG4x2 E.1 L1.1-UH1x2 L1.2-UH1x2 L1.3-UH1x2 L1.4-UG4x2
L2.1-UG4x6UH1x2 E.1 L1.1-UG4x2 L1.2-UG4x2 L1.3-UG4x2 L1.4-UH1x2
L2.1-CKUH1x6 E.1 L1.1-CK L1.2-UH1x2 L1.3-UH1x2 L1.4-UH1x2
L2.2-UG4x4CKmin35S E.2 L1.1-UG4x2 L1.2-UG4x2 L1.3-CK L1.4-min35S
L2.2-UH1x4CKmin35S E.2 L1.1-UH1x2 L1.2-UH1x2 L1.3-CK L1.4-min35S
L2.2-UG4x6min35S E.2 L1.1-UG4x2 L1.2-UG4x2 L1.3-UG4x2 L1.4-min35S
*
Vector backbone for Loop assembly. O stands for Odd, E for Even
Then, hybrid L3 constructs were assembled with L2 and L0 plasmids to generate multimeric
regulated synthetic promoter driven Venus-N7 fluorescent reporters:
Table 5.2 Hybrid level multimeric regulated synthetic promoter construction
Plasmid VB* Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 Part 5
L3.1-P1 O.1 L2.1-UH1x6UG4x2 L2.2-UG4x4CKmin35S L0-Venus L0-N7 L0-nosT
L3.1-P2 O.1 L2.1-UG4x6UH1x2 L2.2-UH1x4CKmin35S L0-Venus L0-N7 L0-nosT
L3.1-P3 O.1 L2.1-CKUH1x6 L2.2-UG4x6min35S L0-Venus L0-N7 L0-nosT
*
Vector backbone for Loop assembly. O stands for Odd, E for Even
After 20 individual assemblies, hybrid level multimeric regulated synthetic promoter were
verified through sequencing and showed no sequence errors.
5.5 Spacers
Loop assembly requires all four donor plasmids to be included for a successful reaction. In
order to provide a replacement for missing positions in assemblies, we designed ‘universal
spacers’. These parts are 200 bp randomly generated sequences that did not contain BsaI or
SapI sites. They are flanked by terminal-overhangs as donor-overhangs which makes them
capable of being assembled into any of the four positions of the following level. Two types
of ‘universal spacer’ parts were generated, an odd-level universal spacer (pOdd-spacer) and
an even-level universal spacer (pEven-spacer). These spacer parts can be assembled into any
position of the level they are compatible with, providing the part library with spacer parts for
every position in each level. Examples for the use of spacer parts are shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7 Loop assembly spacer part usage. a, Odd-level spacer part assembly. pOdd-spacer contains
flanking convergent BsaI sites together with A and F overhangs for assembling into any of the pOdd receivers. b,
Even-level spacer part assembly. pEven-spacer contains flanking convergent SapI sites together with a and w
overhangs for assembling into any of the pEven receivers. c, L2 assembly containing L1 spacers. L1 spacers
are used along TUs for assembly into a pEven 1 receiver. d, L3 assembly containing L2 spacers. L2 plasmids
containing either TUs or spacers derived from pOdd-spacer and pEven-spacer are assembled into a pOdd receiver.
5.6 Characterisation of Loop assembly efficiency
Loop assembly efficiency was estimated by two different measures, overall efficiency and
average efficiency. Efficiency was calculated as number of colonies of correct restriction
patterns over the total number of colonies tested (5.1). Overall efficiency was calculated as the
total number of colonies with the expected restriction pattern over the total number of colonies
tested for all constructions (5.2). Since different assemblies differ in complexity, average
efficiency was calculated as the mean of individual efficiencies, which weighs efficiency
equally when the number of colonies tested differ between constructs (5.3). For comparative
purposes, overall and average measures are shown for each Loop assembly level (Table 5.3).




























Table 5.3 Loop Type IIS assembly efficiency
Level Constructs TU Nº Avr. length (bp) Ov. efficiency*(%) Avr. efficiency†(%)
L1 104 1 6243 96 97
L2 79 4 13519 82 88
L3 23 16 26731 81 83
Hybrid 3 Var. 5473 100 100
*
Overall efficiency calculated as total number of samples with correct RD patterns over total samples tested.
†
Average efficiency calculated as the mean of correct RD patterns over samples tested per construct.
To perform validation of Loop assemblies, L2 and L3 constructs were sequenced along L0
plasmids using high-throughput DNA sequencing. Library preparation was performed using the
Nextera XT DNA Library Prep Kit (Illumina), and sequencing was performed using a 2x150
bp program on a Illumina MiSeq machine. Reads were filtered and trimmed for low-quality
bases and mapped to plasmids references using the Geneious 8.1.8 software (Biomatters) with
the ‘Map to reference’ tool using suggested parameters. Sequence fidelity was determined
by checking each sequence manually, ignoring regions having less than 10 reads of coverage,
with correct junctions determined likewise. High-throughput sequencing validation of Loop
assemblies on 92 L2 and L3 assembled constructs showed that 95.4 % of constructs assembled
seamlessly with 98.8 % of overhang scars present at expected junctions. At the sequence level,
99.8 % of nucleotides were correct (Table 5.4).
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Table 5.4 High-throughput sequencing validation of Loop assemblies.
Call Constructs Junctions Nucleotides
Correct (Nº) 49 660 1,329,457
Correct* (Nº) 35 - -
Incorrect (Nº) 4 8 2,732
Correct (%) 56.3 98.8 99.80
Correct* (%) 39.1 - -
Incorrect (%) 4.6 1.2 0.2
Inconclusive† (Nº) 4 35 89,721
*
Missing coverage in low-complexity regions of promoters
†
Not included in scoring due to low number of reads or contamination during library preparation
Characterisation of Loop assembly showed that high levels of efficiency are achieved at
all levels of assembly. Efficiency was found to be above 80 % regardless of the level and
the particular details of the assembly performed. When incorrect restriction digest patterns
of colonies were obtained, picking a second colony from the same plate usually showed the
expected restriction profile. When this was not the case, most assemblies were found to be
successful at the second attempt, suggesting handling errors as a cause for failed attempts.
Screening of plates after assembly and transformation was highly indicative of successful
and problematic assemblies. Successful assemblies were found to produce over hundreds of
colonies using 1 µL of assembly reaction, where false positive colonies were generally less
than 5 % of total colonies. Obtained colonies were found to be less in higher levels, presumably
from plasmid size effects on E. coli transformation.
Given the rate of efficiency obtained and pre-emptive assessment of the success of
assemblies, cPCR was not required for selecting colonies after transformation. After assembly,
colonies without any colouring from the lacZa marker were picked at random and used to
determine correct assembly from expected restriction digest patterns, followed by sequencing.
5.7 Loop overlap assembly
Loop plasmids contains UNS[258] sites that allow the use of standard primers for the
amplification of TUs. The UNSmake overlap assembly of TUs compatible with common stocks
of DNA parts (PhytoBricks, MoClo and GoldenBraid parts) since these can be assembled into
UNS-flanked TUs by BsaI-mediated Type IIS assembly. Alternatively, TUs can be assembled
from PCR-fragments or DNA synthesis into Loop plasmids by overlap assembly methods such
as Gibson assembly (Figure 5.8a). Each Loop plasmid contains two flanking UNS, UNSn
and UNSn+1, one at each side, and a UNSX after the UNSn+1. The UNSX is used for early
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termination of assembly, allowing for less than 4 TUs to be assembled into the destination
plasmid (pUNSDest). TUs can be assembled into the destination plasmid by using overlap
assembly methods (Figure 5.8b).
+
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Figure 5.8 Loop overlap assembly. a, TU assembly for overlap assembly. UNS flanked TUs can be generated
either by standard L0 BsaI-mediated Type IIS assembly or by overlap assembly methods using PCR-fragments
or DNA synthesis. TUs produced by overlap assembly are only compatible with the overlap assembly pathway
but do not require domestication. b, Standardised overlap assembly. Linear UNS flanked TUs are amplified by
PCR or excised from plasmids by digestion by uncommon restriction enzymes. Linear UNS flanked TUs are then
assembled to the destination plasmid pUNSDest by overlap assembly methods.
UNS have been designed following a number of guidelines to provide enhanced
performance in PCR reactions and overlap assembly. Design rules are listed in Appendix B,
and sequences for UNS are provided in Table 5.5. Forward and reverse standard primers for
each UNS are provided in Table 5.6.
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Table 5.6 UNS primers








Reverse primers are listed in the 5’ to 3’ orientation.
UNS have the advantage that they are designed for highly efficient PCR with standard
conditions (60 ºC, 35 cycles), providing single amplicons with high yields. PCR was conducted
using UNS primers on previously assembled L1 constructs containing a CaMV 35S promoter,
a fluorescent protein (mTagBFP2[176], mTurquoise2, Venus or mRuby2[171]), with or without
localisation tags, and a 35S terminator. Resulting PCR reactions were visualised through gel
electrophoresis, showing specific amplification (Figure 5.9). This enables eliminating the
need for gel purification during the workflow of Gibson assembly, if appropriate on-column
purification is performed. Furthermore, UNS are well suited for overlap extension cloning due
to highly efficient PCR binding conditions and compatible overlaps (not shown).
Figure 5.9 Standardised UNS PCR. PCR was performed using a 60 ºC annealing step on a 35 cycle program using
standard UNS primers. Samples shown include CaMV 35S promoter driven fluorescent proteins with C-terminal
localisation tags as shown in headers. 5 µL of reactions were loaded in a 1% agarose gel and electrophoresis was
performed for 40 minutes at 100 V. 1 Kb represents Hyperladder 1Kb. Image shown is a negative colour of the
original gel image.
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5.8 Design automation
For the purpose of simplifying design of L0 parts, I developed a software tool (Recode2S) to
streamline generation of genetic parts for Loop assembly. Recode2S, is an online sequence
domestication tool for L0 parts that allows finding restriction sites in a sequence, recoding them
into synonymous mutations and including appropriate overhangs according to the common
syntax. To distinguish between parts with altered sequences from domestication, an asterisk (*)
is included in promoter part names to denote domestication. Details for the Recode2S algorithm
are described inMethods 2.10. Recode2S is accessible at https://recode2s.herokuapp.com[167].
5.9 In planta activity of Loop plasmids
Loop assembly enables the assembly of multiple-TU constructs in as few as 2 cloning steps.
This throughput of assembly can be used to build simple circuits with relative ease. For
instance, combinations of fluorescent proteins, localization tags and specific promoters can be
assembled into L1 reporters, which can then be combined into L2 constructs. L2 constructs
containing combinations of fluorescent reporters can be then transformed into in plants for
their use in developmental studies due Loop vectors being derived from pGreenII plasmids[154],
thus containing elements for Agrobacterium-mediated transformation.
To demonstrate the use of Loop assembly in developmental studies in planta, a L2 construct
(pL2.1-TPL) was assembled from L1 parts:
• L1.1-EF:Hyg - proMpEF1a*:HygR
• L1.2-EF:T2N7 - proMpEF1a*:mTurquoise2-N7
• L1.3-EF:Glt - proMpEF1a*:eGFP-LTi6b
• L1.4-TPL:VeN7 - proMpTPL* [184]:Venus-N7
The pL2.1-TPL plasmid constructed contains fluorescent reporters with specific excitation
and emission spectra, as well as subcellular localisation tags to highlight cellular features.
Furthermore, promoters with distinct expression patterns were used to demonstrate the use
of Loop assembly to compose reporters that can be used to study aspects of development
by highlighting specific tissues. Promoters used were the proMpTPL [184] (single member
of the TOPLESS corepressor family in Marchantia) which has been described to promote
meristematic expression during most developmental stages in Marchantia and shown to be
repressed in the presence of exogenous auxin[184], and the proMpEF1a promoter[181], described
to have strong expression in meristematic zones and to be the choice of preference for strong
constitutive transgene expression[255]. Nuclear-localised mTurquoise2 and Venus proteins
were used in order to obtain a clear indication of the distribution of expression in the tissue and
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a membrane-localised fluorescent protein was used to delineate cellular contours to assess cell





































Figure 5.10 Construct diagram for pL2.1-TPL. A plasmid diagram for pL2.1-TPL is shown. Key for features is
provided in the grey box.
pL2.1-TPL was transformed into Marchantia and hygromycin resistant primary
transformants were propagated and grown until gemma cups developed on the thallus. Gemmae
were removed from gemmae cups, placed on a microscope slide (seeMethods 2.14) and used
for LSCM microscopy in a Leica TCS SP8 confocal microscope.
Expression patterns observed for the proMpEF1a*:mTurquoise2-N7 reporter showed similar
distributions to those shown in Figure 4.11, where expression was seen across the whole tissue
with a stronger signal in the notch area and in rhizoid initials. For the proMpTPL* [184]:Venus-
N7 reporters, expression was also observed in most cells, however preferentially located in the
notch flanking regions and towards the margins of the gemmae. The proMpEF1a*:eGFP-LTi6b
reporters provided a strong demarcation of cell contours, albeit stronger expression was seen
in the notch area and in rhizoid initials as seen in the proMpEF1a*:mTurquoise2-N7 reporter.
A gemmae image showing each reporter expression and the merged image is shown in Figure
5.11. The image was purposely oriented with the notches facing in the horizontal direction
and the region of the gemmae where the stalk was attached during gemmae development in
the bottom of the image, to establish a frame of reference to analyse expression patterns. This
configuration is used in following images for consistent comparisons.
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proMpEF1α:mTurquoise2-N7 proMpTPL:Venus-N7 proMpEF1α:eGFP-Lti6b
Merge
Figure 5.11 In planta activity of pL2.1-TPL. Panels show a Z-stack maximum projection of channels
corresponding to each reporter and the merged image of the pL2.1-TPL construct containing three different
fluorescent reporters: In red, proMpEF1a*:mTurquoise2-N7; in green, proMpTPL*:Venus-N7; in blue,
proMpEF1a*:eGFP-LTi6b. Scale bar shown in the merged panel corresponds to 100 microns.
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5.10 Discussion
Loop assembly’s design is inspired by existing assembly systems such as GoldenBraid, MoClo,
and standardised Gibson assembly, but focused on the integration of these techniques into a
general purpose DNA assembly system. Loop assembly benefits from the recursive use of Type
IIS restriction enzymes in a diverging and converging arrangement that simplifies significantly
the workflow and the plasmid library required for Type IIS assembly, while maintaining the
capacity for overlap assembly. To achieve this, a secondary Type IIS restriction enzyme and
set of restriction sites were required in a head-to-head configuration in two distinct levels
of assembly, with standardised UNSes flanking the the Type IIS restriction sites. Since the
introduction of a new restriction enzyme requires additional domestication effort, we used SapI,
a 7 bp recognition site restriction enzyme, diminishing the likelihood of interfering fourfold.
We have demonstrated the use of Loop assembly to generate a constructs with different number
of TUs, and for particular cases such as the design and assembly of synthetic promoters. We
demonstrated a generalised strategy to perform synthetic promoter assembly, which can be a
highly challenging task due to the presence of repetitive DNA sequences. This feature of the
Loop assembly technique is due to its recursive assembly schema, where the order of assembly
is defined simply by the restriction enzyme and the overhangs of the donor plasmids, which
allows both standard and custom DNA assembly arrangements if required.
Integration of different assembly techniques aids in standardising and generating basic
DNA stock libraries. A standard such as the common syntax enables the provision of tools
and DNA parts for genetic engineering despite of the assembly method used. As Loop
integrates Type IIS and overlap assembly, it encourages the development of a community
around a DNA construction system. This yields a growing collection of DNA parts and
composites that is constantly improved and ‘curated’ through cross-validation among labs
and boosts collaborations for easier exchange and transfer of genetic modules. The capacity
for using either overlap or Type IIS assembly provides further flexibility in performing DNA
constructions where domestication might interfere with the experiment itself (such as for
experiments involving native genetic sequences), or when the assembly fails by one of the
pathways.
Characterisation data showed that Loop assembly is a robust and reliable Type IIS assembly
DNA assembly system regardless of level and type of assembly. The high rate of successful
assemblies, obviates the need to preselect by cPCR methods, and decreases the amount of hand-
on work required to determine correct clones. Using a approximate lower bound prediction
(85%) for the average probability of success for random colony, by picking two colonies in any
assembly, the chance of success for obtaining a correct clone is 97.75 % without pre-screening.
This translates into a paradigm shift in the assembly of large DNA constructs, where the effort
is redirected into experimental design and data collection rather than DNA construction and
troubleshooting of missassemblies.
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Common criticisms for Type IIS assembly systems are the requirement of domestication
for DNA sequences and the hierarchical approach to DNA construction. Whilst this may be
accurate, the decrease in DNA synthesis costs are already at the point of being cost-effective
for the synthesis of DNA libraries for the domestication of DNA parts. Whether DNA synthesis
will allow the routine synthesis of complete DNA constructions in a time and cost-effective
manner, is still uncertain, and a standard framework to manage DNA libraries might still be
necessary. The hierarchical approach to DNA construction can be considered an advantage if
used for the characterisation and troubleshooting of lower-level DNA modules and circuits
before compiling high-level devices. Furthermore, the hierarchical approach also provides all
the intermediate DNA components that can be re-purposed and rearranged or if modifications
are required for the behaviour of the higher-level devices. This strategy is an essential part of the
engineering process and is in stark contrast to the traditional practices of genetic engineering.
Introduction of new technologies such as automated assembly pipelines, chemical synthesis
and CAD tools are propelling efficient DNA fabrication. Many labs have already implemented
algorithms to aid in the design process[266] and/or liquid handling machines that decrease
the hand-on work for creating DNA constructions. New possibilities have emerged from
liquid handling devices that can aliquot precisely nanoliter quantities such as the Echo®
acoustic liquid handling robots, enabling miniaturisation of reactions and decreasing the
cost of assembly involved. Assembly systems that are tailored to exploit the opportunities
provided by automation technologies will undoubtedly benefit from robotics platforms. As
Loop assembly is recursive and incorporates strict assembly protocols and levels of assembly,
it can be implemented into software frameworks for controlling liquid handling robots in a
straightforward manner. We expect that as automation technologies become more ubiquitous,
the Loop assembly strategy will enable the transition to more systematic, efficient and high-
throughput experimentation decreasing the experimental expertise and liquid handling required.
DNA construction has always tied together assembly vectors to their use in model
organisms. Plasmids incorporate DNA elements required for their propagation in bacteria and
selection at the organism of choice. Modern assembly systems (tethered to automation) now
provide the sufficient throughput and versatility for working with general purpose backbones,
in which users can add specific traits (e.g. parts for transformation). Therefore, vectors could
be decoupled from specific uses by modularising replication origins and selection markers as
basic DNA parts. This would provide higher flexibility during design, and allow switching
selection markers when super-transformation is required, for instance. Such approaches would
make the DNA fabrication process agnostic, promoting the development of universal DNA
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6.1 Introduction
The study of biology at cellular scales originated in the 17th century with the first
use of microscopes. Observations of cells made by Robert Hooke[267] and Antonj van
Leeuwenhoek[268] using self-made microscopes uncovered a new realm of biology, still under
investigation today. Though most of the fundamental principles are still in practice, modern
microscopy has seen substantial optical, mechanical and technical enhancements. For instance,
development of fluorescence microscopy methods enabled the visualization of subcellular
features and tracking of biological processes through time in vivo by using fluorophores (a
historical account is given in Masters, 2010[269]). Amidst fluorescence microscopy methods,
laser-scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM) improved imaging resolution remarkably by
optical scanning and the use of a pinhole at the confocal point of the lens to produce optical
sectioning of the sample, greatly reducing the out of focus fluorescence in the image[86,87].
Fluorescence microscopy was followed by the discovery and use of fluorescent proteins as
cellular markers. The use of fluorescent proteins as cellular markers required the discovery
of the green fluorescent protein (GFP) in the hydromedusan Aequorea victoria [270], protein
engineering strategies for the enhancement of its fluorescent properties[271], and its expression
in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans to demonstrate functionality by heterologous
expression in eukaryotes[272]. To achieve stable and bright expression of GFP in plants,
codon-optimisation and endoplasmic reticulum-localisation was required due to a cryptic
intron contained in its coding sequence that would abolish production in Arabidopsis[273].
Afterwards, forward-genetic cDNA-tagging experiments would yield cellular localisation
tags, expanding the usage of fluorecent reporters in plants[178]. Currently, a wide range of
fluorescent proteins is available with specific excitation and emission spectras, brightness,
quantum yield, isoelectric points, and other properties; which offers ample flexibility for
experimental design[81,82]. One example of the application of multispectral fluorescent proteins
was the combined usage of sets of fluorescent proteins to perform ratiometric measurements
for gene expression, as well as labelling cell boundaries to obtain cellular properties for
developmental studies in plants[88].
Plant development is a highly orchestrated and complex process that involves the interplay
of gene expression and cell-cell interactions at different scales[221]. Shapes found in plants
are product of simultaneous processes of cell growth (division and expansion), differentiation
and morphogenesis (the organised spatial distribution of cells) that occur in a 3-dimensional
space through time. To address this, imaging analysis tools have been developed to allow
quantification of cellular properties from micrographs (reviewed in Bassel and Smith[274]).
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Image analysis pipelines comprise methods for filtering and signal processing of micrographs,
routines for segmenting and labelling of objects with concurrent extraction of region properties,
as well as landmark registration between two images to measure their difference. Image
analysis methods alongside fluorescent reporters therefore provide a strong basis for studying
the behaviour and relationship of genes and developmental processes.
Building on the work described in past chapters for the identification of genetic elements
in the Marchantia genome through MarpoDB and the use of Loop assembly for construction
of plasmids using these genetic parts along with fluorescent proteins, I sought to develop
multispectral fluorescent reporters for developmental studies in Marchantia. These reporters
enable the use of image analysis pipelines for automated extraction of cellular parameters. In
this chapter, I describe testing of fluorescent proteins, localisation tags and promoter fusions in
Marchantia to provide cellular markers for use in developmental studies. I show fluorescent
reporters used in combination to allow measurement of gene expression by ratiometric analysis,
and labelling of cellular features through image analysis pipelines. I describe image processing
pipelines to quantify gene expression and segmentation routines for extraction of cellular
properties from confocal micrographs.
6.2 Fluorescent reporters
For the study of development by fluorescence microscopy, a fundamental requirement is the
availability of functional fluorescent reporters for the analysis of gene expression and labelling
of cellular features. Moreover, modern techniques for the study of development require the use
of multispectral fluorescent reporters for visualising cellular processes in planta [177].
Fluorescent proteins and localisation tag combinations were tested in Marchantia to provide
a repertoire of functional fluorescent reporters. Their activity in Marchantia was characterised
by means of confocal microscopy on different genetic constructs to assess if their behaviour
was consistent using single or multiple reporter arrangements. Localisation tags used included
the N7[178], LTi6b[178] and ER[273] targeting sequences.
To obtain functional reporters in Marchantia, fluorescent reporters were tested for activity
using the proMpEF1a to drive expression of the tagged-fluorescent protein, or alternatively a
transactivation promoter if that was the intended use for the reporter. Activity of the reporter
was assessed by determining if it was functional and if displayed consistent behaviour. To
determine if a reporter was functional, the reporter was required to exhibit fluorescence at
least in one construct; for consistency, in different constructs arrangements along with other
transcriptional units and/or driven by other promoters. Day 0 gemmae from plants transformed
with the reporters were imaged by LSCM and assessed by fluorescent reporter expression
using appropriate excitation and emission spectra for each fluorescent protein. A summary
of fluorescent reporters tested and their behaviour in Marchantia is shown in Table 6.1 and a
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sample of most consistent reporters showing reliable promoter-driven expression, is shown in
Figure 6.1. References and sources of fluorescent proteins are given inMethods 2.12.
Table 6.1 Fluorescent reporters tested in Marchantia
Promoter Reporter Functional* Consistent†
proMpEF1a mTurquoise2-N7 + +
proMpEF1a eGFP-N7 + +
proMpEF1a Venus-N7 + +
proMpEF1a eGFP-LTi6b + +
proMpEF1a mTagBFP2-LTi6b + -
proMpEF1a mRuby2-LTi6b + -
proMpEF1a TagRFP-T-LTi6b + -
proMpEF1a mCherry-LTi6b - -
GAL4»proUASGAL4 mGFP5-ER - -
GAL4» proUASGAL4 Venus-N7 + +
HAP1» proUASHAP1 Venus-N7 + +
HAP1» proUASHAP1 H2B-mRFP1 + +
HAP1» proUASHAP1 mRuby3-N7 + +
*
Signal observed at least in one construct
†
Signal observed in several constructs
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proMpEF1α:mTurquoise2-N7 proMpEF1α:Venus-N7 CaMV35S:eGFP-Lti6b
proMpEF1α:eGFP-Lti6b HAP1GR>>UASHAP1:H2B-mRFP1HAP1GR>>UASHAP1:mRuby3-N7
Figure 6.1 Fluorescent reporters in Marchantia. LSCM images of gemmae showing expression of tagged-
fluorescent reporters are shown. Each fluorescent reporter is coloured with its closest corresponding emission
spectra in overlay with chlorophyll autofluorescence (680-700 nm), shown in magenta. Reporters are described in
the top left and scale bars are shown in the bottom left of each panel. Scale bars correspond to 200 µm.
To study development at a cellular level using confocal microscopy in Marchantia,
fluorescent markers were used with specific functions:
A reference reporter was used as a baseline for comparison of expression. The reference
reporter should be driven by a constitutive promoter for normalisation of expression levels to
control for contextual effects derived from transformation by Agrobacterium. The reference
signal was also used to provide a binary mask for image analysis. The measurement reporter
was used to assess expression derived from tested promoters. The fluorescent protein used
for the measurement reporter should exhibit high brightness and stability, given that some
promoters are expected to have low-expression levels, such as transcription factors due to
their role in regulation. Both the reference and the measurement reporters require nuclear-
localisation to simplify their analysis and comparison. A third outline label was required to
supply cell contours for extraction of cellular parameters.
From the tagged-fluorescent proteins that showed consistent activity in Marchantia,
mTurquoise2-N7, mVenus-N7 and eGFP-LTi6b were chosen as fluorescent proteins for routine
usage. This choice was due to to the fact that both mTurquoise2 and Venus are bright fluorescent
proteins and have highly similar protein sequences. Furthermore, mTurquoise2 and Venus
have emission and excitation spectras that are sufficiently separated for avoiding fluorescence
bleedthrough (excitation/emission maximum 434/474 nm for mTurquoise2, excitation/emission
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maximum 515/528 nm for Venus). Of all the fluorescent protein fusions tested with the
LTi6b membrane-localisation tag, eGFP was the only one that provided consistent activity.
The excitation/emission maximum for eGFP is 488/507 nm, which lies in between that of
mTurquoise2 and Venus. However, bleethrough can be reduced through spectral deconvolution
or the use of specific excitation wavelengths and emission capture windows using confocal
systems such as the Leica TCS SP8. Alternatively, due to the analysis of gene expression
in this framework being constrained to the nuclear compartment, bleedthrough that does not
co-localise with nuclear signals can be ignored through the use of image analysis methods. If
a fourth fluorescent marker is required, a red-shifted fluorescent protein such as H2BRFP or
mRuby3 can be used.
A standardised assay for assessing reporters activity and tissue specific expression was
established for comparative purposes. Germinating gemmae (day 0-1) were used for LSCM
to observe fluorescent protein expression. Images were staged with the apical notches facing
horizontally, with the point of attachment for the stalk at the bottom of the image. This was
performed to provide a frame of reference for the analysis of expression patterns in stable
cellular contexts.
6.3 Multispectral reporters in Marchantia gemmae
To evaluate the use of multispectral fluorescent reporters for the study of development in
cellular contexts using image analysis methods in Marchantia, fluorescent reporters were used
according to the criteria described previously:
For constitutive markers in Marchantia, the proMpEF1a promoter[181] was used since it has
been described to show expression in meristematic zones[255], and exhibited strong expression
throughout the gemmae in previous experiments with mTurquoise2-N7 (Figure 6.1). The
proMpTUBa promoter shown previously (Figure 4.11) was used to provide an alternative
fluorescent reporter for notch expression. For membrane labelling, a proMpEF1a:eGFP-LTi6b
reporter shown previously to confer strong membrane labelling (Figure 6.1) was used.
To obtain datasets for performing image analysis to obtain cellular parameters from
confocal micrographs, promoters were used to obtain tissue specific expression in Marchantia
gemmae. These promoters were used for driving expression of the measurement reporter.
The promoter for the TOPLESS corepressor in Marchantia[184] has been described to produce
meristematic expression in Marchantia. Promoters for homologues of higher plant genes
having meristematic expression were analysed to determine if they would produce tissue
specific expression in Marchantia gemmae. MpTPL (mpdb.gene.7670) and homologues
for the SCARECROW (MpSCR#2 - mpdb.gene.34467) and AGAMOUS-like (MpAGL -
mpdb.gene.18799) genes were identified in MarpoDB, and promoter regions for each gene
were used to generate Venus-N7 reporters in binary vectors (pL2.1-RHSCR.2, pL2.1-TPL and
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Plasmid diagrams are shown in Figure 6.2 and details for constructs and plasmids are


























































































Figure 6.2 Constructs for multispectral reporters in Marchantia. a, L2.1-RHSCR.2 plasmid diagram. b,
L2.1-TPL plasmid diagram. c, pBRv7-AGL plasmid diagram. Key for features is shown in grey box.
Constructs were transformed into Marchantia and primary transformants were propagated
until gemma cups were observed in the thallus. Gemmae were transferred from gemmae cups
to microscope slides and used for LSCM, where expression patterns were assessed.
Plants transformed with the L2.1-RHSCR.2 construct showed expression of the
proMpTUBa:mTurquoise2-N7 reporter mainly in the notch region with isolated expression
elsewhere in the gemmae; the proMpSCR#2:Venus-N7 reporter exhibited highly localised notch
expression in the apical cell surrounding region, and in nuclei scattered across the gemmae;
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the membrane reporter proMpEF1a:eGFP-LTi6b displayed strong membrane labelling with
higher signal in the notch area and rhizoid cells (Figure 6.3).
The pL2.1-TPL transformed plants had similar expression patterns to those observed
in Figure 5.11, where proMpEF1a:mTurquoise2-N7 reporter expression was seen across
the whole tissue with a stronger signal in the notch area and in rhizoid initials; for
the proMpTPL:Venus-N7 reporter, notch meristem expression was confirmed, however
expression was localised near the notch flanks and towards the margin of the gemmae; the
proMpEF1a:eGFP-LTi6b reporter displayed strong membrane labelling (Figure 6.4).
For the pBRv7-AGL transformed plants, propidium idodide staining was conducted
(see Methods 2.14.6) before imaging. The proMpEF1a:mTurquoise2-N7 reporter showed
similar patterns to those seen before, where expression was ubiquitous albeit stronger in the
notch region and the rhizoid initials; the proMpAGL:Venus-N7 reporter displayed expression
throughout the gemmae, but lesser so in the apical notch region; propidium iodide staining
produced an even and strong cell outline signal throughout the whole gemmae (Figure 6.5).
Images are shown staged with the convention described for comparative purposes.
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Membrane - proMpEF1α:eGFP-Lti6bReference - proMpTUBα−like:mTurquoise2-N7 Measurement - proMpSCR#2:Venus-N7
 Blue GreenRed
Merged
Figure 6.3 L2.1-RHSCR.2 activity in Marchantia gemmae. Each panel contains a description of the reporters
used and the false colouring applied in the merged panel. Scale bar corresponds to 200 µm.
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Membrane - proMpEF1α:eGFP-Lti6bReference - proMpEF1α:mTurquoise2-N7 Measurement - proMpTPL:Venus-N7
 Blue GreenRed
Merged
Figure 6.4 L2.1-TPL activity in Marchantia gemmae. Each panel contains a description of the reporters used
and the false colouring applied in the merged panel. Scale bar corresponds to 200 µm.
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Red
Merged
Reference -proMpEF1α:mTurquoise2-N7 Measurement -proMpAGL:Venus-N7 Outline - propidium iodide
 Green  Blue
Figure 6.5 pBRv7-AGL activity in Marchantia gemmae. Each panel contains a description of the reporters used
and the false colouring applied in the merged panel. Scale bar corresponds to 200 µm.
6.4 Image analysis
Image analysis was conducted using custom Python scripts utilising the Matplotlib [189],
scikit-image [190], numpy[191], tifffile [192], scipy [193] and SimpleITK [194] libraries. Each image
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analysis pipeline comprised a signal preprocessing step, a segmentation step and an analysis
step to obtain the required data.
The pBRv7-AGL gemmae image shown in Figure 6.5 was used for performing
quantification of gene expression and extraction of cellular parameters through image
processing pipelines.
6.4.1 Nuclear segmentation
Nuclear reporter signals were used to obtain metrics for average gene expression, per cell
measures, or values for subsets of cells. The pipeline makes use of the reference and
measurement channel to quantify and compare fluorescence signal values between two
reporters, and highlights differences in expression due to tissue specific expression, or
characterisation of gene expression through ratiometric analysis.
The first stage of the pipeline deals with signal preprocessing and enhancement for
improved segmentation results. Once a confocal Z-stack was obtained (in 8-bit range), a
maximum intensity projection was exported to tiff file format (Figure 6.6a). Next, intensity
values were rescaled by trimming the 2nd and 98th percentiles, outputting the complete 8-bit
range (0-255) (Figure 6.6b). For illustrative purposes, noise was introduced to demonstrate
robustness of the pipeline to noise derived from instrumental artefacts or high-gain, by setting a
2% of the image pixels randomly to the maximum intensity value (255) (Figure 6.6c). Median
filtering was performed using a disk shaped structuring element of pixel size 2, that removed
image noise (Figure 6.6d). Then, a closing operation which is defined in mathematical
morphology as a dilation followed by an erosion process[275], to obtain ‘full’ objects without
‘spots’. Following this, Otsu thresholding [276] was performed, which analyses the pixel
intensity histogram to define a optimal limit in which a bimodal distribution of pixel values
is obtained. This step assumes that the image contains background and foreground pixels,
and reduced the dimensionality of the image into a binary value (Figure 6.6e). The binary
image was then labelled using a connected-component routine that yielded an image array in
which each labelled component (and their pixels) are indexed with incremental values and
could be distinguished using a qualitative colormap (Figure 6.6f). The labelled image can be
better understood as an artificial indexed image which at first is composed by 0 values; as the
connected component routine screens the binary image and finds connected-components, it
assigns an index value to all the pixels in the artificial image which are in the position of the
found connected-component; as the routine finds another connected component, it assigns the
following index value to the pixels in the artificial image which are in the position of the found
connected component. This is performed until all pixels of the binary image are processed,
generating an artificial image in which all connected-components of the binary image are
‘labelled’ with specific indexes. Listings for Python scripts used for nuclear segmentation can
be found in Appendix D.1.
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Reference channel Rescaled intensity Noise added
Median filtering Otsu thresholding binarisation Labelling
a b c
d e f
Figure 6.6 Preprocessing and labelling of nuclear signals. a, Original image for the maximum intensity
projection tiff export. b, Rescaled intensity image by trimming 2nd and 98th percentiles and stretching the
intensity values to the full 8-bit range. c, Noise introduction for illustrative purposes. 2% of pixels were randomly
assigned to have a maximum intensity value. d, Median filtered imaged using a disk structuring element of size
2 to remove noise. e, Otsu thresholding binarisation. f, Connected component labelling shown in the qualitative
colormap nipy_spectral. Scale bar corresponds to 200 µm and applies to all images.
Informative comparisons for the quantification of gene expression were obtained by using
a reference and a measurement channel. Images derived from confocal microscopy represent
a greyscale intensity array of pixels for fluorescence in each channel (Figure 6.7ad). A
better depiction of differences in the intensity array can be provided by using perceptually
uniform colormaps, which show differences of expression in a discriminative manner across the
intensity range (Figure 6.7be). A binary mask (from Figure 6.6e) was applied to the channel,
to allow analysis of fluorescence at common regions (Figure 6.7cf). Intensity values for the
proMpAGL reporter varied throughout the gemmae in respect to the proMpEF1a reference, and
could be observed on a cell-by-cell basis when the two channels were superimposed (Figure
6.7g). Calculations were performed to measure differences using the ratio of the measurement
channel over the constitutive channel on a per nuclei basis. Ratios and patterns of expression
yielded insightful visualisation of differential expression (Figure 6.7h). This data was used to
plot graphs of differential expression for the individual nuclei (Figure 6.7i).
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Figure 6.7 Quantification of gene expression at cellular levels. proMpAGL:Venus-N7 expression was quantified
against the proMpEF1a:mTurquoise2-N7 reference at a per nuclei basis a, Reference channel greyscale intensity
values. b, Reference channel intensity values visualised using the inferno colormap. c, Masked reference
channel intensity values visualised using the inferno colormap. d, Measurement channel greyscale intensity
values. e, Measurement channel intensity values visualised using the inferno colormap. f, Masked measurement
channel intensity values visualised using the inferno colormap. g, Overlay of reference (red) and measurement
channels (green). h, Measurement over reference channel average intensity ratios per nuclei. i, Reference against
measurement intensity values scatterplot for each segmented nuclei. Scale bar corresponds to 200 µm and applies
to all images.
Differences observed between reference and measurement intensity profiles in non-masked
(Figure 6.7be) and masked channels (Figure 6.7cf) showed biased binary masking which
would preserve nuclei that contained expression of the reference reporter, disregarding nuclei
with expression of the measurement reporter that did not also have expression of the reference
reporter. To obtain full segmentation of the gemmae nuclei, an alternative approach was
taken: Reference and measurement signals were added, clipping the maximum value to 255
(maximum of 8-bit range). When this hybrid channel was used for segmentation, all nuclei
were obtained (Figure 6.8ac) and provided an unbiased comparison for ratios of expression
(Figure 6.8bd). Listings for Python scripts used for nuclear segmentation with summed
channels can be found in Appendix D.2.
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Figure 6.8 Comparison of nuclear segmentation results a, Reference channel segmentation result. b,
Measurement over reference channel average intensity ratios per nuclei using reference channel segmentation. c,
Reference + measurement channel segmentation result. d, Measurement over reference channel average intensity
ratios per nuclei using reference + measurement channel segmentation. Scale bar corresponds to 200 µm and
applies to all images.
To perform selective quantification of gene expression, classification was performed to
filter nuclei of interest. For example, nuclei can be classified on the basis of greater expression
value in the reference over the measurement to provide spatial separation based on differential
expression, which resulted in nuclei primarily in the notch area (Figure 6.9a). The inverse
classification identified all the nuclei that were primarily not in the notch region (Figure 6.9b).
Both images were overlaid to illustrate the simplicity of this approach for classification of
nuclei (Figure 6.9b). Classification could be used to provide values for each nuclei to plot the
datasets independently (Figure 6.9d).
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a b
c d
Reference > Measurement Reference < Measurement
Merged Selective quantification  of 
gene expression (mes vs ref)
Figure 6.9 Selective quantification of gene expression a, Reference channel > measurement channel selection
shown in red. b, Reference channel < measurement channel selection shown in blue. c, Merged image of a and b.
d, Reference against measurement intensity values scatterplot for each segmented nuclei, shown in the colours of
the selection sets. Scale bar corresponds to 200 µm and applies to all images.
6.4.2 Cellular segmentation
Cellular segmentation requires distinctive cell boundaries to enable successful differentiation
between cells in an image. To achieve this, cell outlines need to be labelled, and signals
require processing and enhancing to obtain bright and sharp cell contours. The processing
pipeline consisted of filtering, enhancing local contrast and applying gaussian filtering for
further segmentation routines. The effect of different parameters for each processing step is
detailed, where best parameters for the operation are denoted by an asterisk (*) and indicate
that the image was used in the following operation.
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Depending on the choice of label, noise can be highly problematic for segmentation
routines. To reduce noise effects several approaches were undertaken. Median filtering with
different sizes for the structuring element (s) were applied to the outline channel label of the
pBRv7-AGL gemmae image (Figure 6.5) to assess optimal element size (Figure 6.10). A
disk-shaped (s) was used to perform median filtering due to achieving better conservation of
curved features. The size of (s) determines the range that the operation for median filtering is
performed, determining ‘blotched’ images at large (s) sizes due to greylevel evening in the (s)
region. The use of s pixel radius of size 2-3 reduced noise from the image, however when a
size of 5 or larger was used, the image sharpness decreased considerably for dim features such
as in the periphery of the gemmae.
Original outline channel s = 2 s = 3
s = 5 s = 7 s = 10
*
Figure 6.10 Median filtering evaluation. Median filtering was performed on the original outline channel to
reduce noise from image collection. A structuring element s of variable size (shown for each image) was used to
evaluate noise reduction effect on image sharpness. Scale bar corresponds to 200 µm and applies to all images.
Next, a local contrast enhancement routine was used on the median filtered (s of 3) image.
This routine used subtraction of a gaussian filter processed image to the original image to
obtain sharp features from the median filtered micrograph, using different sg values. In image
processing, gaussian filtering corresponds to convolution of the image using a gaussian function
with a standard deviation of the gaussian kernel of sg . This calculates a gaussian distribution
for pixel intensity values in windows of radius 3s (pixel intensities at a distance of more than
3s are small enough to be ignored), and remaps pixels intensities to the weighted average
of neighbouring pixels, smoothing out the image. The substraction of the gaussian filtered
image to the original image retains only the pixels with higher intensity than their remapped
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counterparts, producing an image with only sharp features. At low sg values, images of low
intensity were produced, retaining only sharp features, whereas higher sg values generated
images with higher intensity but with more degraded boundaries in saturated regions of the
original image (Figure 6.11).
Median s = 3 σg = 2 σg = 4
σg = 6 σg = 10 σg = 14*
Figure 6.11 Local contrast enhancement. A routine for local contrast enhancement was used to increase contrast
of outline channel. sg values used are shown for each image. Scale bar corresponds to 200 µm and applies to all
images.
The ACME pipeline[277] (ported to Python by John Fozard) was used to provide enhanced
outlines using the resulting image from local contrast enhancement (sg of 6). This pipeline
uses a Hessian matrix calculation and its eigenvalues to find where signal intensity follow the
main curvature of the ‘vessel axis’ to detect ridges and compute a reconstruction of the outline
signal. It takes as a sa value for the Hessian matrix calculation, which is used for gaussian
filtering before eigenvalue calculation, to determine control over the sensitivity of the routine
and line thickness for ridge detection. Using different sa values, images were generated with
different contour thickness, as well as presence of non-contour features, increasing in line
thickness and diminishing in connectivity for higher sa values (Figure 6.12).
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Gaussian local σg = 6 σa = 1 σa = 2
σa = 3 σa = 5 σa = 7*
Figure 6.12 ACME pipeline line filter processing. The ACME pipeline was performed on the local contrast-
enhanced image using variable sa values (shown on top of each image). Scale bar corresponds to 200 µm and
applies to all images.
Watershed segmentation
Morphological watershed segmentation was conducted using SimpleITK segmentation routines
(provided by John Fozard) using the ACME sa = 3 processed image. The segmentation
routine uses as input the ACME processed outline image, and a parameter for the level (L) of
segmentation to allow setting the dynamic of the minima [278]. Since watershed segmentation
algorithms are based conceptually on rain water following the path of steepest descent to basins
of attraction (minima), flat regions present a problem as water is trapped in shallow basins.
These issues are solved with dynamic minima imposition [278], by performing mathematical
morphology operations to smooth out local minima without eliminating ‘larger’ local minima.
The algorithm used in the morphological watershed segmentation of SimpleITK allows
ignoring local minima with less than (L) intensity units below the background, providing
control over segmentation levels. The use of different values for L allowed optimising
segmentation, providing better segmentation using higher L values for over-segmented images.
Additionally, the routine used other parameters to improve segmentation such as minimum area
of segmentation, radius for gaussian filtering, minimum thresholding value and anisotropic
diffusion. Used settings were r = 2 for radius for initial gaussian blur, threshold = 200 for
thresholding value, minvolume = 30 for minimum segmentation area and aniso = True for
anisotropic diffusion. Segmented cells were relabelled from maximum to minimum area (lower
indexes for larger areas, larger indexes for lower areas), using the nipy_spectral divergent
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colormap to assess differences. Images for results of segmentations with different L values are
shown in (Figure 6.13).
ACME σa = 3 L = 1 L = 2




Figure 6.13 Watershed segmentation. Watershed segmentation was performed on the ACME sa = 3 processed
image using variable levels of segmentation. Levels used and segmented cells are shown for each segmented image.
Segmentation results are shown using the nipy_spectral colormap which shows segmented cells relabelled by the
inverse of the cell area, determining larger areas closer to the violet range of the light spectrum and smaller areas
closer the red range of the light spectrum. Scale bar corresponds to 200 µm and applies to all images.
To evaluate the segmentation results, the segmented image (L = 5) was overlaid on top
of the original outline image to assess quality of segmentation. The color blend mode (from
Adobe Photoshop) was used to overlay the segmentation result on top of the outline signal. The
segmentation showed high precision for areas with strong signal and high contrast, specifically
where larger cells were present, and decreased in areas where cells were packed and outline
signal was low or diffuse (Figure 6.14). Listings for Python scripts used for watershed
segmentation can be found in Appendix D.3.
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Watershed seg. L = 5 Color blend overlay
Figure 6.14 Watershed segmentation overlay. To evaluate segmentation quality, the segmented image
(nipy_spectral colormap) was overlaid on top of the original outline image using the color blend mode of Adobe
Photoshop. Scale bar corresponds to 200 µm and applies to all images.
Watershed segmentation from seeds using nuclear labels
Watershed segmentation can also be conducted by providing seeds for segmentation. The
advantage of providing seeds lies in the fact that single nuclei are expected for each cell (except
in cases where cell division is occurring), thus providing a proxy for number of cells; and that
nuclear segmentation allows correlation of nuclear labels with cell labels, enabling assignment
of values to the segmented cells for improved visualisation of the data. Using the nuclear
segmentation obtained by adding the reference and the measurement channel of this micrograph
(Figure 6.8c), watershed segmentation from markers was conducted using SimpleITK on the
ACME sa = 3 processed image. In this case, no parameter adjustment was required to alter the
segmentation level. Figure 6.15 shows the overlay of the segmentation result on the original
image, exhibiting comparable results (by visual assessment) to the watershed segmentation
shown previously (Figure 6.14). Listings for Python scripts used for watershed segmentation
from seeds can be found in Appendix D.4.
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Watershed from markers Color blend overlay
Figure 6.15 Watershed segmentation from seeds overlay. To evaluate segmentation quality, the segmented
image (nipy_spectral colormap) was overlaid on top of the original outline image using the color blend mode of
Adobe Photoshop. Nuclei are displayed in the segmentation and the overlay image. Scale bar corresponds to 200
µm and applies to all images.
Since nuclear labels are correlated with cellular labels in the resulting image of watershed
segmentation from seeds (Figure 6.14), reference and measurement channel intensity values
can be assigned to cell labels. As nuclear and cell labels are identified by the same indexes,
values for reference and measurement channels in the nuclear labels can be retrieved, used for
calculations if required, and assigned to cell labels for visualisation (Figure 6.16ab). Further,
label properties can be obtained through the regionprops module of Scikit-image that allows
extracting properties such as area, for instance. Then, classification can be performed to display
those properties in selected cell labels (Figure 6.16cd).
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Figure 6.16 Visualisation of expression levels and cellular properties in cell labels. a, Mean nuclear reference
intensity values are shown in corresponding cell labels using the inferno colormap. b, Mean nuclear measurement
intensity values are shown in corresponding cell labels using the inferno colormap. c, Reference channel >
measurement channel selected labels showing areas for each label using the inferno colormap. d, Measurement
channel > reference channel selected labels showing areas for each label using the inferno colormap. Nuclei are
displayed in greyscale in each image. Scale bar corresponds to 200 µm and applies to all images.
Classification was performed to filter segmented cell labels on the basis of nuclear
expression levels, as shown for nuclei (Figure 6.9). Using nuclei labels on the basis of
greater expression value in the reference over the measurement, segmented cells were classified
to provide separation of cells based on differential expression, resulting in labels primarily
localised in the notch region (Figure 6.17a) or not present in the notch region (Figure 6.17b).
Both images were overlaid to illustrate the simplicity of this approach for classification of cells
(Figure 6.17c). Label properties (such as area) were then extracted from selected sets of labels
on a per label basis. Label properties were then plotted to show the relationship between the
ratio of reporter expression (measurement over reference) and area, independently for label
subsets (Figure. 6.17d).
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Figure 6.17 Extraction of cellular properties for selected labels. a, Cell labels coloured in red for reference >
measurement channel. b, Cell labels coloured in blue for measurement > reference channel. c, Overlay of classified
cell labels and of nuclei used for the watershed segmentation from seeds. d, Ratio of measurement over reference
channel versus area plot of individual values for classified cell labels. Scale bar corresponds to 200 µm and applies
to all images.
6.5 Discussion
In this chapter I have shown (1) testing of fluorescent protein markers in Marchantia, (2)
development of functional meristem reporters, (3) implementation of image analysis pipelines
for quantification of gene expression, signal filtering, segmentation routines and (4) cell
segmentation classification with concurrent extraction of cellular properties for visualisation
and analysis.
Functional fluorescent markers are essential for developmental studies in any multicellular
system. Expression of fluorescent proteins in any poorly characterised eukaryotic system
can fail due to multiple reasons. The exemplary case of GFP in Arabidopsis shows that even
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in model systems expression of an ectopic CDS can show unexpected behaviour[273]. For
developmental studies in Marchantia, establishing a repertoire of fluorescent reporters is a
fundamental task. I tested several fluorescent proteins that showed functional and consistent
behaviour. Among fluorescent markers that functioned reliably, a variety of emission and
excitation spectral are covered, allowing for their combined usage in multi-spectral fluorescence
microscopy. In particular, I demonstrated the use of multi-spectral reporters, where dual-nuclear
reporter systems could be used to distinguish spatial regions with distinct patterns of gene
expression in Marchantia gemmae.
Image analysis pipelines were implemented to provide methods to characterise gene
expression. Nuclear segmentation for ratiometric quantification of gene expression allowed
characterisation of expression levels on a per nuclei basis with a set reference. This method
for quantification of gene expression provides advantages in characterisation of promoter
elements. It reduces the variation due to instrument settings, genetic context and metabolic
effects[84]. Classification based on simple comparisons were performed to show the use of a
‘reference’ channel to select nuclei of interest and obtain expression data on both channels for
these selections.
Segmentation using the sole ‘reference’ channel showed biased masking. This suggested
that the constitutive promoter proMpEF1a did not provide expression in all cells. The
proMpEF1a promoter is the best described promoter in Marchantia and provides strong
transgene expression. Currently, this is the best promoter for ‘ubiquitous’ and constitutive
expression in Marchantia, however the observations for its behaviour from biased masking
should be taken in consideration for the use of this promoter for whole tissue expression.
However, the use of summed channels enabled the segmentation of all nuclei showing reporter
expression, providing an alternate strategy to address the issues from biased masking.
A pipeline for cellular segmentation was described that used cellular contour signal filtering
and processing to obtain cell labels using watershed segmentation. The segmentation algorithm
showed high precision in less than ideal conditions, however showed substantial errors where
the outline signal was degraded or where cells where packed closely. Furthermore, nuclear
labels were correlated with cell labels by performing watershed segmentation from seeds
using nuclear labels. This allowed mapping of values for cellular properties to the segmented
image which enabled visualisation of the spatial distribution of cellular properties, as well as
extraction of these values according to classification. Segmentation results obtained sufficed
to show the application of image analysis to obtain cellular properties for the labels obtained.
Moreover, improved results can be obtained when measures are taken to provide microscopy
data more amenable to image processing, such as higher magnification and signals with higher
contrast. The pipelines developed in this chapter present a powerful tool to measure gene
expression connected to cellular properties in cellular contexts. These methods enable a range
of analysis which can provide insight to cellular processes in development.
Chapter 7
High efficiency Cas9-mediated mutagenesis in
Marchantia
7.1 Introduction
The introduction of recombinant techniques for the study of plant development provided
substantial improvements in the capacity to interrogate and characterise cellular processes[279].
Early forward-genetics experiments used radiation[280], chemical mutagenesis[281] or
Agrobacterium-mediated transformation[282] coupled to T-DNA tagging[283,284] for the
isolation of mutants with developmental defects. Mutants would then be further characterised
and their mutations mapped by cross-breeding, requiring extensive experimentation and
validation, but provided substantial discovery of genes involved in cellular processes.
Reverse-genetics strategies have also been applied in functional molecular genetics
studies. Reverse-genetics rely on determining a gene’s function by interfering with its
native activity. For instance, methods for reverse-genetics include targeted mutagenesis
to obtain non-functional alleles of a gene-of-interest to study defects arising from their absence.
Targeted mutagenesis can be performed by recombination using homologous flanking regions
of a genomic locus[285,286], systems that allow specification of a DNA recognition motif by
engineered proteins that include catalytic domains such as Zinc-finger chimeric nucleases[287],
TALENs[288], and the CRISPR-Cas9 system. Alternative reverse-genetics strategies consist in
misregulation of genes by overexpression or knock-down by artificial microRNAs.
Among novel methods for reverse-genetics, Cas9-mediated mutagenesis has provided
unprecedented flexiblity and efficiency. CRISPR-Cas9 was described as an adaptive immunity
system for bacterial defence against viruses (reviewed in Wiedenheft, et al. 2012[289]). Cas9
is as a homing endonuclease which in presence of a CRISPR RNA (crRNA) and a trans-
activating CRISPR RNA (tracrRNA) can perform double stranded breaks on a target DNA
sequence[290,291]. CRISPR-Cas systems were engineered to allow mutagenesis using a chimeric
single-guide RNA (sgRNA)[291], and has been used for targeted mutagenesis in prokaryotes
and eukaryotes, including several plant species (reviewed in Bortesi and Fischer 2015[292]).
Moreover, Cas9 has been modified to be used for repression[293,294], activation[294,295] and
single-stranded nicking activity[296].
In Marchantia, gene-targeting systems based on homologous recombination with negative
selection have been implemented[58], as well as Cas9-mutagenesis[59]—albeit with low
efficiency. Furthermore, conditional expression/deletion systems based on a endogenous
heat-shock promoter, the Cre recombinase and a rat-glucorticoid receptor have been developed
that can be used for conditional knockout[60]. These systems are fundamental for studying
essential genes, which in the context of the haploid Marchantia gametophyte present a
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challenging task. Essential genes are required for homeostasis and development, and produce
lethal phenotypes when mutated. To study loss-of-function effects for essential genes, either
conditional approaches or knock-down strategies are required.
Here I show high efficiency mutagenesis in Marchantia based on the plant codon-optimised
Cas9 (pcoCas9)[183] and Arabidopsis thaliana-optimised Cas9 (aCas9)[187], using the MpU6-1
promoter[59] for sgRNA expression. I have performed characterisation of its function by
targeting the Nop1 gene that provides a clear phenotype that does not show detrimental effects
to Marchantia viability. I have produced Marchantia lines expressing pcoCas9 constitutively
and obtained spores from them to perform mutagenesis experiments by supertransformation
of the sgRNA target. I have also characterised the function of a domesticated version of the
aCas9 in the Loop system for rapid assembly of Cas9 constructs.
7.2 Cas9-mediated mutagenesis in Marchantia
To implement Cas9-mediated mutagenesis in Marchantia, an assay was developed using Cas9,
the MpU6-1 promoter[59] and the Nop1 gene[297] as a target for mutagenesis. The nop1
mutation produces an evident phenotype that shows impaired air chamber formation on the
dorsal surface of the thallus[297]. nop1 plants do not seem to have altered viability or growth,
providing a simple and unbiased readout of mutagenesis efficiency since mutations do not
confer positive or negative selection pressures. This is preferable to the Mparf1 assay[59]
that relies on immunity to auxin-induced developmental arrest. Due to effects on growth, the
Mparf1 mutation can provide a biased readout for estimates of mutagenesis efficiency.
7.2.1 Nop1 sgRNA target
The Nop1 sgRNA was designed to target the third exon of the Nop1 gene[297]. The Nop1
gene was screened for GN(19)NGG sequences due to the requirement of a guanine for the
RNA polymerase III U6 promoter transcriptional initiation site[298,299], with the extra 19 bp
corresponding to the sgRNA target, and the 3 bp of the NGG PAM motif. Since Nop1 contains
a splicing variant that does not include the first exon, a target in the third exon was chosen to
avoid the possibility of downstream translational initiation. Moreover, the position of the target
was located at approximately the central region of the coding sequence of the ORF, to improve
chances of null mutations from mutagenesis in that region (Figure 7.1).
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Figure 7.1 Nop1 sgRNA target. The Nop1 locus is shown with the region of the third exon for the sgRNA target.
The guanine requirement for the U6 promoter transcriptional start site and the PAM motif are highlighted for the
sgRNA target. The sequence region for the sgRNA target shown is identical between the Marchantia Tak and
Cam-1 genome. Genetic features for Nop1 are shown.
7.2.2 pcoCas9-mediated mutagenesis
To test Cas9 activity in Marchantia, the plant-codon optimised version of Streptococcus
pyogenes Cas9, pcoCas9[183], was cloned into vectors downstream of the AtUBQ10
promoter[300] along with the MpU6-1 promoter driving the sgRNA scaffold targeting the Nop1
region (shown in Figure 7.1) and a CaMV35S promoter driving a eGFP-LTi6b fluorescent
protein. A plasmid lacking the proMpU6-1:sgRNA cassette was constructed as a control.
Plasmid diagrams for pBCas9-control and pBCas9-Nop1 are shown in Figure 7.2. Constructs























































Figure 7.2 Constructs for pcoCas9-mediated mutagenesis of Nop1. Plasmid diagrams are shown for pBCas9-
control and pBCas9-Nop1. Key for plasmid features is shown in the grey box.
Transformation of pBCas9-Nop1 plasmid resulted in plants exhibiting absence of air
chambers in regions of the thallus, where no pBCas9-control plants showed lack of air chambers.
Plants were scored three weeks after transformation and plants showing lack of air chambers
were further propagated into plates with antibiotic selection. Gemmae propagated from
gemmae cups derived from thallus sectors devoid of air chambers did not show development
of air chambers, whereas gemmae from gemmae cups derived from thallus sectors containing
air chambers did, suggesting chimerism. Widefield light microscopy images (see Methods
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2.14.5) for G1 gemmae of pBCas9-control, pBCas9-Nop1 and the nop1 line[297] are shown in
Figure 7.3.
pBCas9-control pBCas9-Nop1 nop1 (Tak-1 isolate)
Figure 7.3 Phenotypes for pcoCas9 transformant lines. G1 gemmae of transformant lines for pBCas9-control,
pBCas9-Nop1 and nop1 [297] plants. Top panels show notch area of 2 week old G1 gemmae, bottom panels show
dorsal surface of thallus at higher magnification. Scale bars correspond to 1000 µm.
Observation of pBCas9-Nop1 transformant lines showed that 22% of the regenerating
plants showed sectors devoid of air chambers, where none of the pBCas9-control transformant
lines had this phenotype. A total of 138 lines were screened for pBCas9-control transformants
and 178 lines were screened for pBCas9-Nop1, distributed in three experiments. Plots showing








































Figure 7.4 Efficiency for pcoCas9-mediated mutagenesis of Nop1. Left plot shows number of transformant
lines showing mutant phenotypes and total lines analysed for each construct. For pBCas9-control, 138 lines were
analysed and 178 lines were analysed for pBCas9-Nop1, spread over three experiments. Right plot shows resulting
efficiency for mutagenesis.
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To characterise mutations from pBCas9-Nop1 transformant lines exhibiting lack of air
chambers, the region containing the sgRNA target was amplified from genomic DNA (see
Methods 2.4.13) for three transformant lines and sequenced. Sequence traces showed
mutations in the region upstream of the PAM site, which generated early termination of
translation for the three lines tested. Sequences with their predicted in-frame translation are
shown in Figure 7.5.
PAMNop1 sgRNA target




Figure 7.5 Verification of nop1 mutations. Genomic regions for pBCas9-Nop1 transformant lines exhibiting
lack of air chamber were amplified by PCR and sent for sequence determination. Sequence traces were aligned to
the Nop1 ORF and their predicted in-frame translation sequences analysed. All lines analysed showed premature
frameshifts and termination by stop codons. DNA and predicted translation sequences are shown, with the Nop1
sgRNA target annotated in the reference sequence.
Due to the large size of pBCas9-Nop1 (16,118 bp), I generated plants that constitutively
expressed pcoCas9. I then generated spores from these plants which were used for
supertransformation with sgRNA gene-containing constructs. Presence of chimerism in
pBCas9-Nop1 transformant plants suggested that the AtUBQ10 promoter provided unreliable
promoter activity in Marchantia. The AtUBQ10 promoter was replaced with the MpEF1a
promoter, shown to provide strong and constitutive transgene expression in Marchantia[255]. A
construct comprised of proMpEF1a:hygR, proMpEF1a:pcoCas9 and proCaMV35S:eGFP-LTi6b
was assembled (pBEFCas9) and transformed into Marchantia. Transformed lines showing
expression of eGFP-LTi6b were propagated and a female line was crossed with a Cam-1 male
line to generate spores. Spores were then transformed with a pBsgRNA3-Nop1 construct
containing a nptII (kanamycin resisitance) cassette and the proMpU6-1:sgRNA targeting the
Nop1 gene as described in Figure 7.1. Genealogy for constitutively expressing pcoCas9 spores
supertransformed with the sgRNA target is shown in Figure 7.6a. Plasmid diagrams for
pBEFCas9 and pBsgRNA3-nop are shown in Figure 7.6b.
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Figure 7.6 Constructs for pcoCas9-mediated mutagenesis by supertransformation. a, Genealogy showing
crosses performed to obtain Cam-1xpBEFCas9 spores. Cam-1xpBEFCas9 spores were then used for
supertransformation with pBsgRNA3 constructs using hygromycin and kanamycin dual-selection. b, Plasmid
diagrams for pBEFCas9 and pBsgRNA3-nop1 constructs. Key for features is shown in grey box.
Cam-1xpBEFCas9 spores were transformed with the pBsgRNA3-Nop1 plasmid and
transformant lines showing lack of air chambers were obtained. Plants with the mutant
phenotype were seen directly after recovery from transformation, suggesting that pcoCas9-
mediated mutagenesis had occurred during selection (Figure 7.7). Also, co-transformation of
pBEFCas9 and pBsgRNA3 was performed by using dual hygromycin and kanamycin selection.
However, only a few transformant lines (approximately 10 fold less than routinely obtained)
were obtained, which suggested that the efficiency of transformation was low (not shown).
pBEFCas9 pBEFCas9 + pBsgRNA3-Nop1
Figure 7.7 pcoCas9-mediated mutagenesis of Nop1 by supertransformation. Images for a pBEFCas9
transformant plant (left) showing normal air chamber presence in the dorsal surface of the thallus and a pBEFCas9
+ pBsgRNA3-nop1 primary transformant plant (right) showing complete absence of air chambers.
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7.2.3 aCas9-mediated mutagenesis
Due to pcoCas9 containing 9 BsaI and 2 SapI sites, the Arabidopsis-optimised Streptococcus
pyogenes Cas9, aCas9[187], was tested using Loop assembly vectors since it had been
domesticated for Type IIS assembly. The MpU6-1 promoter was domesticated using Recode2S
(seeMethods 2.10) and a L2 construct (pL2.2-EC9-Nop1) containing a hygromycin resistance
cassette (proMpEF1a:hygR), a constitutively expressed aCas9 (proMpEF1a:aCas9) and the
sgRNA targeting Nop1(proMpU6-1:sgRNA). A similar plasmid lacking the proMpEF1a:aCas9
gene was constructed (pL2.2-EC9-control) to use as a control. Plasmid diagrams are shown
in Figure 7.8a. Transformation of pL2.2-EC9-Nop1 resulted in plants exhibiting mutant
phenotypes, whereas pL2.2-EC9-control transformants did not show defects in air chamber
formation. pL2.2-EC9-Nop1 transformant plants with an absence of air chambers were seen
with chimeric as non-chimeric phenotypes. This experiment resulted in high number of plants

















































































Efficiency of pcoCas9-mediated mutagenesis
a
b
Figure 7.8 Constructs for aCas9-mediated mutagenesis and Nop1 mutagenesis efficiency. a, Plasmid
diagrams for pL2.2-EC9-control and pL2.2-EC9 constructs. Key in shown in grey box. b, Plots for quantification
of mutant phenotypes on primary transformants of pL2.1-EC9-control and pL2.2-EC9 lines. This experiment was
conducted only once, therefore plots lack standard deviation bars.
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7.3 Discussion
In this chapter I show the development of a method for high efficiency Cas9-mediated
mutagenesis of Marchantia. I have developed an assay using Nop1 as a target for Cas9-
mediated mutagenesis that provides a simple and clear measure of efficiency. I have produced
Marchantia spores with constitutively expressed pcoCas9 and performed Nop1 mutagenesis
by supertransformation, showing functional activity of pcoCas9 across generations without
interference due to silencing effects. I have implemented pcoCas9 and aCas9 in Marchantia
successfully, showing substantially higher levels of efficiency compared to what has been
reported before in Marchantia[59].
Cas9-mediated mutagenesis was previously shown to work in Marchantia, however only
5 mutant lines were obtained out of thousands of transformant lines, observing an efficiency
below 1 %[59]. Furthemore, the Mparf1 assay used to show Cas9 activity uses a counter
selection of unmutated lines, which does not allow quantification of the efficiency of targeted
mutations due to its biased nature.
The Nop1 assay provides an objective measure of efficiency as it does not have a drastic
effect on the viability of plants, and is easily screened. However, the Nop1 assay may
underestimate the actual efficiency of mutagenesis, since it only accounts for null mutations.
Mutations that do not disrupt the protein will most likely not impair air chamber formation.
Using the Nop1 assay, I estimated over 22% efficiency for Cas9-mediated mutagenesis in
Marchantia for the Nop target used for both pcoCas9 and aCas9, although further validation is
required for aCas9. This level of efficiency provides a substantial improvement from previous
methods for reverse-genetics studies in Marchantia and enables the prospect of large scale
mutagenesis projects in a time and cost-efficient manner.
Phenotypes obtained from Cas9-mediated mutagenesis were of the chimeric and non-
chimeric type. Although no attempts were made to provide a system with temporal control of
Cas9 activity, these observations suggests that Cas9 could be used to perform mutagenesis at
certain points in development, enabling generation of chimeric plants to study physiological
effects of mutations through sector analysis[301]. These types of experiments could provide
valuable data for the study of developmental processes.
Chapter 8
Precise manipulation of gene expression
8.1 Introduction
Living systems are characterised by their capacity to adapt to change: they sense, process
and respond to environmental changes for their survival, both at their physiological and
cellular levels. Since DNA was determined to be the molecule of heredity[302], researchers
started unravelling the mechanisms underlying the capacity of organisms to adapt to changing
conditions at the genetic level. Seminal research in the regulation of the synthesis of tryptophan,
utilisation of lactose, and temperate phage lysis led Jacob and Monod to propose a model
for the control of gene expression[303]. This model described the control of structural genes
by the presence of regulator genes that interact with endogenous and exogenous chemical
‘agents’, which compose the chemical networks of information transfer for the development
and physiology of organisms.
Ectopic gene expression in multicellular organisms can be regulated spatially or temporally
in response to stimuli such as chemical species, heat and light. Native promoter elements can
be used to control gene expression by tapping into regulatory networks. However, the use
of heterologous elements can diminish interactions with endogenous processes, providing a
level of orthogonality. Proven orthogonal systems for modulation of gene expression include
transactivation systems like the yeast GAL4 activator[304,305], the tetracyclin transactivator
protein (tTA) inducible system based on the E. coli tetR repressor[306,307,308], and an IPTG-
inducible pOp/LhG4 system based on the E. coli lac operon[309]. Further layers of control can
be implemented by fusing the dexamethasone inducible rat steroid-responsive (GR) ligand-
binding domain[310,311,312,313] to activators, allowing for chemical induction of transactivation.
Other inducible systems shown to function in plants include the insect steroid ecdysone-
receptor[314,315,316,317] and the XVE LexA estrogen-receptor transactivation system[318], shown
to work in Marchantia[61]. Also, precise spatial light-induction of gene expression has been
achieved in plants by means of synthetic transgene expression systems sensitive to specific
wavelengths[319]; and infrared-laser induction of genes driven by heat-shock promoters[320],
shown to be effective in Marchantia[60].
Inducible gene expression systems should exhibit a set of desirable characteristics for ideal
behaviour. The system should show absence of basal activity in inactivated conditions, and
upon activation, provide high levels of gene expression. If the system is chemically activated,
it should present a high dynamic range of response with respect to inducer concentrations
and non-toxicity at full inducer concentrations. It should exhibit high specificity to the
inducer species, with the inducer not affecting endogenous processes. Presence and absence
of the inducer should trigger rapid dynamics of activation and de-activation, respectively.
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Furthermore, genetic components of the system should be orthogonal to the host organism to
avoid interactions with endogenous genetic components[321,322,323,324].
Most induction systems mentioned are based on two-component transactivation systems.
In two-component systems, a ‘driver’, comprising a transcription factor, is expressed through a
constitutive promoter. The driver targets an ‘effector’, which contains the binding site for the
transcription factor and promotes gene expression of a reporter or gene of interest. Common
issues with two-component systems include ‘squelching’, sequestration of endogenous
transcription factor detrimental for the viability for plants; post-transcriptional gene silencing
attributed to high levels of gene expression of the driver and consequentially of the effector;
positional effects from transformation influencing the activity of the system as a whole; and
pleiotropic effects from interaction with endogenous processes[323,325].
This chapter describes the development of a two-component transactivation system that is
activated using two inputs, heat-treatment and dexamethasone (DEX). The strategy used for the
development of this system was based on testing each system individually before composition
of the full system. The system can be described as an an AND gate inducible transactivation
system, showing negligible basal activity and high signal-to-noise ratio of induction. I describe
the characterisation of the individual components of the AND gate and the behaviour of the full
system. I show whole tissue induction and single-cell level induction in germinating gemmae
by laser irradiation in a scanning-laser confocal microscope.
8.2 Inducible systems
Inducible systems were tested in Marchantia using a fluorescent reporter to measure induction
of gene expression by direct fusion to a inducible promoter or fusion to a transactivation
promoter target. A nuclear-localised fluorescent protein was used to enable clear identification
of induction by microscopy. LSCM was used to measure activity of the inducible system on
treated and untreated germinating gemmae (day 0). Imaging was performed directly after
treatment and after a final time-point, using the same microscope imaging settings, unless
specifically stated. Images were quantified through image analysis scripts using average
reporter fluorescence across the whole image to avoid biased quantification. Different criteria
were used for evaluating the performance of inducible systems:
Average fluorescence intensity
This was used as a measure of relative expression levels promoted by the induction system
and is reported for the basal state (initial measurement) and the end-point measured. Due to
measured fluorescence being affected by laser-power and instrument gain settings, units are
reported in arbitrary units (AU), and only experiments using the same imaging settings are
directly comparable.
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Ratio of induction
Ratio of induction was calculated as the average fluorescence between the final and the initial
time point of measurement (8.1). This criteria defines a relation between the maximum signal
produced by the system and its basal activity, which represents the fold increase of expression
in respect to background activity.
R: Ratio of induction
Ftf : Average end-point fluorescence






Signal-to-noise ratio was calculated as the ratio of induction of the treated condition relative to
untreated condition (8.2). This represents a normalisation of the ratios of induction, correcting
for factors such as growth and leakiness of induction.
RN : Signal-to-noise ratio (Normalised ratio)
Rt: Ratio of induction for treated condition





8.2.1 MpHSP17.8A1 heat-shock promoter
The MpHSP17.8A1 described to be inducible by heat-treatment[60] was tested in Marchantia.
The MpHSP17.8A1 promoter was used instead of the Arabidopsis HSP18.2 promoter[326]
due to the HSP18.2 promoter not being functional in Marchantia[60]. The MpHSP17.8A1
was amplified from genomic DNA and assembled into a L0 vector. A construct containing a
proMpEF1a:HygR and the proMpHSP17.8A1:Venus-N7 was constructed by Loop assembly
(pL2.3-HSVeN7) and transformed into Marchantia by Agrobacterium-mediated transformation.
Four primary transformants lines were rescued for further analysis, and propagated until
development of gemmae cups. Plasmid map for pL2.3-HSVeN7 is shown in Figure 8.1.
Details for the MpHSP17.8A1 promoter are given inMethods 2.12 and plasmid details can be
found inMethods 2.13.
























Figure 8.1 Construct diagram for pL2.3-HSVeN7. A plasmid map for pL2.3-HSVeN7 is shown. Key for features
is shown in grey box.
Germinating gemmae (day 0) were subjected to heat-treatment by incubating slides
mounted with gemmae at 37 ºC in a air incubator for 30 minutes before imaging, and time-lapse
imaging was performed every 30 minutes for 12 hours to assess induction dynamics. Induction
dynamics showed half-induction at 5 hours, having significant differences (Pvalue < 0.05) from
3 hours onwards. Mean basal fluorescence activity at 0 hours was 0.70 AU for the control
(non-treated) and 0.86 AU for the the heat-treated gemmae, with a maximum fluorescence at
12 hours of 0.95 AU (control) and 4.73 AU (heat-treated), respectively. Ratios of induction
resulted in 1.35 and 5.50 for the control and the heat-treated samples, respectively. Signal-
to-noise ratio for ratios of induction of induced gemmae relative to the uninduced gemmae
resulted in a 4.99 normalised ratio of induction. Gemmae images and plots for induction
dynamics and ratios of induction are shown in (Figure 8.2)
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Figure 8.2 Induction of gene expression by the MpHSP17.8A1 promoter. a, Induction was performed by
subjecting pL2.3-HSVeN7 transformed gemmae to a heat-treatment of 37 ºC for 30 min before imaging in a
LSCM. Images shown represent the first and the last time-point of imaging. Controls correspond to non-treated
samples. Top row shows proMpHSP17.8A1:Venus-N7 fluorescence in greyscale, lower row shows chlorophyll
autofluorescence in red overlayed with proMpHSP17.8A1Venus-N7 fluorescence in green. Scale bars corresponds
to 200 µm. b, Plot shows fluorescence intensity values for the proMpHSP17.8A1:Venus-N7 reporter over time. *
designates Pvalue < 0.05, **** designates Pvalue < 0.0001 by two-way ANOVA (Sidak’s multiple comparisons test).
c, Plot shows ratios of induction between the last time-point and the first time-point (tf/t0) of the induced versus the
uninduced gemmae. ** designates Pvalue < 0.01 by two-tailed Welch’s t-test. Five gemmae were imaged for one
transformant line per condition. Error bars show standard deviation for all plots.
8.2.2 proMpEF1a:HAP1-GR
An orthogonal transactivation system based on the yeast HAP1 activator and a reporter
for HAP1 transactivation was tested in Marchantia. The transactivation factor HAP1-GR
(Federici & Haseloff, unpublished results) was composed of the yeast HAP1 DNA-binding
domain[327,328,329] fused to the Herpes virus VP16 domain[330,331] and the rat glucocorticoid
GR domain[310,311,312,313], driven by the MpEF1a promoter[181]; the reporter consisted in
a synthetic promoter containing 5 repeats of the binding site for HAP1, UASHAP1, and
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a min35S promoter[186] derivative (Federici & Haseloff, unpublished results) driving a
Venus-N7 sequence. A construct harbouring the proMpEF1a:HAP1-GR and its target for
transactivation proUASHAP1:Venus-N7 was constructed by Loop assembly (pL2.3-EFHAP1GR)
and transformed into Marchantia. Four primary transformants lines were rescued for further
analysis, and propagated until development of gemmae cups. Plasmid map for pL2.3-





































Figure 8.3 Construct diagram for pL2.3-EFHAP1GR. A plasmid map for pL2.3-EFHAP1GR is shown. Key
for features is shown in grey box.
Induction was performed by adding 10 µM of DEX to day 0 pL2.3-EFHAP1GR
transformed gemmae samples. No developmental defects were seen in DEX treated samples or
mock (DMSO) treated samples (not shown). Samples were mounted on slides before imaging
in a LSCM and imaged after treatment and after 24 hours. Mean basal fluorescence observed
at the initial time point for mock and treated samples was 2.16 and 1.63 AU, with end-point
fluorescence measured at 5.87 and 17.76 AU, respectively. The increase in fluorescence of
mock-treated samples (between 0 and 24 hours) showed significative differences (Pvalue <
0.05, two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparisons test) suggesting that HAP1-GR
activation is leaky (Figure 8.4). The induction ratios were 2.73 for the mock-treated samples
and 10.87 for the DEX-treated samples, showing significative differences (Pvalue < 0.0001,
two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparisons test) indicating that DEX induction
increases the activation ratio. Even though proMpEF1a:HAP1-GR showed leaky induction, the
maximum fluorescence intensity observed after induction of DEX-treated samples was much
higher than for MpHSP17.8A1 (17.76 versus 4.73 AU), using the same laser and gain settings.
This suggests that HAP1-GR induction acts as a transcriptional activator producing strong
expression of Venus-N7. In particular, high leakiness of induction was observed in gemmae
notch areas and may be due to high expression levels of HAP1-GR produced by the MpEF1a
promoter. The signal-to-noise ratio of induced gemmae over uninduced gemmae was 3.99,
lower than the ratio seen for pL2.3-HSVeN7 (4.99), probably due to leakiness of induction.
Gemmae images and plots for measured fluorescence intensity and ratios of induction are
shown in (Figure 8.4).
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Figure 8.4 Induction of gene expression by proMpEF1a:HAP1-GR transactivation. a, Induction was
performed by adding mock solution or 10 µM DEX to samples before imaging in a LSCM. Images were collected
directly after induction and after 24 hours. Top row shows proUASHAP1:Venus-N7 fluorescence in greyscale, lower
row shows chlorophyll autofluorescence in red, and proUASHAP1:Venus-N7 fluorescence in green. Scale bars
corresponds to 200 µm. b, Plot shows fluorescence intensity values for the proMpEF1a:HAP1-GR»UASHAP1:Venus-
N7 reporter. **** designates Pvalue < 0.0001 by two-way ANOVA (Sidak’s multiple comparisons test). c, Plot
shows ratios of induction between the last time-point and the first time-point (tf/t0) of the induced versus the
uninduced gemmae. * designates Pvalue < 0.05 by two-tailed Welch’s t-test. Five gemmae were imaged for one
transformant line per condition. Error bars show standard deviation for all plots.
8.2.3 proMpHSP17.8A1:HAP1-GR AND gate
In order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio for HAP1-GR, the MpEF1a promoter was replaced
by the MpHSP17.8A1 promoter, providing a two-layer induction system which can be described
as an AND gate. AND gates are commonly used in electrical engineering and they are
two-input logical systems that provide an output only in the presence of both inputs. For
proMpHSP17.8A1:HAP1-GR the inputs are heat-treatment and DEX, using the same reporter
as in pL2.3-EFHAP1GR for testing induction of transactivation.
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A plasmid containing proMpHSP17.8A1:HAP1-GR and proUASHAP1:Venus-N7 (pL2.3-
HH1GR), and a control plasmid harbouring only the transactivation target proUASHAP1:Venus-
N7 (pL2.3-UH1VeN7) were constructed by Loop assembly and transformed into Marchantia.
Four lines were rescued for each construct and further propagated until gemmae cups developed.



























































Figure 8.5 Construct diagram for pL2.3-UH1VeN7 and pL2.3-HH1GR. Plasmid maps for pL2.3-UH1VeN7
and pL2.3-HH1GR are shown. Key for features is shown in grey box.
Four possible cases of induction were tested for pL2.3-HH1GR: mock-treatment and no
heat-treatment; mock-treatment and 30 minutes of heat-treatment; 10 µM of DEX and no
heat-treatment; and 10 µM of DEX and 30 minutes of heat-treatment. Images for AND gate
induction of pL2.3-HH1GR gemmae are shown in (Figure 8.6). For pL2.3-UH1VeN7, only
mock-treatment and no heat-treatment; and 10 µM of DEX and 30 minutes of heat-treatment
were tested (not shown). For sake of consistency, the laser and gain settings were the same as
the ones used previously for the analysis of pL2.3-HSVeN7 and pL2.3-EFHAP1 transformed
plants.













Figure 8.6 Induction of gene expression by proMpHSP17.8A1:HAP1-GR»Venus-N7 AND gate. Induction
was performed using four different treatments: either adding mock solution or 10 µM DEX to samples, and either
treating or not treating samples with heat-treatment (HT) before imaging in a LSCM. Images were collected
after treating the samples and after 15 hours. Five gemmae were imaged for one transformant line per condition.
Red channel shows chlorophyll autofluorescence, green channel proUASHAP1:Venus-N7 reporter and scale bars
represent 200 µm.
Quantification of proMpHSP17.8A1:HAP1-GR transactivation (pL2.3-HH1GR) showed
high maximum fluorescence when fully treated (DEX 10 µM and 30 minutes heat-treatment),
with measured fluorescence at 0 hours and 15 hours at 0.80 and 23.63 AU, respectively. Ratios
for induction resulted in 29.58 for the fully treated condition, 1.21 for the fully untreated
condition, 1.56 for the only heat-treated, and 1.79 for the only DEX condition. Signal-to-
noise normalised ratio of the fully treated condition relative to fully untreated condition was
24.52. The AND gate showed negligible levels of leakiness for both half-input states for
heat-treatment and DEX treatment. Only the two-input state showed significative induction
against all other states for both fluorescence intensity and ratio of induction (Pvalue < 0.0001).
Basal activity for proUASHAP1:Venus-N7 (in pL2.3-UH1VeN7 transformed gemmae) showed
slightly higher fluorescence than for pL2.3-HH1GR, with average fluorescence at 0 hours
measured at 1.85 and 2.00 AU for the untreated and treated samples, respectively. Average
fluorescence measured for untreated and treated samples at 15 hours for the pL2.3-UH1VeN7
transformed gemmae was 2.48 and 2.74 AU, resulting in a ratio of induction of 1.35 and
1.37, respectively. Normalised ratios of induction for pL2.3-UH1VeN7 transformed gemmae
resulted in 1.02, showing that basal proUASHAP1:Venus-N7 activity is unchanged by treatments.
These results show that the proMpHSP17.8A1:HAP1-GR AND gate outperforms the individual
inducible systems (MpHSP17.8A1:Venus-N7 and MpEF1a:HAP1-GR»Venus-N7) described
previously in all criteria. Plots for average measured fluorescence and ratios of induction for
pL2.3-HH1GR transformed gemmae are shown in Figure 8.7.
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Figure 8.7 Quantification of induction by proMpHSP17.8A1:HAP1-GR»Venus-N7 AND gate. a, Time-
course fluorescence intensity plot showing intensity values for transactivation of the proMpHSP17.8A1:HAP1-
GR»UASHAP1:Venus-N7 reporter. Only initial and final time points are shown for partial and untreated conditions,
which are visible at the bottom of the plot. Error bars smaller than symbols are not shown. b, Induction ratios
between the last time-point and the first time-point (tf/t0) of the induced versus the uninduced gemmae. ****
designates Pvalue < 0.0001 by one-way ANOVA (Tukey’s multiple comparisons test). Five gemmae were imaged
for one transformant line per condition. Error bars show standard deviation for all plots.
To address if the AND gate was susceptible to modulation (tunable induction), intermediate
treatments for induction were tested. Furthermore, a different fluorescent protein (mRuby3[172])
was used instead of Venus to provide a fluorescent reporter with distinct fluorescent emission
spectra to those used for multispectral reporters in Chapter 6. A plasmid similar to pL2.3-
HH1GR (pL2.3-HH1GR_R) was constructed through Loop assembly with the exception
that Venus was replaced with the sequence for mRuby3 (see Methods 2.13). As mRuby3
has different excitation and emission spectra than Venus, values for measured intensity are
not directly comparable to previous experiments. pL2.3-HH1GR_R was transformed into
Marchantia by Agrobacterium-mediated transformation and four primary transformant lines
were propagated until gemmae cups developed. Gemmae were transferred onto half-strength
Gamborg’s B5 agar plates supplemented with differing concentrations of DEX (0, 3.6 or 10
µM DEX), and incubated for different times in an air incubator at 37 ºC (0, 15 or 30 minutes).
All treatment combinations were tested (0 µM DEX with 0, 15 or 30 minutes heat-treatment;
3.6 µM DEX with 0, 15 or 30 minutes heat-treatment; 10 µM DEX with 0, 15 or 30 minutes
heat-treatment) and Marchantia gemmae were imaged in a LSCM after 24 hours (Figure 8.8).
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Figure 8.8 Modulation of proMpHSP17.8A1:HAP1-GR»mRuby3-N7 AND gate. Gemmae were induced by
permutating all combinations of the following treatments: 0, 3.6 and 10 µM DEX induction; 0, 15 and 30 minutes
for heat-treatment. Samples were imaged at 24 hours after treatment by LSCM. Images are overlays of a red
channel showing chlorophyll autofluorescence and a green channel exhibiting proUASHAP1:mRuby3-N7 reporter
for induction. Scale bars corresponds to 200 µm.
Quantification of induction showed that the AND gate is amenable to modulation. All
one-input treatments (0 DEX or 0 minutes heat-treatment) failed to produce fluorescence,
as observed previously for proMpHSP17.8A1:HAP1-GR»Venus-N7 (Figure 8.6). For
intermediate treatments, the 3.6 µM DEX and 15 minutes of heat-treatment showed differences
(Pvalue < 0.05) with full treatment (10 µM DEX and 30 minutes heat-treatment) in the amount
of observed fluorescence, showing that AND gate transactivation can be tuned by altering the
input treatments. End-point fluorescence for all conditions is shown in Figure 8.9a, and a
heatmap for observed fluorescence is shown in Figure 8.9b.









































Figure 8.9 Quantification of modulation for proMpHSP17.8A1:HAP1-GR»mRuby3-N7 AND gate. a, End-
point fluorescence showing fluorescence intensity at 24 hours. All single inputs (combinations that include 0 min
of heat-treatment or 0 µM DEX) showed significative differences (Pvalue < 0.0001, one-way ANOVA Hold-Sidak’s
multiple comparisons test) with dual inputs (treatments with 3.6 or 10 µM DEX and 15 or 30 min heat-treatment).
Full induction shows significative differences (Pvalue < 0.05, one-way ANOVA Hold-Sidak’s multiple comparisons
test) with 3.6 µM and 15 min heat-treatment. Five gemmae were imaged per condition for one transformant line.
Error bars show standard error of the mean. b, Heatmap for fluorescence intensity at 24 hours. Mean values for
induction are plotted using the viridis colormap.
8.3 Laser-evoked single-cell level induction
To assess if transactivation could be performed in a local manner, proMpHSP17.8A1:HAP1-GR
induction of gene expression was performed using lasers on DEX-treated samples. pL2.3-
HH1GR transformed gemmae were mounted in 10 µM DEX on a slide fitted with a GeneFrame
(seeMethods 2.14) and then imaged by LSCM. Images were taken before laser-irradiation
to register any changes produced by irradiation. Following this, irradiation was performed
by either using the point bleach function of the Leica SP8 software, or by line-scanning with
100 % 666 nm laser-power using digital magnification (10x or 30x digital magnfication with
the 20x air-objective) for an amount of time (30 seconds or 1 minute). Bleaching produced a
visible decrease in chlorophyll autofluorescence which allowed visualisation of regions where
laser irradiation was performed. Laser-irradiation produced a strong increase of fluorescence
in the targeted regions, where single nuclei were induced using point bleach. Larger regions
where line-scanning was performed also showed induction of fluorescence with clearly defined




Post-irradiation 0 h Post-irradiation 15 h
10x DM - 1 min
30x DM - 30 sec
Point bleach - 30 sec
Figure 8.10 Laser-evoked single-cell level induction. Samples were mounted in 10 µM DEX on a slide fitted
with a GeneFrame (as described in Methods section 2.14) and then irradiated using a 666 nm laser at 100 %
laser-power. Images were collected pre-irradiation, directly after post-irradiation and after 15 hours post-irradiation.
Irradiation was performed either by using the point bleach function of the Leica SP8 software, or by line-scanning
using a particular digital magnification for a certain amount of time with the 20x air-objective. Using 30x digital
magnification, 30 seconds of scanning was performed; using 10x digital magnification, 1 minute of scanning
was executed. Images are overlays of a red channel showing chlorophyll autofluorescence and a green channel
exhibiting proUASHAP1:Venus-N7 reporter for induction. Scale bars represent 100 µm.
8.4 Discussion
In this chapter I have shown the development of an AND gate transactivation system for
Marchantia, based on the MpHSP17.8A1 promoter and the inducible transactivation factor
HAP1-GR. I have performed characterisation of the AND gate and showed that it has a
high signal-to-noise ratio with a negligible basal activity and a high maximum activity.
I have performed experiments to analyse the AND gate’s amenability to modulation and
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demonstrated its capacity for localised induction by laser-evoked induction of transactivation.
These observations indicate the experimental benefits of this induction system:
(1) The system exhibits negligible basal-activity, which is essential for gene induction
experiments. The leakiness seen by the constitutively expressed HAP1-GR system undermines
the use of this as an inducible system, even if it does produce a high induction ratio. I speculate
that the reason for the leakiness of this system is due to a combination of high expression in
dividing tissues and high affinity of HAP1-GR for its binding site, which may become available
during cellular division. Regardless, exchange the constitutive promoter with a heat-shock
promoter provided a secondary ‘checkpoint’ for the presence of HAP1-GR, and abolished
leakiness of induction. Moreover, the AND gate showed some level of modulation. This may
enable enhanced functionality by providing the capacity to adjust expression to required levels.
(2) The AND gate comprises an orthogonal activator, which can be used to transactivate
multiple downstream targets. This enables development of a layer of cellular logic which
could be used to misrregulate endogenous processes while allowing the use of a reporter for
characterisation. Further, the system can be used to trigger integrated or semi-autonomous
programs[332], decoupled from endogenous processing by including downstream orthogonal
activators and repressors and synthetic promoters. I showed in Chapter 5 how synthetic
promoters can be composed by using the recursive schema of Loop assembly.
(3) Activation of the AND gate can be performed in a precise manner using laser-induction.
This capacity will undoubtedly benefit the study of developmental processes by allowing
the interrogation of gene functions in cellular contexts. In plant biology, the standard
for performing overexpression or complementation studies has canonically been the use
of CaMV35S or other strong constitutive promoter to assess phenotypes derived from the
expression of a transgene. Whilst this has provided fundamental knowledge over the past 50
years, phenotypes derived from the constitutive expression of a gene involved in development
can override existing programmes. These type of experiments can easily lead to pleiotropic
effects from interfering with other native processes where the genetic networks are perturbed by
ectopic gene expression. TheproMpHSP17.8A1:HAP1-GR inducible system enables temporal,
spatial and tunable transactivation. This system may provide a better method for interrogating
the function of genes involved in developmental processes by either enabling performing
overexpression and complementation experiments closer to physiological conditions, or testing
the function of developmental genes in specific cellular contexts.
Chapter 9
Meristem molecular genetics in Marchantia
gemmae
9.1 Introduction
In plants, post-embryonic tissues and organs are derived from stem cells found in specialised
structures called apical meristems. These meristematic structures are composed of dividing
undifferentiated cells in a niche which can maintain their undifferentiated states for the plant’s
lifetime. This population of stem cells in a meristem is maintained despite undergoing
continuous cell division. A balance must be struck between differentiation and maintenance of
undifferentiated stem cell fates in the meristem, which is essential for development and plant
growth.
In higher plants, the stem cell niche of the shoot apical meristem (SAM) is regulated by
theWUSCHEL-CLAVATA genetic network[94]. WUS is expressed in the organising center of
the SAM[96], where it induces expression of the CLAVATA3 (CLV3) gene[97]. CLV3 encodes
a signalling peptide in the stem cells [333], which is then processed to form the CLE small
peptide[334] and exported to the extracellular space where it binds to leucine-rich repeat (LRR)
receptor kinases, activating a signalling cascade leading to repression ofWUS expression[94,335].
This negative-feedback signalling network provides a genetic system for maintenance of the
stem cells in the SAM.
The root apical meristem (RAM) genetic network also has been characterised in higher
plants. The network that establishes and regulates the balance between stem cell identity
and differentiation in roots shares features with that found in the SAM. In the RAM, the
meristem is regulated through a network involving intercellular signalling performed through
a CLAVATA3-type small peptide (CLE40)[336], the ARABIDOPSIS CRINKLY 4 (ACR4)
receptor[337] and the WUSCHEL-RELATEDHOMEOBOX 5 (WOX5) transcription factor[122].
However, feedback from WOX5 to CLE40 has yet to be reported[338]. Other genes involved in
stem cell proliferation and patterning in the RAM are PLETHORA [124], SHORT-ROOT [126]
and SCARECROW [128,339]. In both the SAM and the RAM, there is complex interplay between
genetic regulation and hormonal signalling for growth involving auxin, cytokinin and other
hormones[340,341].
While most of our knowledge about meristem genetics comes from higher plants, there
are few reports about the genetic regulation of meristems in early diverging land plants.
In early diverging land plants there is ongoing debate about the relationship between
the gametophytic and sporophytic generations[145,342], which encompasses the question of
indeterminate meristem activity of the sporophyte[141]. Early diverging land plants exhibit a
dominant gametophytic lifecycle and a short sporophytic lifecycle, where the gametophytic
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meristem is generally described as being composed of a single cell [32] with the sporophytic
meristem showing determinate activity for the generation of spores.
The Interpolation (Antithetic) theory[135] postulates that dominance of the sporophyte
lifecycle of higher plants was the result of indeterminate meristem activity of the sporophyte,
which established dominance of sporophytic over gametophytic lifestyles. Evolution of
sporophytic dominance would have required several developmental novelties such as the
delay of meiosis, retention of the zygote within maternal tissues, development of nutrient
transport systems and acquiring or re-purposing of developmental programs for mitosis and
patterning of the zygote[139,140]. Co-option of developmental programs has been proposed
as a mechanism for the establishment of the dominant sporophytic phase during evolution
of embryophytes[143,144,145], which would support the view that higher plant meristems may
share regulatory mechanisms with those of early diverging land plants.
For Marchantia gemmae, the gametophytic meristem is comprised of a single apical
cell located in each notch[32]. During growth, the Marchantia exhibits dichotomous
branching generating new growth apices[36,343]. Genetic regulation of meristem initiation
and maintenance in Marchantia has been poorly characterised, with few published reports of
molecular genetic characterisation and no description of a possible role for WUS-CLV type
networks.
In this chapter I describe bioinformatic analyses performed to find putative homologues for
higher plant meristem regulators in Marchantia, provide evidence of their expression patterns in
gemmae. I produced reporters to evaluate expression of Marchantia homologues forWUSCHEL
and CLAVATA3 through promoter fusion experiments, in addition to reporter fusions for the
full-length transcripts and cDNAs using constructs replicating ‘native’ genetic contexts. I
performed overexpression and loss-of-function studies on MpWUS, MpCLV3 and MpSTM and
characterised their phenotypes during gemmae germination. Finally, I developed a strategy
for precise misregulation of developmental networks based on inducible transactivation of
overexpression, knockdown and overexpression of immune CDS with concurrent knockdown.
I also show mapping of other putative meristem gene candidates that may be involved in the
regulation of meristematic activity in Marchantia gemmae.
9.2 Putative meristem regulators in Marchantia
Candidates for genes involved in meristem regulation were found in Marchantia by means of
bioinformatic analyses. Genes described to be implicated in processes of meristem regulation
(initiation, specification and maintenance) were used to perform blast searches (blastp of
peptide sequences, and tblastx of ORFs) against the Marchantia genome and transcriptome
through MarpoDB and Phytozome. Gene models for candidates were compared to gene models
in Arabidopsis to assess similarities in transcript splicing. Putative transcripts for meristem
genes in Marchantia were translated and blastp was performed against the nr database to verify
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annotations for the predicted protein. A list of putative meristem regulators in Marchantia is
shown in Table 9.1.
Table 9.1 Putative meristem regulators in Marchantia
Full name Best hit MarpoDB ID Phytozome ID
SAM candidates
WUSCHEL WOX13/WOX8 mpdb.gene.43230 Mapoly0014s0060
CLAVATA3 CLV3/ESR - Mapoly0084s0052
CLAVATA1 CLV1 mpdb.gene.15448 Mapoly0002s0106
STM* KNOX2-domain - Mapoly0174s0007
AINTEGUMENTA AP2-domain mpdb.gene.30139 Mapoly0048s0045
RAM candidates
WOX5 WOX13/WOX8 mpdb.gene.43230 Mapoly0014s0060
PLETHORA AP2-domain/AIL1 - Mapoly0008s0071
CRINKLY4 CCR2/CRINKLY4-related mpdb.gene.28036 Mapoly0082s0079
SCARECROW#1 SCARECROW-like mpdb.gene.7650 Mapoly0031s0041
SCARECROW#2 SCARECROW-like mpdb.gene.34467 Mapoly0001s0385
SCARECROW#3 SCARECROW-like - Mapoly0014s0183
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9.3 Mapping of expression by promoter fusion reporters
Reporters for putative meristem candidates were assembled from promoters identified by
bioinformatic analyses and transformed into Marchantia. Promoter design criteria are described
in Methods 2.12.3 and construct details (either assembled by Gibson assembly or Loop
assembly) are included inMethods 2.13. Expression was assessed in germinating gemmae (day
0 - 3) and a summary of reporters tested and their expression levels and gemmae localisation
is shown in Table 9.2. Promoter fusions exhibiting specific expression patterns are described
further.
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Table 9.2 Putative meristem regulator reporters tested in Marchantia
Construct Promoter Expression level* Localisation Dom.†
pBR3-WUS proMpWUS Low Ubiquitous, stronger in notch No
pBR3-CLV3 proMpCLV3 Medium Notch No
pL2.1-C proMpCLV1 Very low Ubiquitous No
pBR3-STM proMpSTM Medium Slime papillae No
pL2.1-RHSTM proMpSTM Medium Slime papillae Yes
pBRRv7-ANT proMpANT None None observed No
pL2.1-PLT proMpPLT None None observed Yes
pL2.1-ACR4 proMpACR4 None None observed Yes
pL2.1-RHSCR.1 proMpSCR#1 None None observed Yes
pL2.1-RHSCR.2 proMpSCR#2 Medium Apical region Yes
pL2.1-RHSCR.3 proMpSCR#3 None None observed Yes
pL2.1-RHBAM1 pro MpBAM1 Medium Flanking apical region Yes
*
Reporter expression level as assessed by fluorescence signal detected by confocal microscopy
†
Domestication
Promoters and 5’UTR regions for the MpWUS and the MpCLV3 candidates were cloned
upstream of a Venus-N7 gene into a KpnI restriction site, producing pBR3-WUS and pBR3-
CLV3 constructs (Figure 9.1ab) and transformed into Marchantia. After development of
gemmae cups, gemmae were transferred to half-strength Gamborg’s B5 agar plates and
germinating gemmae were imaged at day 1 and 3 after propagation. In the pBR3-WUS
transformed gemmae, proMpWUS:Venus-N7 expressing gemmae exhibited expression patterns
across the gemmae, with stronger expression towards the notch. Upon closer inspection,
fluorescence was visible in the apical notch region, exhibiting broad distribution (Figure 9.1c).
In the pBR3-CLV3 transformed plants, proMpCLV3:Venus-N7 reporter showed a strong signal
in the notch area, and was also visible in the oil cells. Magnification of the notch area showed
expression from the apical region to the margin of the thallus (Figure 9.1d). The constructs
also contained a proMpEF1a:mCherry-LTi6b reporter that failed to provide strong labelling of
the cell membrane and was not included in the images.
































































Figure 9.1 MpWUS and MpCLV3 promoter fusion reporters in germinating gemmae. a, Plasmid diagram
for pBR3-WUS construct. b, Plasmid diagram for pBR3-CLV3 construct. c and d, LSCM maximum projection
images showing merged images for expression of the reporter in germinating gemmae. Reporter fluorescence for
tested promoter fusions is shown in green and chlorophyll autofluorescence is shown in red, with images being
overlays of green and red channels. Constructs names are shown at left of images. Scale bars correspond to 200
µm.
The Arabidopsis class-1 KNOX gene SHOOT MERISTEMLESS (STM) has been described
to promote cytokinin production by induction of cytokinin biosynthesis (IPT) genes[108,109],
for inhibition of cellular differentiation across the meristem dome to allow daughter stem cell
amplification before recruitment for organ primordia initiation[106,344]. I identified a single
STM homologue in Marchantia by bioinformatic analysis as described previously, and cloned
the proMpSTM upstream of a Venus-N7 gene into a KpnI restriction site, generating the pBR3-
STM construct (Figure 9.2a). A MpSTM promoter was also domesticated (seeMethods 2.10)
and assembled into the pL2.1-RHSTM plasmid by Loop assembly (Figure 9.2b). MpSTM
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expression in germinating gemmae (day 1) was observed only in the apex of the meristem
notch (Figure 9.2c). Closer inspection of the apical area of pL2.1-RHSTM transformed plants
showed that fluorescence was present exclusively in the slime papillae cells (Figure 9.2d).
Slime papillae are mucilage secreting cells which have been described to provide protection
against damage and desiccation of the meristematic region in liverworts[33]. A high-resolution
image of the apical notch with proMpEF1a constitutive expression of the Venus-N7 fluorescent
reporter is shown in Figure 9.2e as reference for comparison of the features present in the
apical region such as slime papillae and surrounding cells.
pBR3-STM  pL2.1-RHSTM (Notch) proMpEF1α:Venus-N7 (Notch)
























































Figure 9.2 MpSTM* promoter fusion reporter in gemmae. a, Plasmid diagram for pBR3-STM. b, Plasmid
diagram for pL2.1-RHSTM. c and d, LSCM maximum projection images showing merged images for expression
of proMpSTM reporters in germinating gemmae. Construct names are shown in each panel. e, High-resolution
image of the apical region for a proMpEF1a:Venus-N7 reporter. Reporters are shown in green, chlorophyll
autofluorescence in red and membrane labelling in greyscale (for d and e). Scale bars and dimensions are shown
for each image.
The SCARECROW (SCR) gene encodes a GRAS-type transcription factor involved in
RAM stem cell niche specification in Arabidopsis[128]. GRAS genes have been implicated in
processes of plant growth and development including radial organization of the root[339],
axillary meristem initiation[345], shoot meristem maintenance[346] and gibberellin signal
transduction[347]. Candidate homologues for the MpSCR gene were identified by bioinformatic
analyses as described previously, where SCARECROW-like hits containing GRAS-domains
for 3 genes were analysed. Promoters and 5’UTRs for MpSCR (see Methods 2.12.3)
candidates were domesticated into L0 parts and assembled into reporter constructs (pL2.1-
RHSCR.1, pL2.1-RHSCR.2 and pL2.1-RHSCR.3) using Loop assembly. Reporter constructs
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were transformed into Marchantia and gemmae were assessed by LSCM, where expression
patterns were visualised for the pL2.1-RHSCR.2 transformed plants (Figure 9.3a). The
proMpSCR#2*:Venus-N7 reporter exhibited fluorescence mostly localised in the apical region
of the notch (Figure 9.3c), which under higher magnification was seen restricted to the
apical cell region and the surrounding meristematic cells [36] (Figure 9.3d). The CLV1-related
BARELY ANY MERISTEM 1 (BAM1) gene encodes a leucine-rich repeat (LRR) receptor kinase
required for meristem function, gametophytic development[348]. An homologue to BAM1 was
identified by bioinformatic analyses and its promoter cloned into the pL2.1-RHBAM1 plasmid
(Figure 9.3b). Expression patterns resulting from the proMpBAM1:Venus-N7 reporter showed
fluorescence in the notch area as well as the marginal regions of the gemmae (Figure 9.3e).
Higher magnification images in the notch region showed that the expression was located in the
flanks of the meristematic region towards the margin of the gemmae (Figure 9.3f). Expression
patterns for both reporters were followed for 4 days and expression patterns were maintained
during this period (not shown).
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proMpTUBα*:mTurquoise2-N7 proMpBAM1*:Venus-N7 proMpEF1α*:eGFP-Lti6b Merged
200 µm
100 µm
proMpTUBα*:mTurquoise2-N7 proMpSCR#2*:Venus-N7 proMpEF1α*:eGFP-Lti6b Merged
































































































Figure 9.3 MpSCR#2* and MpBAM1* promoter fusion reporters in gemmae. a, pL2.1-RHSCR#2 plasmid
diagram. b, pL2-1-RHBAM1 plasmid diagram. c and d, LSCM images of pL2.1-RHSCR#2 activity in germinating
gemmae (day 0). Each panel in each row shows a different reporter (labelled for each panel) in the respective
colours which are shown in the merged panel. At left of panels the reporter is named as the region of the gemmae
shown in the image. e and f, LSCM images of pL2.1-RHBAM1 activity in gemmae. Each panel in each row shows
a different reporter (labelled for each panel) in the respective colours which are shown in the merged panel. At left
of panels the reporter is named as the region of the gemmae shown in the image. Scale bars and dimensions are
shown in each merged panel and apply to all images in each row.
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9.4 MpWUS and MpCLV3 reporters in ‘native’ genetic contexts
To analyse expression of MpWUS and MpCLV3 in ‘native’ genetic contexts, reporters were
constructed for MpWUS and MpCLV3. The reporters contained a region upstream from
the annotated TSS (2,137 bp for MpWUS, 2,980 bp for MpCLV3), the endogenous 5’ UTR
(1,319 bp for MpWUS, 1,668 bp for MpCLV3) and a region downstream from the stop codon
comprising the 3’ UTR (variable for MpWUS, 2,413 bp for MpCLV3), and the putative
terminator region (700 bp for MpWUS, 705 bp for MpCLV3). Between the 5’ UTR and the
3’ UTR, a Venus fluorescent protein was cloned either alone, downstream of the last coding
codon of the cDNA (spliced transcript), or downstream of the coding region of the full length
unspliced transcript. The purpose of evaluating the different fusions was to determine if the
expression patterns would show differences derived from post-transcriptional regulation (from
elements contained in exons or introns of the transcript), and to address if promoter fusions
were introducing artefacts for the expression patterns shown before (Figure 9.1). Furthermore,
evaluating expression through C-terminal fluorescent protein fusions of coding sequences
should reveal subcellular localisation, if functional fluorescent proteins are produced.
For MpWUS, two transcript isoforms are annotated for the gene model found in Phytozome
(Mapoly0014s0060), which were used to produce 6 reporters (pBWUS-1_Ve, pBWUS-
1cDNA_Ve, pBWUS-1FL_Ve, pBWUS-2_Ve, pBWUS-2cDNA_Ve, pBWUS-2FL_Ve) using
Gibson assembly to avoid modifying the sequence by domestication (seeMethods 2.13 and
Figure 9.4). Constructs were transformed into Marchantia and four primary transformant lines
were propagated until development of gemmae cups. Three lines were analysed, where five
gemmae per line were transferred to half-strength Gamborg’s B5 media and imaged in a LSCM
every 24 hours for 3 days.
Reporters for MpWUS showed patterns resembling those seen for promoter fusions for
pBR3-WUS (Figure 9.1c), supporting the use of direct protein fusions for mapping of gene
expression. Promoter fusions with Venus showed diffuse cellular localisation in both reporter
configurations, albeit with stronger expression in proMpWUS:Venus#1 (pBWUS-1_Ve). Fusion
of the MpWUS cDNA (pBWUS-1cDNA_Ve) or transcript (pBWUS-1FL_Ve) to Venus showed
punctuate nuclear localisation, in accordance to what has been reported in higher plants[96]
given that WUS is a transcription factor involved in DNA regulation. Reporters exhibited
fluorescence across the gemmae, although a stronger signal was present in the notch area.
Similar localised patterns of expression seen for both isoform configurations (#1 and #2) in all
fusions (promoter, cDNA and gene), however higher levels of expression were observed for
fusions including the longer 3’ UTR of MpWUS of the primary transcript (#1). This suggested
that elements in the 3’ UTR of the primary transcript provided transcript stability. Expression
profiles were consistent during the three days gemmae were imaged. Construct arrangements
and expression patterns for representative gemmae (day 1) are shown in Figure 9.4.










cDNA#1          proMpWUS:MpWUScDNA#1-Venus
Promoter#2 proMpWUS:Venus#2
FL#1            proMpWUS:MpWUS#1-Venus
cDNA#2      proMpWUS:MpWUScDNA#2-Venus








Figure 9.4 MpWUS reporters in gemmae. MpWUS reporters were constructed to assess differences of expression
due to post-transcriptional regulation. Top, schematics showing MpWUS genomic loci along alternative splicing
patterns and constructed reporters. Reporters were constructed to mimic the ‘native’ MpWUS gene loci maintaining
the 3’ end products resulting from alternative splicing. Configurations for constructed reporters included direct
promoter-Venus fusions, cDNAs with a 3’ Venus fusion and full-length gene transcript with 3’ Venus fusion for
both transcripts isoforms (#1 and #2). Bottom, LSCM maximum projection images showing merged images
for expression of the reporters in germinating gemmae as labelled. In green, the Venus reporters are shown and
chlorophyll autofluorescence is shown in red. Scale bars correspond to 200 µm.
For MpCLV3, only two reporters were produced (pBCLV3_Ve and pBCLV3-cDNA_Ve)
due to MpCLV3 not having predicted splicing. MpCLV3 reporter expression showed a
discernible expression pattern only for direct fusion of the promoter and 5’ UTR region
with Venus (pBCLV3_Ve). Patterns for expression were exclusively localised towards the
apical notch region, as in the promoter fusion reporters shown previously (Figure 9.1d). The
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fusion with the full length transcript (pBCLV3-cDNA_Ve) did not show fluorescence in any of
the 4 independent transformant lines analysed, presumably from MpCLV3 post-translational
processing to the MpCLE peptide and posterior secretion that could interfere with fluorescent
protein maturation and function. Construct arrangements and expression patterns for MpCLV3
constructs are shown in (Figure 9.5). Construct details are included inMethods 2.13.
proMpCLV3-Venus proMpCLV3:MpCLV3-Venus
Figure 9.5 MpCLV3 reporters in gemmae. MpCLV3 native reporters were constructed to assess differences of
expression due to post-transcriptional regulation. LSCM maximum projection images showing merged images for
expression of the reporters in germinating gemmae. Illustrations for reporters tested are shown above images. In
green, the Venus reporters are shown and chlorophyll autofluorescence is shown in red. Scale bars correspond to
200 µm.
9.5 Functional molecular genetics of putative meristems regulators
To address involvement of the putative meristem regulators in meristematic processes,
functional molecular genetic strategies were used. Overexpression studies as well as
mutagenesis experiments were conducted on MpCLV3, MpWUS and MpSTM candidate genes
and phenotypes were assessed in gemmae during the first week of germination.
9.5.1 Overexpression studies
Overexpression studies were performed by expression of CDSs for candidate genes driven
by a constitutive promoter. CDS were amplified from oligo-dT retrotranscribed cDNA (see
Methods 2.2.10) and cloned by Gibson assembly. Cloning was performed using the pBOE-
KpnI entry vector that contained a KpnI site downstream of a proMpEF1a sequence, generating
pBOE-WUS, pBOE-CLV3 and pBOE-STM (Figure 9.6) plasmids, with the entry vector
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pBOE-KpnI serving as experimental control. Primers used for CDS amplification from cDNA
















































































































Figure 9.6 Overexpression constructs. The schema for CDS cloning to the pBOE-KpnI plasmid, and plasmid
diagrams for assembled overexpression constructs are shown. Key for features is provided in the grey box.
Overexpression constructs were transformed into Marchantia and transformed lines were
screened for phenotypes. Four primary transformant lines showing representative phenotypes
were rescued and grown until gemmae cups were visible. Representative phenotypes were
determined by consistency among all transformant lines obtained, ignoring severe phenotypes
such as extremely small plants delayed in development or uncommon among the transformant
population. Ten gemmae were propagated onto half-strength Gamborg’s B5 agar plates, and
imaged using widefield light microscopy (see Methods 2.14.5) for a week during day 1, 3
and 7. For pBOE-WUS, gemmae showed mild phenotypes which became evident at day 7,
where the central lobe generated by apical branching during the first plastochron[343] had a
transparent appearance with scattered oversized air chambers. Gemmae had a yellowish hue
and were smaller in size compared to the pBOE-KpnI control. pBOE-STM gemmae had
severe morphological phenotypes, where general cellular organisation was disrupted (apical
notch architecture and shape of gemmae) as assessed by comparison with pBOE-KpnI control
gemmae. An abnormal number of apical notches was observed from the onset of germination,
suggesting MpSTM involvement in early gemmae development in the gemmae cup. Gemmae
produced an excessive amounts of rhizoids and air chambers were not observed. Images for
pBOE-KpnI, pBOE-WUS and pBOE-STM germinating gemmae are shown in Figure 9.7.
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Figure 9.7 MpWUS and MpSTM overexpression phenotypes. Gemmae from transformed plants were
propagated onto half Gamborg’s B5 agar plates and imaged through widefield light microscopy. Images show
dorsal surfaces of germinating gemmae at day 1, 3 and 7 after propagation. Gemmae were oriented with notches
pointing horizontally and the remnant of the stalk at the bottom for consistent comparisons. Scale bars are shown
for each gemmae.
pBOE-CLV3 transformants showed severe phenotypes and did not produce gemmae cups.
Primary transformants developed excessive number of superimposed lobes which did not
develop more than a few millimetres. Plants exhibited a general 3D growth geometry in
contrast to normal planar growth. Callus-like tissue was also present in the thallus which
was excised and propagated to assess phenotypes derived from regeneration. Regenerating
callus-like tissue developed several apical notches where air chambers and rhizoids were
visible across the tissue at day 7 (Figure 9.8).
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Figure 9.8 MpCLV3 overexpression phenotypes. Left, a pBOE-CLV3 primary transformant line is shown.
Center, excised callus-like tissue at day 1 after propagation. Right, excised callus-like tissue at day 7 after
propagation. Scale bars are shown for each gemmae image.
9.5.2 Loss-of-function studies
To assess loss-of-function phenotypes, mutations of MpWUS, MpCLV3 and MpSTM were
obtained through Cas9-mediated non-homologous end joining as described in Chapter
7. sgRNA targets were designed against best-scoring target regions by finding putative
GN(19)NGG motifs, using the Marchantia polymorpha v3.1 genome obtained through
Phytozome[164,165] as an off-target database (see Methods 2.7). The pBEFCas9 plasmid
harbouring a pcoCas9[183] sequence driven by the MpEF1a promoter, a CaMV35S:eGFP-
LTi6b reporter and a hygromycin resistance cassette was constructed through Gibson assembly
and transformed into Marchantia spores. A pBEFCas9 transformed female line was selected
and propagated for crossing with a Cam-1 male line and Cam-1xpBEFCas9 archegoniaphores-
bearing sporangia were collected. Cam-1xpBEFCas9 spores were transformed with constructs
containing a nptII (kanamycin resistance) sequence driven by the MpEF1a promoter for plant
selection and the proMpU6-1 driving the sgRNA scaffold with the genomic target (Figure
9.9a) designed for MpWUS (pBsgRNA3-WUS), MpCLV3 (pBsgRNA3-CLV3) and MpSTM
(pBsgRNA3-STM). Primary transformants were obtained using hygromycin and kanamycin
double selection and 10 lines were rescued and further propagated. Genotyping was performed
on 5 rescued lines for each construct and mutations were confirmed for MpWUS (two lines)
, MpSTM (two lines) and none for MpCLV3. The lack of mutations for MpCLV3 could
be potentially derived from essential functions in development and growth, determining
detrimental effects for plant viability when mutated. Alternatively, further genotyping of
transformant lines might have been required to obtain mutations. Plasmid diagrams are shown
in Figure 9.9bcde. sgRNA targets are listed inMethods 2.1.
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Figure 9.9 Constructs for Cas9-mediated mutagenesis of putative meristem regulators. a, Schematic showing
genetic crosses performed to obtain pcoCas9 expressing spores and of plants supertransformed with synthetic guide
RNA encoding plasmids. b-e, Plasmid diagrams for constructs used in Cas9-mediated mutagenesis of putative
meristem regulators.
Cas9-mediated MpWUS mutagenesis resulted in a single codon deletion for the pBEFCas9
+ pBsgRNA3-WUS#3 line (not shown), and 9 nucleotide polymorphisms along with a 2 bp
insertion in the pBEFCas9 + pBsgRNA3-WUS#5 line (Figure 9.10a). The mutation for the
pBEFCas9 + pBsgRNA3-WUS#5 line generated a frame-shift of the ORF from amino acid
position 223, producing an extra 67 aminoacids with no identity to MpWUS (Figure 9.10b).
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Figure 9.10 pBEFCas9 + pBsgRNA3-WUS#5 mutation. a, Genetic locus for MpWUS and sgRNA target for
Cas9-mediated mutagenesis along mutations. b, Protein sequence alignment for predicted peptide resulting from
mutagenesis and the MpWUS reference.
Cas9-mediated MpSTM mutagenesis resulted in 2 nucleotide polymorphisms along with
a 11 bp insertion in the pBEFCas9 + pBsgRNA3-STM#1 line, and a 12 bp deletion for the
pBEFCas9 + pBsgRNA3-STM#2 line (Figure 9.11a). The mutation for the pBEFCas9 +
pBsgRNA3-STM#1 line generated a frame-shift of the ORF from amino acid position 60
and early termination of the protein coding sequence at position 77; for the pBEFCas9 +
pBsgRNA3-STM#2 line, four aminoacids between positions 64 and 68 were deleted (Figure
9.11b).
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Figure 9.11 pBEFCas9 + pBsgRNA3-STM mutations. a, Genetic locus for MpSTM and sgRNA target for
Cas9-mediated mutagenesis along mutations. b, Protein sequence alignment for predicted peptides resulting from
mutagenesis and the MpSTM reference.
Phenotypes associated with the MpWUS and MpSTM mutations were assessed during the
first week of gemmae germination, and compared to pBEFCas9 gemmae (no sgRNA) using
widefield light microscopy. For the pBEFCas9 + pBsgRNA3-WUS#5 line, gemmae exhibited
a smaller meristematic region in the notch compared to the control, which became evident
at day 7 where the central lobe was absent and branching of the apex was not observed. For
the pBEFCas9 + pBsgRNA3-STM#1 line, abnormal apical notches were observed from day
1 of germination, however normal apical notches were also seen. At day 7 of germination,
gemmae showed variable arrangement of apical notches, as well as, abnormal distribution and
size of air chambers in some cases. Representative images for observed phenotypes are shown
in Figure 9.12.
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Figure 9.12 Phenotypes for MpWUS and MpSTM mutations. Gemmae from supertransformed plants were
propagated onto half Gamborg’s B5 agar plates and imaged through widefield light microscopy. Images show
dorsal surfaces of germinating gemmae at day 1, 3 and 7 after propagation. Gemmae were oriented with notches
pointing horizontally and where the stalk was attached during gemmae development at the bottom of the image for
consistent comparisons. Scale bars are shown for each gemmae image.
9.6 Precise misregulation
Overexpression of transcription factors by a strong constitutive promoter can obscure
endogenous contexts due to the pleiotropic nature of genes involved in growth and development.
Likewise, mutagenesis of these genes suffer similar issues, due to the fact that Marchantia is
haploid in the gametophytic phase. Due to the issues presented by dominant gain-of-function
and loss-of-function experiments, I tested whether more precise misregulation of MpWUS
and MpCLV3 would provide a better indication of gene function. To test if MpWUS and
MpCLV3 could be misregulated precisely, I developed a strategy that involved MpWUS and
MpCLV3 reporters, as well as using the inducible systems described in Chapter 8 to perform
overexpression, knock-down, and overexpression of genes immune to knock-down of MpWUS
and MpCLV3.
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9.6.1 MpCLV3/MpWUS dual-reporter
WUS and CLV3 exhibit feedback regulation in Arabidopsis. To visualise MpCLV3 and MpWUS
promoter activities jointly in Marchantia, a dual-reporter construct was constructed through
Loop assembly. MpCLV3 and MpWUS were domesticated and assembled into L0 vectors
(pL0-pMpCLV3 and pL0-pMpWUS). The MpCLV3 promoter contained one BsaI in the 5’UTR
region, and the MpWUS contained one BsaI site between bases 68-74 of the 3,827 bp promoter
used in pBR3-WUS (Figure 9.1). The BsaI site for proMpCLV3 was eliminated by a single
base pair substitution designed by Recode2s [167], and for proMpWUS, the initial 74 bp were
omitted from the promoter. The reporter construct (pL2.1-CLV3/WUS) was comprised of the
MpCLV3* promoter driving the mTurquoise2-N7 nuclear-localised fluorescent protein and the
MpWUS* promoter driving the Venus-N7 nuclear-localised fluorescent protein, as well as a
membrane-targeted fluorescent reporter (proMpEF1a:eGFP-LTi6b). The plasmid map for the


































Figure 9.13 MpCLV3/MpWUS dual-reporter plasmid diagram Plasmid diagram for pL2.1-CLV3/WUS
construct. Key for plasmid features is shown in grey box.
The pL2.1-CLV3/WUS reporter was transformed into Marchantia and four primary
transformant lines were propagated until development of gemmae cups. Germinating gemmae
(day 0) were transferred to a microscope slide and used for LSCM. Transformed gemmae
showed activity of the proMpCLV3*:mTurquoise2-N7 reporter consistent with the pattern
observed previously (Figure 9.1d) and proMpWUS*:Venus-N7 showed a broad distribution
of fluorescence across the gemmae Figure 9.4. Whether this was due to compositional
effects of the construct arrangement or unterminated transcription from the proMpEF1a*:eGFP-
LTi6b was assessed by a similar reporter using a promin35S:Venus-N7 reporter instead of
proMpWUS*:Venus-N7 (L2.1-m35S). This construct contained the same upstream reporter
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(proMpEF1a:eGFP-LTi6b) than in pL2.1-CLV3/WUS, and imaging showed no fluorescence




Figure 9.14 MpCLV3/MpWUS dual-reporter activity in gemmae. LSCMmaximum projection images showing
images for expression of the reporters in pL2.1-CLV3/WUS transformed gemmae (day 0). Reporter details are
shown in each top panel in greyscale, with false colouring used in the bottom merged panel. Scale bars correspond
to 200 µm.
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Upon closer inspection of pL2.1-CLV3/WUS activity in the notch area, expression patterns
were assessed to be similar to previous observations (Figure 9.1). proMpCLV3*:mTurquoise2-
N7 expression was located in the inner parts of the apical notch and proMpWUS:Venus-N7 was





Figure 9.15 MpCLV3/MpWUS dual-reporter activity in the notch area. LSCM maximum projection images
showing merged images for expression of the reporter in germinating gemmae. Reporter details are shown in each
panel. Scale bar correspond to 100 µm and applies to all images.
9.6.2 Inducible misregulation
Since the pL2.1-CLV3/WUS dual-reporter was constructed by Loop assembly, composition of
higher level constructs with enhanced functionality could be performed by assembly of pL2.1-
CLV3/WUS along other genetic modules. Using this strategy, I built constructs containing
the dual-reporters for MpCLV3 and MpWUS and included the proMpHSP17.8A1:HSHAP1-
GR»proUASHAP1 inducible expression system described in Chapter 8.2.3. These were
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constructed to allow targeted misexpression of MpCLV3 and MpWUS by transactivation.
Donor plasmids used for assembly included pL2.1-CLV3/WUS (described previously), pL2.2-
spacer, pL2.3-HH1GR_RH- (induction system lacking hygromycin resistance) and pL2.4-
spacer. In the misexpression constructs, pL2.4-spacer was replaced with transactivation targets
for misregulation of MpCLV3 and MpWUS. Plasmid construction diagram for the pL3.1-














































































































Figure 9.16 Dual-reporter inducible plasmid construction diagram. Plasmid diagrams for donor plasmids
used in the assembly of the L3.1-C3/W_H1-Control construct. Key for plasmid features is shown in grey box.
The pL3.1-C3/W_H1-C plasmid was transformed into Marchantia and its behaviour was
tested by heat-treatment and DEX induction in germinating gemmae (day 0). Gemmae were
placed on microscope slides with H2O supplemented with 10 µM DEX, and incubated for 30
minutes in a air incubator at 37 ºC. Slides were left at 21 ºC in constant light for 44 hours until
imaged by LSCM in a Leica TCS SP8 confocal microscope. Samples were imaged using the
sequential scanning mode with the settings described inMethods 2.14.3. LSCM of heat and
DEX treated pL3.1-C3/W_H1-C gemmae showed expression of the proMpCLV3*:mTurquoise2-
N7 and proMpWUS*:Venus-N7 reporters and also for the proUASHAP1:mRuby3-N7 reporter
for transactivation (Figure 9.17). Additionally, pL3.1-C3/W_H1-C gemmae samples without
heat-treatment were used as experimental controls, which did not show expression of the
proUASHAP1:mRuby3-N7 reporter (not shown).
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proMpCLV3*:mTurquoise2-N7 proMpWUS:Venus-N7 proUASHAP1:mRuby3-N7 proMpEF1α*:eGFP-Lti6b
Merged
 Blue GreenRed Greyscale
Figure 9.17 Transactivation of gene expression in dual-reporter expressing gemmae. LSCM maximum
projection images showing pL3.1-C3/W_H1-C transformed gemmae heat-treated and DEX-treated after 44 hours.
Reporter for transactivation corresponds to proUASHAP1:mRuby3-N7. Individual channels for reporters (top) are
shown in greyscale along the false colouring applied in the merged panel. Bottom panel shows merged images.
Reporter details are shown in each panel. Scale bars correspond to 200 µm.
To perform misregulation of MpCLV3 and MpWUS, transactivation targets for HAP1-GR
were constructed. Transactivation targets had the function of interfering with endogenous
networks by altering transcript quantities through overexpression of the same transcript, knock-
down of the endogenous transcript through an artificial microRNA[61], or knock-down of
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the endogenous transcript through an artificial microRNA with concurrent expression of a
transcript immune to the artificial microRNA. Transactivation plasmids targeted separately
MpCLV3 and MpWUS, and included (1) a construct for overexpression of the CDS; (2) a
construct for expression of an artificial microRNA targetting the endogenous CDS; (3) a
construct for expression of an artificial microRNA targetting the endogenous CDS and a CDS
immune to knock-down by the artifial microRNA. Details for constructs are listed in Table 9.3.
Diagram for the assembly of misregulation constructs (by replacing the pL2.4-spacer by the
transactivation targets) is shown in Figure 9.18. Construct assembly details are described in
Methods 2.13.



























































































































Figure 9.18 pL3.1 misregulation constructs. The region that includes the transactivation targets for the assembly
of misregulation constructs is shown. As described in Figure 9.16, the pL2.4 donor plasmid was replaced by
each of the corresponding plasmids for transactivation targets which contain the regions shown to generate the
misregulation constructs. Names are shown for the denomination of misregulation plasmids. Key for plasmid
features is shown in grey box.
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Misregulation constructs were transformed into Marchantia and four transformant lines
were further propagated until gemmae cup development. Three gemmae (one per line
for three lines) for each misregulation construct (pL3.1-C3/W_H1-C, pL3.1-CLV3, pL3.1-
CLV3im, pL3.1-amiCLV3, pL3.1-WUS, pL3.1-WUSim, pL3.1-amiWUS) were transferred
from gemmae cups to a microscope slide (previously subdivided using plastic segments) with
10 µM DEX in H2O, and incubated at 37 ºC in for 30 minutes. Timelapse imaging was
performed in a LSCM, capturing images every 2 hours for a period of 44 hours. Maximum
projection images were processed by image analysis scripts and nuclear fluorescence intensity
values for proMpCLV3:mTurquoise2-N7 and proMpWUS:Venus-N7 were obtained (seeChapter
6.4.1).
Raw fluorescent values differed highly between gemmae (not shown) due to basal
expression levels. Raw fluorescence was normalised by the initial timepoint of imaging
for each gemmae to provide a baseline for comparison for changes in reporter expression.
Regardless, analysis of normalised fluorescence values for proMpCLV3:mTurquoise2-N7 and
proMpWUS:Venus-N7 reporters showed highly variable expression between gemmae across the
timelapse (Figure 9.19abde). To observe if targeted misexpression was altering the balance
between the proMpWUS:Venus-N7 and the proMpCLV3:mTurquoise2-N7 reporter activity, a
ratio of reporter fluorescence was calculated (MpWUS over MpCLV3 normalised fluorescence).
Ratios of fluorescence showed expression patterns with reduced variability between gemmae
and discernible profiles (Figure 9.19cf).
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Figure 9.19 MpCLV3 and MpWUS reporter activity during misregulation. a, Plot for MpCLV3 normalised
reporter expression showing activity of proMpCLV3:mTurquoise2-N7 on gemmae transformed with misregulation
constructs targeting MpCLV3 (pL3.1-C3/W_H1-C, pL3.1-CLV3, pL3.1-CLV3im, pL3.1-amiCLV3). b, Plot for
MpWUS normalised reporter expression showing proMpWUS:Venus-N7 reporter activity in gemmae transformed
with misregulation constructs targeting MpCLV3 (pL3.1-C3/W_H1-C, pL3.1-CLV3, pL3.1-CLV3im, pL3.1-
amiCLV3). c, Plot for MpWUS/MpCLV3 normalised ratio showing the ratio of proMpWUS:Venus-N7 reporter to
proMpCLV3:mTurquoise2-N7 reporter in gemmae transformed with misregulation constructs targeting MpCLV3
(pL3.1-C3/W_H1-C, pL3.1-CLV3, pL3.1-CLV3im, pL3.1-amiCLV3).d, Plot for MpCLV3 normalised reporter
expression showing activity of proMpCLV3:mTurquoise2-N7 on gemmae transformed with misregulation
constructs targeting MpWUS (pL3.1-C3/W_H1-C, pL3.1-WUS, pL3.1-WUSim, pL3.1-amiWUS). e, Plot for
MpWUS normalised reporter expression showing proMpWUS:Venus-N7 reporter activity in gemmae transformed
with misregulation constructs targeting MpWUS (pL3.1-C3/W_H1-C, pL3.1-WUS, pL3.1-WUSim, pL3.1-
amiWUS). f, Plot for MpWUS/MpCLV3 normalised ratio showing the ratio of proMpWUS:Venus-N7 reporter to
proMpCLV3:mTurquoise2-N7 reporter in gemmae transformed with misregulation constructs targeting MpWUS
(pL3.1-C3/W_H1-C, pL3.1-WUS, pL3.1-WUSim, pL3.1-amiWUS). For d-f, only one gemmae reporter expression
is shown for pL3.1-WUS due to technical issues during microscopy. In all plots values have been normalised to
basal reporter expression for each gemmae. Error bars show standard deviation and legends are shown for each
plot.
To verify that targeted misexpression was causing misregulation of endogenous MpCLV3
andMpWUS targets, end-point semi-quantitative RT-PCRwas conducted onMpCLV3, MpWUS
and pre-MpmiR160 transcripts, using MpEF1a levels as internal control. L3.1-amiCLV3 and
L3.1-CLV3im gemmae (>50) for three different transformant lines were transferred from
gemmae cups to 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes under inducible conditions (10 µM DEX and 30
minutes heat-treatment), using a non-heat-treated condition as a control. Samples were
collected at 0, 20 and at 44 hours to assess induction dynamics, with the control condition
being collected at 20 hours. RNA was extracted and reverse transcription was conducted
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using oligo-dT and random hexamer primers in two reactions for each sample, using the same
amount of input RNA (50 ng) for all samples. A volume of 1 µL of cDNA (RT reaction) was
then used for PCR using primers for MpCLV3, MpWUS and MpEF1a from oligo-dT prepared
samples, and for pre-MpmiR160 and MpEF1a using random hexamer prepared samples (see
Methods 2.11). Different number of cycles were performed to determine exponential range of
amplification for each primer pair (not shown). Number of cycles used were 35 for MpEF1a
and MpCLV3, and 38 for MpWUS and pre-MpmiR160. After performing PCR, a volume of 10
µL of PCR reaction for each target transcript (MpWUS, MpCLV3 and pre-MpmiR160) was
mixed with 5 µL of the MpEF1a reference reaction and gel electrophoresis was performed.
Gels were then imaged and quantification was performed to analyse bands using the MpEF1a
reference for normalisation of signals for each amplified transcript (see Methods 2.8). An
example gel for transcript quantification is shown in Figure 9.20.
0 h 20 h 44 h Control NTC
CLV3
NTC
EF1αL1           L2           L3 L1           L2           L3 L1           L2           L3 L1           L2           L3
0 h 20 h 44 h Control NTC
WUS
NTC
EF1αL1           L2           L3 L1          L2           L3 L1          L2           L3 L1           L2           L3





























Figure 9.20 Example gel for transcript quantification. a, Resulting gel electrophoresis for MpCLV3 semi-
quantitative RT-PCR with its MpEF1a reference. b, Resulting gel electrophoresis for MpWUS semi-quantitative
RT-PCR with its MpEF1a reference. c, Resulting gel electrophoresis for pre-MpmiR160 semi-quantitative RT-PCR
with its MpEF1a reference. For a-c, conditions and lines are designated in the top of each gel with corresponding
amplicons labelled.
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Transcript quantification for pL3.1-amiCLV3 gemmae showed no variation of MpCLV3
transcript quantities nor for MpWUS (Figure 9.21ab). pre-MpmiR160 quantification showed
an increase of the signal from 0 towards 44 h post-induction (Figure 9.21c). Compared to the
non-induced control, statistical analysis (1-way ANOVA, Tukey’s multiple comparisons test)
showed that pre-MpmiR160 levels were different for both 20 and 44 hours (Pvalue of 0.0083
and 0.0112, respectively), as well as when compared with 0 hours (Pvalue of 0.0013 and 0.0017,
respectively). No difference was obtained between 20 and 44 h nor between 0 hours and the
non-induced control condition.
For pL3.1-CLV3im transformed gemmae, quantification showed an increase of MpCLV3
levels at 20 and 44 hours, which showed statistical significance (1-way ANOVA, Tukey’s
multiple comparisons test) between the control condition and both 20 and 44 hours (Pvalue
of 0.0043 and 0.0334, respectively), as well as compared against 0 hours (Pvalue of 0.0010
and 0.0059, respectively). No statistical difference was found between 20 and 44 hours, nor
between 0 hours and the non-induced control condition (Figure 9.21d). Transcript levels
measured for MpWUS showed no difference for any of the conditions tested (Figure 9.21e).
pre-MpmiR160 amplicons showed an increase of the signal from at 20 and 44 hours post-
induction, for which statistical significance was determined compared to the control (Pvalue of
0.0018 and 0.0063, respectively) and 0 hours (Pvalue of 0.0008 and 0.0024, respectively). No
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Figure 9.21 Transcript quantification for misregulation constructs. Plots for transcript levels obtained from
gel quantification. a-c, Plots for pL3.1-amiCLV3 gel quantification. e-f, Plots for pL3.1-CLV3im gel quantification.
Values correspond to the normalised ratio of the transcript amplicon over the reference signal (MpEF1a), normalised
to the least value of samples for each transcript. Transcript quantified in each plot is indicated in the plot title,
conditions are labelled below each plot and error bars correspond to standard deviation.
9.7 Discussion
In this chapter, I describe the study of putative meristem regulators involved in growth and
development of the Marchantia gemmae notch. (1) I identified putative meristem regulator
homologues in Marchantia by means of bioinformatic analyses and (2) created a collection
of promoter fusions to map patterns of expression. (3) I observed tissue specific expression
patterns for MpCLV3, MpWUS, MpSTM, MpSCR#2, MpBAM1 in the Marchantia gametophytic
meristem. (4) I conducted experiments to map expression patterns for MpCLV3 and MpWUS
using reporters resembling native genetic contexts to evaluate if MpCLV3 and MpWUS exhibit
post-transcriptional regulation. I carried out functional molecular genetic studies by (5)
overexpression and (6) mutagenesis on MpCLV3, MpWUS and MpSTM, which presented
phenotypes related to meristem function. (7) I developed a strategy to misregulate MpCLV3
and MpWUS precisely during early gemmae germination, as well as to (8) visualise the activity
of MpCLV3 and MpWUS reporters to evaluate if MpCLV3 and MpWUS exhibit feedback in
Marchantia.
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Findings for putative homologues for meristem regulators of higher plants in Marchantia
and mapping of expression patterns by promoter fusions showed reporter activity present in
the apical notch area:
MpCLV3 and MpWUS promoter fusions showed expression in the notch area. The
expression pattern for proMpCLV3:Venus-N7 was mostly restricted to the notch area during
several days of development. This observation is consistent with a potential meristem function
due to the fact that meristems remain constant during growth in higher plants. The wider
expression observed for the MpWUS promoter fusion can be due to the fact that there is only
oneWUSCHEL-related homeobox (WOX) gene candidate in Marchantia, whereas severalWOX
genes are found in higher plants[349,350]. Redundancy of WOX genes in higher plants may
have enabled evolution of more specified functional roles, allowing for specific expression
patterns for each paralogue. For instance, WOX genes are involved in embryonic and post-
embryonic developmental processes in higher plants. In the context of Marchantia, a single
WOX gene would require broader expression pattern to fulfil different roles during its lifecycle.
Alternatively, the broader expression pattern could be due to either missing elements from
the regulatory region or artefacts from fluorescent reporters and could be addressed by in situ
hybridisation.
MpSTM was found expressed in the slime papillae covering the apical cell. Slime papillae
produce hydrophilic mucilage that protects the meristem area from dessication[33]. Since
Marchantia contains only a single apical cell per notch, it is very likely that protection of the
apical cell from dessication is an efficient strategy to ensure robustness to harsh environmental
conditions. It is not unfeasible that slime papillae also participate in conveying hormonal cues
for growth. STM is known to be involved in cytokinin signalling in higher plants[108,109] to act
in a concerted manner withWUS for physiological SAM specification and maintenance[106],
which in the context of MpSTM expression could provide an explanation for its restricted
expression in the slime papillae.
MpSCR#2 exhibited an expression pattern which was almost exclusively located in the
surrounding region of the apical notch. SCR shows a similar distribution in the RAM
of Arabidopsis, where it is found in the quiescent centre and in the endodermis of root
tips[128,339,351,352]. In the quiescent centre, SCR has been shown to be involved in stem cell
specification for the RAM[128]. The expression pattern observed for MpSCR#2 is suggestive of
a potential role in apical meristem activity in Marchantia.
The CLV1-like MpBAM1 reporter showed an expression pattern in the flanking regions of
the notch area. BAM receptors have been shown to be required for meristem function, stem
cell balance and gametophytic development, where multiple BAM knockouts lead to loss of
stem cell identity[348]. In Arabidopsis, BAM1 is expressed in the quiescent centre and the
surrounding initial cells of the RAM[353], as well as in the L1 cell-layer of the SAM[354]. In
the SAM, BAM1 is expressed at the periphery where its expression is mostly excluded from the
central zone[348], analogous to the expression pattern observed for MpBAM1 in Marchantia.
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Experiments for MpCLV3 and MpWUS reporters recreating native contexts showed
expression patterns consistent with those seen for promoter fusions. Differences between
promoter fusions and cDNA/transcript fusions were mostly based on localisation rather than
patterns of expression. For MpWUS, nuclear localisation was seen in accordance to what has
been reported forWUS [96]. While the promoter fusion showed almost exclusively expression
in the notch, cDNA and unspliced transcript fusions also showed expression elsewhere. It is not
clear if this is an effect of genetic context or transcript stability, but unspliced transcript fusions
should recapitulate presence of MpWUS expression more accurately since for functional
fluorescent protein activity, preceding processes of transcript maturation must occur. These
experiments also support the use of direct promoter fusions to recapitulate gene expression
due to the similarity of patterns observed between full length transcript fusions recreating
the native context of MpWUS and the direct promoter fusions (pBR3-WUS). The MpCLV3
promoter fusion recreating its native context showed expression consistent to that seen for the
nuclear-localised direct promoter fusion (pBR3-CLV3), giving further support for the use of
these type of reporters (nuclear-localised) for assessing gene expression profiles.
Expression patterns observed for reporters of homologues of higher plants meristem
regulators showed activity in meristematic zones of Marchantia, suggesting a potential
functional conservation in meristem regulation of gametophyte development. To assess
functional roles of genes showing apical notch expression patterns, reverse-genetics
experiments were conducted for MpWUS, MpCLV3 and MpSTM:
MpWUS showed opposite phenotypes in overexpression and loss-of-function experiments,
consistent with what was described initially in the early WUS experiments in Arabidopsis. In
Arabidopsis, wusmutants exhibited early termination of the stem cells [95,96] and overexpression
experiments showed enlarged regions of stem cell expressing markers showing incapacity to
initiate organ formation[94,106]. The phenotype observed for pBEFCas9 + pBsgRNA3-WUS#5
mutant line showed an effect on the meristem size in the notch at later stages of gemma
germination (day 7). Characterisation of the mutation showed a frameshift at position 223
of 326 that generated an extra 67 aminoacids with no identity to MpWUS. Whether this
mutation conveys partial activity or abolishes function completely requires further analysis.
Overexpression of MpWUS showed an enlargement of the central lobe of the notch showing
morphological defects in meristem organisation. These observations suggest that MpWUS
influences meristem activity in Marchantia.
MpSTM overexpression exhibited abnormal gemmae morphology from the onset of
gemmae germination. This suggests that MpSTM might have a role in early gemmae
development in the gemmae cup. Furthermore, gemmae showed aberrant number of apical
notches and showed excessive amount of rhizoids in the dorsal side of the gemmae at later stages
of germination (day 7). STM has been described to be involved in the inhibition of cellular
differentiation[106,344] and promotion of ectopic meristems[97,106,110]. Its role in cytokinin
regulation has also been described, where it induces expression of cytokinin biosynthesis (IPT)
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genes[108,109]. Cytokinins promote elongation of root hairs in Arabidopsis[355], and similar
developmental programs are conserved between angiosperms and early diverging land plants
controlling the development of root hairs and rhizoids, respectively[356]. These observations
could explain the increase in rhizoids in MpSTM overexpressor lines. Mutagenesis experiments
for MpSTM produced a frame-shift mutation that generated early termination of translation.
The pBEFCas9 + pBsgRNA3-STM#1 line showed defects in apical notch size and positioning.
Phenotypes were relatively mild in comparison to overexpression, however defects were also
related to processes of meristem identity.
MpCLV3 overexpression generated plants which did not produce gemmae cups nor gemmae.
The phenotype presented altered morphology showing excessive number of lobes that failed
to grow more than a few millimetres. This phenotype is consistent with lack of apical
dominance and arrest of meristematic activity, similar to CLV3 overexpression experiments in
Arabidopsis[357]. MpCLV3 mutagenesis experiments failed to produce null mutations, possibly
due to an essential role of MpCLV3 for plant viability or development. Alternatively, the
amount of transformants screened was insufficient to locate mutations in MpCLV3.
To address pleiotropic effects from constitutive overexpression and mutations of MpWUS
and MpCLV3, a strategy for precise misregulation was developed. A dual-reporter for MpWUS
and MpCLV3 was constructed that showed expression patterns consistent for MpCLV3 direct
fusion (pBR3-CLV3). The MpWUS reporter used in the dual-reporter system exhibited a
broader distribution than the observed for the direct fusion (pBR3-WUS). Further analysis
is required to determine if this was a consequence of domestication or compositional effects
with Venus in the different reporter arrangements (in pBR3-WUS, a GATCC KpnI scar is left
between proMpWUS and Venus, in pL2.1-CLV3/WUS, an adenine separates proMpWUS* from
Venus). An inducible transactivation system described in Chapter 8 was composed with the
MpWUS and MpCLV3 dual-reporters and showed transactivation of a downstream reporter
upon induction.
Experiments to assess if MpWUS and MpCLV3 exhibit feedback in Marchantia by
misregulation did not show conclusive data for determining their interactions. Measurement of
dual-reporter activity for MpWUS and MpCLV3 in misregulation experiments was conducted
through timelapse LSCM, with the aim to assess transcriptional changes in vivo. Quantification
of timelapse imaging showed high reporter variability and difference on baseline reporter
fluorescence. Normalised ratios of MpWUS and MpCLV3 were calculated, allowing the
reduction of the observed variability. However, since the use of normalisation (ratio
correction) to observe changes from the baseline activity of the reporters can introduce
spurious correlations, this requires careful consideration. Possible problems with the use
of this approach to measure network dynamics include issues derived from fluorescent reporter
behaviour and unsuitability of the transactivation system used for misregulation:
Fluorescent protein maturation times and persistence of fluorescent proteins can
hinder accurate measurement of transcriptional responses. Dual-reporters used for
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proMpCLV3:mTurquoise2-N7 and proMpWUS:Venus-N7 were promoter fusions, thus did not
contain the targets for misregulation at the transcript level for amiRNA-mediated knockdown.
This signifies that reporter expression would not account for transcript quantities but only
measure transcriptional activity. Thus, a decrease in transcriptional activity would only be
measured after fluorescent protein degradation, determining a delay on reporter activity. These
factors could generate inconsistencies in fluorescent protein expression and measurement of
MpCLV3 and MpWUS behaviour, and could obscure the reporter expression levels measured
in the targeted misexpression experiments.
Heat-shock induction by the MpHSP17.8A1 promoter has been shown to provide an
increase in mRNA levels for the first few hours after heat-treatment, followed by a rapid
decrease in measured mRNA levels[60]. In the induction system used, MpHSP17.8A1 drives
the expression of HAP1-GR. Depending on the level of induction, persistence of HAP1-GR
and robustness of the network being regulated, transient misregulation might be insufficient to
see substantial effects in endogenous MpCLV3 and MpWUS behaviour.
To identify changes in targets of misregulation, transcripts were quantified by means of
semi-quantitative RT-PCR. Relative transcript quantification showed increased levels of pre-
MpmiR160 for both L3.1-amiCLV3 and L3.1-CLV3im transformant lines upon heat-treatment
and DEX. Although significant differences were found for pre-MpmiR160 amounts, MpCLV3
transcript levels remained unchanged for L3.1-amiCLV3 plants, and no change was seen for
the MpWUS transcript. This result suggests either that amiRMpCLV3MpMIR160 is not functional
or that the transient induction system used for transactivation of amiRMpCLV3MpMIR160 does
not provide sufficient knock-down activity of MpCLV3 during the period analysed. If there
is feedback between MpCLV3 and MpWUS, network dynamics can compensate for changes
in gene expression incorporating an additional obstacle for the accurate measurement of
knock-down activity. In the case of L3.1-CLV3im plants, the relative amounts of the MpCLV3
transcript increased approximately 3 fold upon induction. No differences were assessed in the
levels measured for MpWUS at either 20 or 44 h after induction. This result is inconsistent
with the observations made in the Arabidopsis SAM, where changes in CLV3 transcript levels
produced rapid changes inWUS transcript quantities[358]. Whether transient induction of the
MpCLV3 immune CDS produced insufficient levels to repress MpWUS, or if MpWUS is not
regulated by MpCLV3, requires further experimental validation.

Chapter 10
General discussion and conclusions
10.1 Summary
This dissertation described the use of engineering approaches to develop frameworks for
reprogramming of Marchantia. Outcomes of this project include the production of genomics
and transcriptomic datasets for Marchantia, the compilation of a novel type of gene-centric
resource for engineering, development of a simple and efficient DNA assembly system based
on Type IIS restriction enzymes, the use of genetic tools and microscopy techniques along with
image analysis methods to develop pipelines for quantification of gene expression and cellular
properties, the implementation of versatile and efficient methods for reverse genetics studies in
Marchantia, the development of transactivation systems for manipulation of gene expression,
and the discovery of potential gene regulators of the gametophytic mersitem in Marchantia.
The value of this research can be summarised by the technical aspect that allowed the
development of simple and streamlined frameworks for molecular genetics studies in a poorly
characterised eukaryote, as well as findings related to novel potential genetic regulators of
meristem genetics in Marchantia.
10.2 Genomic resources and databases for engineering
Due to the lack of available genomic sequences at the onset of this work, I optimised
DNA extraction protocols for Marchantia in order to obtain high-quality preparations fit
for next-generation sequencing. High-throughput DNA and RNA sequencing provided the
data to produce genomic and transcriptomic datasets. These datasets were used to perform
bioinformatic analyses to identify homologous genes of characterised function. Due to the
scarce availability of characterised genetic parts in Marchantia, this dataset also enabled the
generation of a set of functional genetic elements to expand the repertoire of DNA parts
available for genetic engineering in Marchantia. A genetic focus allowed the development of
a gene-centric database for engineering. Promoter elements tested from MarpoDB yielded
functional DNA parts that showed distinct expression patterns in Marchantia. Furthermore,
MarpoDB simplifies considerably the process of sequence identification to DNA construction
through the use of in silico domestication for Type IIS assembly.
10.3 Simple and efficient DNA construction
A simple and efficient DNA assembly system based on Type IIS assembly was developed.
Aside from the technical aspects of the development, Loop assembly incorporates a novel type
of schema for Type IIS assembly systems, which provides an elegant solution to the problem
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of restriction site restoration. The importance of this schema lies in the level of standardisation
and the emergent properties of recursive assembly that it provides. I showed the use of these
features for the assembly of synthetic promoters by composition of multimeric TF binding sites
through Loop assembly. The current Loop assembly schema is only one implementation of this
strategy that balances simplicity and versatility, but can be further expanded and explored for
other uses, such as protein domain-level assembly or different scalability by using an alternate
number of plasmids. Validation data showed a high level of reliability for Loop assembly,
even for composition of large DNA constructs (16 TUs, 38 kb). Since Loop assembly uses the
common syntax[77], it is compatible to already available DNA parts if SapI sites are absent.
The simplicity, versatility and reliability of Loop assembly together with the community
effort to establish standards for DNA assembly provide an excellent opportunity to encourage
collaboration and exchange, and empower biological engineering in plant biology.
The use of Loop assembly coupled to MarpoDB-identified genetic elements allowed testing
of genetic components in a medium-throughput manner, limited by plant transformation,
propagation and screening. Lowering costs of DNA synthesis are already at the point where
synthesis of DNA parts is cost-effective compared to genomic amplification, domestication
and assembly. DNA synthesis tethered to batch retrieval of sequences from MarpoDB, in silico
design and Loop assembly, could then be used for the systematic analysis of genetic constructs
in planta.
10.4 Coupling genetic and software tools to study cellular properties
Genetic tools and automated image processing pipelines were developed for extracting cellular
properties from confocal micrographs. Due to the need for functional fluorescent proteins
to label and study genetic expression in cellular contexts, I tested fluorescent proteins in
Marchantia to obtain a set of multispectral fluorescent markers, which were used to produce
reporters for tissue specific expression and labelling of cellular features. Multispectral reporters
were used to obtain Marchantia gemmae exhibiting expression of fluorescent reporters in the
meristem zone, along with membrane labelling.
Datasets of gemmae with multispectral markers were coupled with image processing
pipelines that enabled nuclear segmentation for characterisation of gene expression and
cell segmentation for extraction of cellular properties. Nuclear segmentation was used to
characterise gene expression spatially, and nuclei were classified on the basis of expression
levels of fluorescent markers, providing spatial distinctions and datasets for classified nuclei on
a per nuclei basis. This approach can be used for the study of tissue specific gene expression
in development, where functional correlations between genes and cellular contexts can be
determined. Furthermore, pipelines for cell segmentation were developed using watershed
segmentation and watershed segmentation from seeds using nuclear labels. The latter allowed
correlating expression levels with cell labels, providing insightful visualisations for gene
expression along with cellular properties. Cellular labels were classified on the basis of
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nuclear expression levels, which allowed cataloguing cells in the notch area. The use of
genetic reporter coupled to automated image processing pipelines are essential for establishing
functional relationships between cell contexts, cellular properties and gene expression in
developmental studies.
10.5 Tools for molecular genetics studies and manipulation of gene expression
High efficiency Cas9-mediated mutagenesis was implemented in Marchantia. An assay
for determining mutagenesis efficiency was developed which provided clear indication of
mutagenesis efficiency. The levels of efficiency obtained for Cas9-mediated mutagenesis
provided a substantial improvement from previous methods for reverse-genetics studies in
Marchantia, and enable large scale mutagenesis projects in a time and cost-efficient manner.
Methods for separate pcoCas9 and sgRNA delivery were implemented, as well as use of
aCas9 through Loop assembly, simplifying the generation of constructs for Cas9-mediated
mutagenesis.
A novel two-input two-component system for inducible transactivation was developed.
The system can be described as an AND gate transactivation system that exhibits negligible
basal activity and high signal-to-noise ratio. Transactivation was accomplished at a whole
gemmae level by heat-treatment and at a single-cell resolution through laser irradiation, in
presence of DEX. The system showed indications of modulation by intermediate treatments,
which upon further characterisation can yield adjustable levels of induction. Transactivation
was performed with multiple targets where induction of all targets was determined. This shows
that the AND gate can provide precise manipulation of gene expression and its potential use
for the development of synthetic networks.
10.6 Potential regulators of gametophytic meristem genetics in Marchantia
Gametophytic meristem genetics were studied in Marchantia gemmae. Homologues for higher
plant meristem regulators were identified in Marchantia and analysed for expression in the
gemmae notch, where several candidates showed tissue specific expression patterns. These
observations provide the grounds for establishing functional relationships between meristem
regulators known to be implicated in process of development in sporophytic meristems to
meristem activity in the Marchantia gametophyte. Further, the presence of higher plant
meristem regulator homologues in Marchantia and expression in the apical notch meristem
provide insight for the evolutionary relationships of meristematic processes. Loss-of-function
and gain-of-function experiments performed for homologues of WUS, CLV3 and STM showed
phenotypes related to meristematic function in Marchantia. For MpWUS, opposite phenotypes
were observed for gain-of-function and loss-of-function experiments, similar to the early WUS
experiments. These results provide a starting point for further work to unravel the genetic
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regulation of the gametophytic meristem of Marchantia and determine its relationship with
higher plant meristems.
The experiments described for performing targeted misexpression in Marchantia failed
to provide clear indication of feedback between MpWUS and MpCLV3. These experiments
should not be considered as definitive, since they are part of ongoing research to explore the
use of the techniques developed in this work, and are at the early stage of implementation.
However, the results obtained so far show that dual-reporters composed with the transactivation
system could be used to perform induction of downstream targets during a specific point of
gemmae development. This could be performed whilst measuring the activity of MpWUS and
MpCLV3 reporters and the transactivation reporter. However, issues with reporter expression
require further experiments to address the differences seen for MpWUS reporter expression
in this system and the reporters recreating native genetic contexts. For the misregulation
experiments, further validation for targeted misexpression by the artificial microRNA and
complementation by CDSs immune to amiRNAs would enable distinguishing if MpWUS and
MpCLV3 exhibit feedback in Marchantia.
10.7 Further experiments
The work presented in this thesis provides necessary resources to enable experimentation in
Marchantia and the reprogramming of plants by engineering. The frameworks developed allow
systematic approaches to study the links between genes and cellular contexts in growth and
development. Basic insights into the gametophytic meristem regulation of Marchantia were
obtained, which serve as groundwork for further experiments.
Observations for gene expression patterns by promoter fusions for homologues of genetic
regulators for the RAM suggest meristematic involvement. Functional molecular genetics for
MpSCR#2 in Marchantia could shed light on the contribution of these genes in the gametophytic
meristem of Marchantia. This could help to understand the relationship between meristems in
bryophytes and higher plants, and the evolution of meristem gene regulatory networks.
Validation for inducible targeted misexpression by amiRNA and complementation of
CDSs immune to amiRNA using MpArf1 as a putative assay would enable determining if
the misregulation strategy developed is useful for investigating genetic interactions. From
the results obtained by semi-quantitative RT-PCR, it is not clear if the strategy for targeted
misexpression was functional or not. Defining functionality for the misregulation effectors
would help to ascertain if this strategy can be used to interrogate genetic networks.
Quantification of MpCLV3 and MpWUS transcripts in constitutive overexpressor and loss-
of-function lines could allow to establish if feedback is present between MpWUS and MpCLV3.
Measurement of transcripts in these contexts might provide a more clear indication of the
interactions between MpWUS and MpCLV3 than those seen in the inducible misregulation
experiments performed.
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Further mutagenesis experiments would provide confirmation if MpCLV3 is an essential
gene. Furthermore, if MpCLV3 is indeed essential, conditional knock-out strategies at the onset
of gemmae germination would enable studying loss-of-function phenotypes in the Marchantia
notch. This would contribute to understand the function of MpCLV3 and determine functional
conservation with CLV3.
10.8 Conclusions
The work described in this thesis has allowed me to establish a set of frameworks for
experimental research. These frameworks enable and streamline the process of research
in molecular and cellular biology by tethering the details required for sequence identification to
the assembly of genetic constructs for their study in vivo. Analysis of gene expression in cellular
contexts was performed by implementing image processing pipelines, that enable quantification
and extraction of cellular properties. Systems for reverse genetics and for manipulation of
gene expression were generated, which provide tools for molecular genetics studies. I used the
frameworks described here to study meristem genetics of Marchantia gemmae and obtained
tissue specific patterns of gene expression for homologues of higher plant meristem regulators.
I have used functional molecular genetics strategies and determined potential involvement
of putative meristem regulators in meristematic processes of the Marchantia gametophyte.
The research shown here has demonstrated the efficacy of engineering approaches to generate
systems for the study of biological problems, and represent an integration of a multi-disciplinary
focus for investigating growth and development in Marchantia.
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Appendix A
Commands for bioinformatic analyses
The following commands were used to obtain putative plant homologue annotations for the
ORFs:




# UniProt annotations for filtered database selecting columns for UniProt ID,






# BLASTp agains the filtered UniProt database with specified output format
and E-value
blastp -query sequences.fa -db data/Uniprot/uniprot.fasta -outfmt "6 qseqid
sseqid qlen slen qstart qend sstart send qcovs pident evalue" -evalue 1e
-6 -num_threads ${numThreads} > blastp.outfmt6
# Hit filtering by coverage and identity
python scripts/filterBlastByCl.py blastp.outfmt6 20 35 > blastp.filtered.
outfmt6
# Appending UniProt annotations (protein and gene names) to hits
python scripts/addBlastInfo.py blastp.filtered.outfmt6 data/Uniprot/uniprot.
info > blastp.info
To retrieve protein domain motifs, hidden Markov model searches were performed through
hmmscan:
# Hidden Markov model searches against the Pfam-A database
hmmscan --cpu ${numThreads} --domtblout Pfam.domtblout --cut_ga data/Pfam/
Pfam-A.hmm sequences.fa
# InterproScan with the retrieve GO terms and output to HTML format options
interproscan.sh -d interpro -f gff3 html -goterms -pa -i sequences_clean.fa

Appendix B
Design rules for UNS
The analysis described here was performed by Dr. Tomás Moyano as a collaboration for the development of the
Loop assembly system.
We designed 40bp sequences to be used as UNSes for plants. We generated a list of 500,000
random 40mers and we filtered for the restrictions proposed by Torella et al., 2014[258], in the
section ‘Computational design of UNSes’, adding as a restriction that the complete sequence,
or 14 nt of 5’ or 3’ end, did not have a score greater than 35 when BLAST was performed
against Arabidopsis TAIR10 genome. Used criteria for the selection of 40mers were:
• TGC Distribution: 45%  GC content  55%. No tracts of > 4 AT-only or GC-only
sequences; 1–2 G/C nucleotides at each terminus.
• Does not contain start codons (ATG/TTG/CTG). We note that any RBS sequences
occurring by chance in the UNSes are predicted to be active only if start codons are
close by.
• Does not contain the following common multiple cloning site (MCS) restriction sites:
EcoNI, ClaI, XbaI, NcoI, BglII, SpeI, BamHI, NheI, PstI, HindIII, NotI, XhoI, AvrII,
BlpI, Bsu36I, AgeI, AflII.
• Does not contain the following restriction sites commonly used for assembly: AscI,
SapI, MauBI, BbsI, MreI, AvrII, BpmI, BsaI.
• Hairpin Tm< 40 ºC assuming 10 mMNaCl and 10 mMMg+2, evaluated with ‘oligoprop’
in MATLAB. Strong hairpins are predicted to be common because of the high Mg2+
concentration in isothermal assembly reactions.
• Max score < 35.0 when BLAST was performed against the Arabidopsis and E. coli
genome.
Five already existing UNSes[258] were reused since were in compliance with the criteria
used. Plant UNS1 and UNS2 correspond to bacterial UNS1 and UNS2, respectively. Plant
UNS3 matches bacterial UNS5, plant UNS4 equals bacterial UNS6 and plant UNS5 coincides
with bacterial UNS7. Plant UNSX was selected from the curated list as described above.

Appendix C
L0 sequences for synthetic promoter assembly
Sequences for L0 parts used in Loop assembly for synthetic promoter composition are included.















Commands for image processing
The image processing pipeline uses matplotlib, scipy, skimage, tifffile, numpy and can be
installed using pip (python package manager) or other package manages such as easy_install.
In the scripts, comments are included to describe packages, commands or parameters. Packages
and modules required for the script are defined in the script header:
import sys
import tifffile as tif
import scipy.ndimage as nd
import numpy as np
import numpy.random as npr
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from skimage import filters, util, measure, morphology
from skimage import exposure
from matplotlib import path
from os import path
# The helper script contains helper functions used in the pipeline as
required. The helper script is included at the end of the appendix
from helper import *
Each command will run from the the ‘main()’ function in the script. The top of the main
function contains global definitions and system inputs. The middle section of the ‘main()’
function contains the commands used for image processing.
D.1 Nuclear segmentation
For nuclear segmentation, the following parameters and commands were used:
def main():
# Parameters obtained from the terminal
channel = int(sys.argv[2])-1
# Load TIF file
data = tif.imread(sys.argv[1])
# Channel selection in the TIF file
img = data[channel]
# Intensity rescaling of pixel values using percentiles.
v_min, v_max = np.percentile(img, (1, 99))
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rescaled = exposure.rescale_intensity(img, in_range=(v_min, v_max))
# Add noise to test median filtering (illustration purposes)
noisy = rescaled
noise = np.random.random(noisy.shape)
noisy[noise > 0.99] = 255
noisy[noise < 0.01] = 0
# Perform median filtering to remove noise, using a structuring element of
disk morphology with size 2
filtered = filters.rank.median(noisy, morphology.disk(2))
# Closing operator of the mathematical morphology library (dilation
followed by erosion)
closed = morphology.closing(filtered)
# Otsu threshold calculation
thresh = filters.threshold_otsu(closed)
# Binarisation using calculated threshold
binary = filtered > thresh
# Label connected features
nuclei = measure.label(binary)
nuc = nuclei.astype(np.uint16)
# Sanitation and message for inputs from the terminal
if len(sys.argv) < 3:
sys.exit("###\n\nUsage: python process.py [IMAGE] [CHANNEL]\n\n###")
# Run main() function
main()
D.2 Nuclear segmentation using summed channels
For performing nuclear segmentation using summed reference and measurement channels, the
following parameters and commands were used:
def main():
# Parameters obtained from the terminal
refchannel = int(sys.argv[2])-1
meschannel = int(sys.argv[3])-1
# Load TIF file
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data = tif.imread(sys.argv[1])
# Channel selection in the TIF file
ref = data[refchannel].astype(np.uint16)
mes = data[meschannel].astype(np.uint16)
# Summed nuclei array generation
total = np.minimum(ref + mes, 255)
total = total.astype(np.uint8)
# Intensity rescaling of pixel values using percentiles.
v_min, v_max = np.percentile(ref, (2, 98))
rescaled = exposure.rescale_intensity(total, in_range=(v_min, v_max))
# Median filtering to remove noise
ref_noise = filters.rank.median(noisy, morphology.disk(2))
ref_noise = morphology.closing(ref_noise)
## Otsu threshold calculation
thresh = filters.threshold_otsu(ref_noise)
## Binarisation using calculated threshold
binary = ref_noise > thresh
## Label connected features
nuclei = measure.label(binary)
nuc = nuclei.astype(np.uint16)
# Sanitation and message for inputs from the terminal
if len(sys.argv) < 3:
sys.exit("###\n\nUsage: python process_nuclei.py image [REFCh] [MESCh]\n\n
###")
# Run main() function
main()
D.3 Watershed segmentation
For watershed segmentation, the following parameters and commands were used:
def main():
# Parameters obtained from the terminal
memchannel = int(sys.argv[2])-1





# Load TIF file
data = tif.imread(sys.argv[1])
# Cell Outline channel selection in the TIF file
im = data[memchannel].astype(float)
## Functions were provided by John Fozard
# Median filtering to reduce shot noise using a structuring element of
size ‘sel’
median = nd.median_filter(im, sel)
# Local contrast enhancement using gaussian filtering substraction of
sigma ‘gau’ using cut-off limit of 0 for negative pixel values
local = np.maximum(median - nd.gaussian_filter(median, gau), 0)
# ACME line filter using sigma ‘acm’
im2 = acme_line_filter(local, s=acm)
# Call watershed segmentation routine using level ‘L’. Function returns a
labelled image ‘seg’ with the watershed segmentation
im3, seg = watershed(im2, r=2, level=L, aniso=True)
# Sanitation and message for inputs from the terminal
if len(sys.argv) < 3:
sys.exit("###\n\nUsage: python process_watershed_membrane.py [IMAGE] [
OUTLINE_CHANNEL] [LEVEL]\n\n###")
# Run main() function
main()
D.4 Watershed segmentation from seeds using nuclear labels
For watershed segmentation from seeds, the following parameters and commands were used:
def main():
# Parameters obtained from the terminal
refchannel = int(sys.argv[2])-1
meschannel = int(sys.argv[3])-1












# Summed nuclei array generation
total = np.minimum(ref + mes, 255)
total = total.astype(np.uint8)
# Intensity rescaling of pixel values using percentiles.
v_min, v_max = np.percentile(ref, (2, 98))
rescaled = exposure.rescale_intensity(total, in_range=(v_min, v_max))
# Median filtering to remove noise, using a structuring element of disk
morphology with size 2
ref_noise = filters.rank.median(rescaled, morphology.disk(2))
# Otsu threshold calculation
thresh = filters.threshold_otsu(ref_noise)
# Binarisation using calculated threshold
binary = ref_noise > thresh
# Label connected features
nuclei = measure.label(binary)
nuc = nuclei.astype(np.uint16)
# Print number of segmented nuclei
print np.max(nuc)
## Outline channel processing - functions were provided by John Fozard
# Median filtering to remove noise, using a structuring element of disk
morphology with size 2
median = nd.median_filter(mem, sel)
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# Local contrast enhancement using gaussian filtering substraction of
sigma ‘gau’ using cut-off limit of 0 for negative pixel values
local = np.maximum(median - nd.gaussian_filter(median, gau), 0)
# ACME line filter using sigma ‘acm’
im2 = acme_line_filter(local, s=acm)
# Call watershed segmentation from seeds routine using level ‘L’. Function
returns a labelled image ‘seg’ with the watershed segmentation
im3, seg = marker_watershed(im2, nuc, r=2, level=L, aniso=True)
# Sanitation and message for inputs from the terminal
if len(sys.argv) < 5:
sys.exit("###\n\nUsage: python process_marker_watershed.py image [RefCh] [
MesCh] [MemCh] [Param]\n\n###")
# Run main() function
main()
